
Vicarious liability holds an employer liable for the negligence of their employee--the

employer is not negligent on his own regard, but is responsible for the employee's

negligence. However, with negligent entrustment, the person entrusting a thing to

another is held liable for his own negligence in entrusting the thing.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 49

I would remove the scope of liability element from the prima facie case. The reason

why I chose this element is because of how similar it is to the duty element. This

similarity is exposed in Palsgraf, where Cardozo and Andrews seem to be arguing

about scope and duty interchangeably. I think the prima facie case would be less

complicated for the jury if the scope element was simply combined into the but for

test of causation. So, the plaintiff would have to establish a duty by arguing that the

harm and himself (as a plaintiff) were foreseeable, therefore, the Δ has a duty to act

reasonably. While trying to show that a duty was more likely than not, the Δ would

also have the oppurtunity to argue that even if he had a duty, it doesn't extend to the

π because of an unforeseeable/intervening cause.

Eleminating this element, however, would have some consequences. First, it would

call many important tort cases into question and challenege their sufficiency. For

instance, if their is not a destinct scope of liability element, the thousands of cases

that have been discussed regarding this element may not matter anymore. Second, it

might lead to more confusion when trying to argue for duty and causation. Scope,

in my mind, seems to be a hybrid of the two. Therefore, removing it may lead the

court/jury questioning how to properly find a duty and causation.Third, removing

this element will be met with wide push back from plaintiffs and defendants who

either lost or won a claim because of the scope element. Many people would think

that it is not fair to take away this element when it was the very thing that may have

kept them liable or not liable. Lastly, it could open the door up to abuse of

defendants rights to equal protection of the law and due process. The prima facie

case is designed to compensate the plaintiff, but to also protect the rights of the

accused.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 332

Kurt v. Mike

Kurt has multiple claims against Mike. First, Kurt could sue Mike for negligence in

hopes to recover damages for pain and suffering along with possible damages to

his iPad.

Duty

Mike has a duty to act reasonably in regards to foreseeable risks and foreseeable

plaintiffs. Here, Mike may have a duty to Kurt since he is well aware of Kurt's

seizures and that people suffering from seizures are ultra sensitive to flashing lights.

The facts show that Mike mentioned Kurt's seizures in a tweet that he sent to him.

Breach

Mike most likely breached his duty by sending the video to Kurt even though he

knew that Kurt suffered from seizures and that bright lights could trigger one. Using

the B<PL test, Kurt will argue that the probability and seriousness (possibly life-

threatening) of him having a seizure is far greater than the burden of Mike not

sending a tweet to him with those images. Mike may counter here in arguing that the

first amendment of the constitution protects his right to free speech, therefore, the

burden of him not expressing his views is not higher than the probability of a

seizure. However, this will likely fail since Mike wasn't expressing any concerns of

public interest. By sending the tweet, Mike was likely acting will malice since he

knew that the video of Pepe the frog could trigger a seizure.

Causation

The facts indicate that Kurt did suffer from a seizure, thankfully. However, he did

experience some mental and emotional distress from the situation. It is also evident

that Kurt dropped his iPad after realizing what the video was--which may have

resulted in damages. Kurt will argue that Mike was a but for cause of his distress

and that he would not have expereinced the emotional distress or damages to his

iPad had Mike not sent the video to him.

Scope

This claim will likley hit a speed bump under scope since Kurt opened the video

and watched it even though he likely knew that the video would be related to

seizures since the tweet referenced them. Mike will argue that Kurt was an

intervening cause of his own harm and that this should terminate his liability.

However, Kurt could counter this and argue that it was foreseeable that he would

open the video since the whole purpose of Mike sending the tweet was to get Kurt's

attention. Therefore, Mike would probably be liable for negligence since it was

foreseeable that Kurt would open the video and that it could cause harm to him.

Defamation

Kurt may also wish to bring a claim for defamation against Mike. Kurt will argue

that the tweet, which discussed his seizures, was defamatory and caused special

damages (his distress from seeing the video). However, I can't analyze this claim

further because it is not clear whether the tweet was sent privately to Kurt, of if

Mike tagged Kurt in the tweet for everyone to see.

IIED

Kurt can also sue for IIED. Here, Kurt would argue that Mike intended for the video

to cause emotional harm to Kurt since he knew that Kurt suffers form seizures.

Although this coduct will probably be considered to be outrageous to a jury, the

facts are not clear about the extent of Kurt's injuries. Whether his distress amounts

to "extreme or severe" emotional distress is not clear.

Kurt's Family (wife/kids) v. Mike

Kurt's family may wish to recover for emotional distress from Mike's negligence.

Duty

Emotional distress is a limited duty, so Kurt's family will have to argue that they

meet the bystander rule.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 598

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

Adrian will likely be able to bring a whole array of claims against the NCAA.

Negligence

The first, issue is whether Adrian has a negligence claim against the NCAA for

failure to proivde propery instruction and testing.

Duty

Adrian will argue that it foreseeable that failing to properly intruct both the player

and team on the proper way to handle concussions could foreseeably lead to more

harmful outcomes. We could argue that we have a limitted duty to warn or aid.

However, Adrian would be able to establish a duty since we have voluntarily

assumed the duty by taking player safety and conduct amongst ourselves.

Breach

Adrian will also argue that we have breached out duty by failing to provide any

instruction directly to him as a player. Since instructions and manuals are only given

to the coaches and head medical staff directly, Adrian will argue that we have

breached a duty to him by failing to properly warn him of the risks of concussions

by playing football. Despite the plentiful research and statistics that show just how

common concussions are, Adrian will argue that he still did not know about the

proper way to notice concussions or how to handle them. Adrian will also argue

that we breached a duty to him by refusing to adopt the return-to-play protocols.

However, we could counter his argument by stating that we have conducted

numerous studies and have made it explicitly clear that all member institutions must

follow our guidelines. Still, a breach is likely to be shown as more likely than not

since there is little evidence that we have actually enforced those rules or provided

any incentive/punishment to coaches/institutions that do breach the rules.

Causation

Adrian will argue a couple of things here. First, he may argue that we are a but for

cause of his symptoms from the repeated concussions. He will argue that he he

been properly instructed on how concussions occur and how to avoid them, he

would have played safer or refused to return to play the day after receiving a

concussion. He will also argue that our failure to provide protocols to EIU was a

but for cause since he would have never returned to play the next day if the team

had to walk him through the steps suggested by Vienna, Prague, and Zurich

conferences. He can also fall back on substantial factor test by arguing that even if

EIU had a part to play in his injuries, the NCAA was a substantial factor since they

are the body in charge of being the "safety" watch-dog of all NCAA athletes.

Scope

We may be able to argue here that EIU's actions in allowing for Adrian to return to

play the next day was an intervening cause in his symptoms since the NCAA has

funded numerous studies about how the average time it take for an athlete to

recover from a concussion is 5-7 days. However, Adrian would counter this by

arguing that even though we funded the study, we did not implement any part of the

study into our regulations. In fact, we continued to allow the protocol to be

governed by each school. Adrian will use this to establish that it was foreseeable

that if the return protocol was left for the school to decide, they would likely have

him return as soon as possible since he was their star Strong Safety.

Damages

We may be able to mitigate some damages here by arguing assumption of risk either

express or implied. Through express, we could argue that we are not liable since

Adrian had signed and read a packet about the risk of injuries in sports. However,

this will likely not count as express assumption since the packet doesn't address

concussions. Implied assumption of risk would not hold up either since Adrian

must both have knowledge and appreciation for the risk of injury. He may arguably

have neither one. We will likely be liable for medical expenses (past and future),

pain and suffering damages, and possibly loss of future wages since Adrian was a

star player and would have likely made it to the NFL.

Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Adrina could bring a suit against us for fraudulent misrepresentation by arguing that

be induced his reliance in believing that he was safe since our hadnbook and manual

stress over and over again that our goal as a committe overseeing collegiate athletes

is to provide a safe environment and to improve our safety methods. Adriane could

argue that we never had the intention of improving safety regulations since we have

failed to adopt so many suggested protocols and ignore numerous studies. He will

say that the misrepresentation induced him to believe that nothing bad would

happen to him and to play football anyway.

Derek Owens v. NCAA

Negligence

Similarly, Derek will be able to bring a negligence claim against us for failing to

properly instruct both him and the medical staff/couches of UCA.

Duty

Derek will argue that it was foreseeable that failing to properly instruct a student

athelete about how concussions are incurred can lead to foreseeable harm since

they will know be aware of when they may have a concussion. Therefore, his will

argue that we had a duty to properly warn and instruct both him and the medical

staff about the concussion protocols.

Breach

By using B<PL, he will likely be able to argue that the probability and seriousness

of a concussion is much much higher than the burden it would be to us to properly

instruct each athlete and medical staffer. Research suggests that concussions in

football are extremely common and amongst the most frequent head-injury in the

game. Research also suggests that concussions become easier to get after the first

one, and that they also can bring on more serious symptoms. Therefore, since the

probability and seriousness of concussions is so high, Derek will argue that we

breached our duty by failing to meet our burden of instruction and warning.

Causation

Derek will likely be able to establish that we are a but for cause of his injuries. Had

we properly instructed him, and made more strict protocols enforced agains the

university, Derek would have been tested for concussions earlier and would have

been put on notice that he had suffered one. However, Derek was never given a

baseline test, did not receive any instruction from us, and has received no financial

help as a result of him losing his scholarship from concussion symptoms. Derek

was apparently under the belief that concussion only happend when somebody

blacked out or was knocked out. This false beliefe, he will argue, should have been

corrected by us (NCAA). Had it been corrected Derek would argue that he would

have never continued to play.

Scope

Similar to Adrian, Derek will argue that it foreseeable that a school will try to cut

corners in order to either avoid medical costs or to get their players back out on the

field as quickly as possible. However, we may be able to argue that our liability

should be terminated by the grossly negligent and reckless behavior of the schools

medical staff. We can argue that it is not foreseeable that the team staff would not

provide any tests or treatment whatsoever. We could also argue that Derek was put

on notice about his concussion because the doctor had told his roommate that he

had a serious concussion and should be monitored.

Damages

Derek was a very bright individual (98th precentile on ACTs). After the

concusisons, Derek has suffered from memory loss, anxiety, depression, learning

issues, fatigue, and dizzinness. This had cost him his ability to perform both on the

football field and in the class room. Derek could have excelled in either field.

Therefore, will likely be liable for future loss of wages, along with pain and

suffering, and possibly even loss of enjoyment of life sice Derek has been deprived

of two things that he values and loves.

Fraudulent Mis.

Derek would possibly be able to bring a misrepresentation claim similar to Adrian.

He could once again argue that our actions in how we actually regulate universities

and players is completely different from how we claim that we do. Therefore, he

may be able to establish that he was induced into consenting to play football in

college, despite his success in the classroom, by our misrepresentation. He will

argue that we knowingly misrepresented our goals and regulations to encourage

"amateurism" in sports and that we had no intention of actually providing significant

regulation and instruction by our consistent rejection of the Prague, Vienna, and

Zurich conventions.

Angelica v. NCAA

Angelica can also bring a number of claims. However, her claim for negligence

agaisnt us may be weaker than Derek and Adrian since Angelica had experienced 2

concussions before beginning to play college soccer.

Negligence

Duty

Once again, since we have assumed the duty to make college sports as safe as

possible, we likely have a duty to warn and instruct Angelica about how to spot and

deal with concussions.

Breach

Angelica will argue that since we have not adopted a return-to-play protocol that is

enforced on all universities, she was forced to practice even though an online test

that revealed she still had concussion symptoms. She will state that this consitutes a

breach of duty by stating that it is unreasonable to allow universities to adopt and

regulate their own protocols because it is foreseeable that a staff not properly

instructed or aware of the concussion protocols would require a player to return

much sooner than she really should.

Causation

Angelica would argue that had we enforced our own protocol on all universities, her

medical trainer would have been able to tell the coach that she still had concussion

symptoms and would not be able to return practice. However, since we have not

adopted such protocols, Angelica would argue that we are a but for cause of her

concussion symptoms. She will argue that being forced to practice, despite

receiving a concussion several days before the practice, enhanced/made her

symptoms worse because she was still feeling bad.

Scope

With Angelica, we could argue that she should have be aware of concussions since

she already had two before college. She even specially requested a helmet for her to

wear in games and practices because she was aware that she was especially

susceptible to concussions after already receiving two. We could argue that this

counts as a intervening cause and that we should not be liable because it was

unforeseeable that Angelica would continue to practice even though she was not

feeling well and had prior knowledge about concussions. However, Angelica could

argue that it was foreseeable that she would practice because the NCAA has placed

any regulations for return to play on her coach or university. Therefore, she will

argue that it is foreseeable that the coach would require her to return to practice

after giving her 4 days off. Since NCAA did not provide a systematic progress

chart for the university to work with, Angelica will argue that it is foreseeable that

the coach would not be aware of the proper amount of time or manner in which a

student should be brought back to practice.

Damages

Damages here are similar to both Adrian and Derek. However, with this possible

claim, we may be able to either mitigate or remove damages all together. See

defenses.

Defenses

Here, we may be able to argue primary assumption of risk. We could state that

concussions are an obvious injury associated with sports and that Angelica should

not have a claim against us any more than a fan at a baseball game should have a

claim against the team for getting hit by a foul ball. We could argue that since

Angelica has suffered 2 concussions prior to playing in college, she has both

knowlegde and appreciation of the risk of injury. So, she has assumed the risk of

concussions by deciding to continue to play soccer. However, Angelica could fire

back by arguing that she assumed the risk of concussions, but not the risk that the

coach would make her practice despite her not feeling well which was do to a lack

of enforeceable regulations by the NCAA. If this fails, we may be able to assert the

comparative fault defense by arguing that even though her coach had demanded her

to practice, Angelica was still negligent in her own regard she she could have easily

refused to do so--and should have given her history with concussion.

Kyle v. NCAA

Kyle would also bring a negligence claim against us. The analysis here is similar to

the previous claims, except for a few distinctions.

Duty

Same as above.

Breach

Kyle's breach argument is mostly the same as the previous claim discussed.

However, Kyle's case deals particularly with the suggested "3 strike rule" that we

have turned down repeadtedly. Kyle will argue that refusing to adopt this

recommendation was a breach of duty since it is unreasonable to allow college

athletes to continue to play high contact sports like hockey after receiving 3

concussions or more.

Cause

Kyle will argue that had such a rule been enforced, he would have never continued

to play after he received his 3rd concussion and would not have received his 4th

concussion in practice. But, since no such rule exists, Kyle will assert that we are

the but for cause of his sever symptoms and out-of-pocket medical expences.

However, we could argue that we are not a but for cause since Kyle would have

likely had these symptoms and medical expenses even if the rule was enforced since

he had already suffered 3 concussions. This argument may not hold up, however,

since Kyle would argue that it was the 4th concussion that sent him over the edge.

Scope

In this case, Kyle's doctor told him that he coud likely die if he received another

concussion. Despite this, his medical trainer cleared him to play. Kyle would use

this evidence to establish that it is foreseeble that without such a rule, the medical

staff and coaches of universities will continue to require their athletes to perform

despite their conditions. However, we may be able to counter his usage of the

foresight test by arguing that it is not foreseeable that a hockey player will be

cleared to play/practice after receiving 3 prior concussion and showing particular

susceptibility to concussions (facts indicate that Kyle received his 4th concussion

after a soft hit to the head).

Damages

Damages would likely be the same here. However, it is important to keep in mind

that punitive damages be on the table in this cases for Kyle and all previous claims.

The plaintiffs will all argue that our actions in failing to provide proper protocol and

instruction depsite our knowledge of the risk and severity of concussions consitute

reckless behavior.

Rachel v. NCAA

This claim is not as developed as the previous claims because it is not clear whether

the plaintiff has suffered a particular harm. The facts indicate that she may have

received a concussion that has gone undetected. She could bring a negligence claim

if this is the case. However, we may be able to argue that she has released her ability

to bring a claim since she signed the covenant not sue against her school. However,

it will be a stretch to convince the court to also apply this to us since we are not a

listed party. It may be enough, however, to argue an assumption of risk since the

waiver made it clear tha all type of injuries could occur from soccer.

IIED claims:

we knew of concussions

Did nothing about them

Question #4 Final Word Count = 2629
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Vicarious liability holds an employer liable for the negligence of their employee--the

employer is not negligent on his own regard, but is responsible for the employee's

negligence. However, with negligent entrustment, the person entrusting a thing to

another is held liable for his own negligence in entrusting the thing.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 49

I would remove the scope of liability element from the prima facie case. The reason

why I chose this element is because of how similar it is to the duty element. This

similarity is exposed in Palsgraf, where Cardozo and Andrews seem to be arguing

about scope and duty interchangeably. I think the prima facie case would be less

complicated for the jury if the scope element was simply combined into the but for

test of causation. So, the plaintiff would have to establish a duty by arguing that the

harm and himself (as a plaintiff) were foreseeable, therefore, the Δ has a duty to act

reasonably. While trying to show that a duty was more likely than not, the Δ would

also have the oppurtunity to argue that even if he had a duty, it doesn't extend to the

π because of an unforeseeable/intervening cause.

Eleminating this element, however, would have some consequences. First, it would

call many important tort cases into question and challenege their sufficiency. For

instance, if their is not a destinct scope of liability element, the thousands of cases

that have been discussed regarding this element may not matter anymore. Second, it

might lead to more confusion when trying to argue for duty and causation. Scope,

in my mind, seems to be a hybrid of the two. Therefore, removing it may lead the

court/jury questioning how to properly find a duty and causation.Third, removing

this element will be met with wide push back from plaintiffs and defendants who

either lost or won a claim because of the scope element. Many people would think

that it is not fair to take away this element when it was the very thing that may have

kept them liable or not liable. Lastly, it could open the door up to abuse of

defendants rights to equal protection of the law and due process. The prima facie

case is designed to compensate the plaintiff, but to also protect the rights of the

accused.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 332

Kurt v. Mike

Kurt has multiple claims against Mike. First, Kurt could sue Mike for negligence in

hopes to recover damages for pain and suffering along with possible damages to

his iPad.

Duty

Mike has a duty to act reasonably in regards to foreseeable risks and foreseeable

plaintiffs. Here, Mike may have a duty to Kurt since he is well aware of Kurt's

seizures and that people suffering from seizures are ultra sensitive to flashing lights.

The facts show that Mike mentioned Kurt's seizures in a tweet that he sent to him.

Breach

Mike most likely breached his duty by sending the video to Kurt even though he

knew that Kurt suffered from seizures and that bright lights could trigger one. Using

the B<PL test, Kurt will argue that the probability and seriousness (possibly life-

threatening) of him having a seizure is far greater than the burden of Mike not

sending a tweet to him with those images. Mike may counter here in arguing that the

first amendment of the constitution protects his right to free speech, therefore, the

burden of him not expressing his views is not higher than the probability of a

seizure. However, this will likely fail since Mike wasn't expressing any concerns of

public interest. By sending the tweet, Mike was likely acting will malice since he

knew that the video of Pepe the frog could trigger a seizure.

Causation

The facts indicate that Kurt did suffer from a seizure, thankfully. However, he did

experience some mental and emotional distress from the situation. It is also evident

that Kurt dropped his iPad after realizing what the video was--which may have

resulted in damages. Kurt will argue that Mike was a but for cause of his distress

and that he would not have expereinced the emotional distress or damages to his

iPad had Mike not sent the video to him.

Scope

This claim will likley hit a speed bump under scope since Kurt opened the video

and watched it even though he likely knew that the video would be related to

seizures since the tweet referenced them. Mike will argue that Kurt was an

intervening cause of his own harm and that this should terminate his liability.

However, Kurt could counter this and argue that it was foreseeable that he would

open the video since the whole purpose of Mike sending the tweet was to get Kurt's

attention. Therefore, Mike would probably be liable for negligence since it was

foreseeable that Kurt would open the video and that it could cause harm to him.

Defamation

Kurt may also wish to bring a claim for defamation against Mike. Kurt will argue

that the tweet, which discussed his seizures, was defamatory and caused special

damages (his distress from seeing the video). However, I can't analyze this claim

further because it is not clear whether the tweet was sent privately to Kurt, of if

Mike tagged Kurt in the tweet for everyone to see.

IIED

Kurt can also sue for IIED. Here, Kurt would argue that Mike intended for the video

to cause emotional harm to Kurt since he knew that Kurt suffers form seizures.

Although this coduct will probably be considered to be outrageous to a jury, the

facts are not clear about the extent of Kurt's injuries. Whether his distress amounts

to "extreme or severe" emotional distress is not clear.

Kurt's Family (wife/kids) v. Mike

Kurt's family may wish to recover for emotional distress from Mike's negligence.

Duty

Emotional distress is a limited duty, so Kurt's family will have to argue that they

meet the bystander rule.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 598

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

Adrian will likely be able to bring a whole array of claims against the NCAA.

Negligence

The first, issue is whether Adrian has a negligence claim against the NCAA for

failure to proivde propery instruction and testing.

Duty

Adrian will argue that it foreseeable that failing to properly intruct both the player

and team on the proper way to handle concussions could foreseeably lead to more

harmful outcomes. We could argue that we have a limitted duty to warn or aid.

However, Adrian would be able to establish a duty since we have voluntarily

assumed the duty by taking player safety and conduct amongst ourselves.

Breach

Adrian will also argue that we have breached out duty by failing to provide any

instruction directly to him as a player. Since instructions and manuals are only given

to the coaches and head medical staff directly, Adrian will argue that we have

breached a duty to him by failing to properly warn him of the risks of concussions

by playing football. Despite the plentiful research and statistics that show just how

common concussions are, Adrian will argue that he still did not know about the

proper way to notice concussions or how to handle them. Adrian will also argue

that we breached a duty to him by refusing to adopt the return-to-play protocols.

However, we could counter his argument by stating that we have conducted

numerous studies and have made it explicitly clear that all member institutions must

follow our guidelines. Still, a breach is likely to be shown as more likely than not

since there is little evidence that we have actually enforced those rules or provided

any incentive/punishment to coaches/institutions that do breach the rules.

Causation

Adrian will argue a couple of things here. First, he may argue that we are a but for

cause of his symptoms from the repeated concussions. He will argue that he he

been properly instructed on how concussions occur and how to avoid them, he

would have played safer or refused to return to play the day after receiving a

concussion. He will also argue that our failure to provide protocols to EIU was a

but for cause since he would have never returned to play the next day if the team

had to walk him through the steps suggested by Vienna, Prague, and Zurich

conferences. He can also fall back on substantial factor test by arguing that even if

EIU had a part to play in his injuries, the NCAA was a substantial factor since they

are the body in charge of being the "safety" watch-dog of all NCAA athletes.

Scope

We may be able to argue here that EIU's actions in allowing for Adrian to return to

play the next day was an intervening cause in his symptoms since the NCAA has

funded numerous studies about how the average time it take for an athlete to

recover from a concussion is 5-7 days. However, Adrian would counter this by

arguing that even though we funded the study, we did not implement any part of the

study into our regulations. In fact, we continued to allow the protocol to be

governed by each school. Adrian will use this to establish that it was foreseeable

that if the return protocol was left for the school to decide, they would likely have

him return as soon as possible since he was their star Strong Safety.

Damages

We may be able to mitigate some damages here by arguing assumption of risk either

express or implied. Through express, we could argue that we are not liable since

Adrian had signed and read a packet about the risk of injuries in sports. However,

this will likely not count as express assumption since the packet doesn't address

concussions. Implied assumption of risk would not hold up either since Adrian

must both have knowledge and appreciation for the risk of injury. He may arguably

have neither one. We will likely be liable for medical expenses (past and future),

pain and suffering damages, and possibly loss of future wages since Adrian was a

star player and would have likely made it to the NFL.

Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Adrina could bring a suit against us for fraudulent misrepresentation by arguing that

be induced his reliance in believing that he was safe since our hadnbook and manual

stress over and over again that our goal as a committe overseeing collegiate athletes

is to provide a safe environment and to improve our safety methods. Adriane could

argue that we never had the intention of improving safety regulations since we have

failed to adopt so many suggested protocols and ignore numerous studies. He will

say that the misrepresentation induced him to believe that nothing bad would

happen to him and to play football anyway.

Derek Owens v. NCAA

Negligence

Similarly, Derek will be able to bring a negligence claim against us for failing to

properly instruct both him and the medical staff/couches of UCA.

Duty

Derek will argue that it was foreseeable that failing to properly instruct a student

athelete about how concussions are incurred can lead to foreseeable harm since

they will know be aware of when they may have a concussion. Therefore, his will

argue that we had a duty to properly warn and instruct both him and the medical

staff about the concussion protocols.

Breach

By using B<PL, he will likely be able to argue that the probability and seriousness

of a concussion is much much higher than the burden it would be to us to properly

instruct each athlete and medical staffer. Research suggests that concussions in

football are extremely common and amongst the most frequent head-injury in the

game. Research also suggests that concussions become easier to get after the first

one, and that they also can bring on more serious symptoms. Therefore, since the

probability and seriousness of concussions is so high, Derek will argue that we

breached our duty by failing to meet our burden of instruction and warning.

Causation

Derek will likely be able to establish that we are a but for cause of his injuries. Had

we properly instructed him, and made more strict protocols enforced agains the

university, Derek would have been tested for concussions earlier and would have

been put on notice that he had suffered one. However, Derek was never given a

baseline test, did not receive any instruction from us, and has received no financial

help as a result of him losing his scholarship from concussion symptoms. Derek

was apparently under the belief that concussion only happend when somebody

blacked out or was knocked out. This false beliefe, he will argue, should have been

corrected by us (NCAA). Had it been corrected Derek would argue that he would

have never continued to play.

Scope

Similar to Adrian, Derek will argue that it foreseeable that a school will try to cut

corners in order to either avoid medical costs or to get their players back out on the

field as quickly as possible. However, we may be able to argue that our liability

should be terminated by the grossly negligent and reckless behavior of the schools

medical staff. We can argue that it is not foreseeable that the team staff would not

provide any tests or treatment whatsoever. We could also argue that Derek was put

on notice about his concussion because the doctor had told his roommate that he

had a serious concussion and should be monitored.

Damages

Derek was a very bright individual (98th precentile on ACTs). After the

concusisons, Derek has suffered from memory loss, anxiety, depression, learning

issues, fatigue, and dizzinness. This had cost him his ability to perform both on the

football field and in the class room. Derek could have excelled in either field.

Therefore, will likely be liable for future loss of wages, along with pain and

suffering, and possibly even loss of enjoyment of life sice Derek has been deprived

of two things that he values and loves.

Fraudulent Mis.

Derek would possibly be able to bring a misrepresentation claim similar to Adrian.

He could once again argue that our actions in how we actually regulate universities

and players is completely different from how we claim that we do. Therefore, he

may be able to establish that he was induced into consenting to play football in

college, despite his success in the classroom, by our misrepresentation. He will

argue that we knowingly misrepresented our goals and regulations to encourage

"amateurism" in sports and that we had no intention of actually providing significant

regulation and instruction by our consistent rejection of the Prague, Vienna, and

Zurich conventions.

Angelica v. NCAA

Angelica can also bring a number of claims. However, her claim for negligence

agaisnt us may be weaker than Derek and Adrian since Angelica had experienced 2

concussions before beginning to play college soccer.

Negligence

Duty

Once again, since we have assumed the duty to make college sports as safe as

possible, we likely have a duty to warn and instruct Angelica about how to spot and

deal with concussions.

Breach

Angelica will argue that since we have not adopted a return-to-play protocol that is

enforced on all universities, she was forced to practice even though an online test

that revealed she still had concussion symptoms. She will state that this consitutes a

breach of duty by stating that it is unreasonable to allow universities to adopt and

regulate their own protocols because it is foreseeable that a staff not properly

instructed or aware of the concussion protocols would require a player to return

much sooner than she really should.

Causation

Angelica would argue that had we enforced our own protocol on all universities, her

medical trainer would have been able to tell the coach that she still had concussion

symptoms and would not be able to return practice. However, since we have not

adopted such protocols, Angelica would argue that we are a but for cause of her

concussion symptoms. She will argue that being forced to practice, despite

receiving a concussion several days before the practice, enhanced/made her

symptoms worse because she was still feeling bad.

Scope

With Angelica, we could argue that she should have be aware of concussions since

she already had two before college. She even specially requested a helmet for her to

wear in games and practices because she was aware that she was especially

susceptible to concussions after already receiving two. We could argue that this

counts as a intervening cause and that we should not be liable because it was

unforeseeable that Angelica would continue to practice even though she was not

feeling well and had prior knowledge about concussions. However, Angelica could

argue that it was foreseeable that she would practice because the NCAA has placed

any regulations for return to play on her coach or university. Therefore, she will

argue that it is foreseeable that the coach would require her to return to practice

after giving her 4 days off. Since NCAA did not provide a systematic progress

chart for the university to work with, Angelica will argue that it is foreseeable that

the coach would not be aware of the proper amount of time or manner in which a

student should be brought back to practice.

Damages

Damages here are similar to both Adrian and Derek. However, with this possible

claim, we may be able to either mitigate or remove damages all together. See

defenses.

Defenses

Here, we may be able to argue primary assumption of risk. We could state that

concussions are an obvious injury associated with sports and that Angelica should

not have a claim against us any more than a fan at a baseball game should have a

claim against the team for getting hit by a foul ball. We could argue that since

Angelica has suffered 2 concussions prior to playing in college, she has both

knowlegde and appreciation of the risk of injury. So, she has assumed the risk of

concussions by deciding to continue to play soccer. However, Angelica could fire

back by arguing that she assumed the risk of concussions, but not the risk that the

coach would make her practice despite her not feeling well which was do to a lack

of enforeceable regulations by the NCAA. If this fails, we may be able to assert the

comparative fault defense by arguing that even though her coach had demanded her

to practice, Angelica was still negligent in her own regard she she could have easily

refused to do so--and should have given her history with concussion.

Kyle v. NCAA

Kyle would also bring a negligence claim against us. The analysis here is similar to

the previous claims, except for a few distinctions.

Duty

Same as above.

Breach

Kyle's breach argument is mostly the same as the previous claim discussed.

However, Kyle's case deals particularly with the suggested "3 strike rule" that we

have turned down repeadtedly. Kyle will argue that refusing to adopt this

recommendation was a breach of duty since it is unreasonable to allow college

athletes to continue to play high contact sports like hockey after receiving 3

concussions or more.

Cause

Kyle will argue that had such a rule been enforced, he would have never continued

to play after he received his 3rd concussion and would not have received his 4th

concussion in practice. But, since no such rule exists, Kyle will assert that we are

the but for cause of his sever symptoms and out-of-pocket medical expences.

However, we could argue that we are not a but for cause since Kyle would have

likely had these symptoms and medical expenses even if the rule was enforced since

he had already suffered 3 concussions. This argument may not hold up, however,

since Kyle would argue that it was the 4th concussion that sent him over the edge.

Scope

In this case, Kyle's doctor told him that he coud likely die if he received another

concussion. Despite this, his medical trainer cleared him to play. Kyle would use

this evidence to establish that it is foreseeble that without such a rule, the medical

staff and coaches of universities will continue to require their athletes to perform

despite their conditions. However, we may be able to counter his usage of the

foresight test by arguing that it is not foreseeable that a hockey player will be

cleared to play/practice after receiving 3 prior concussion and showing particular

susceptibility to concussions (facts indicate that Kyle received his 4th concussion

after a soft hit to the head).

Damages

Damages would likely be the same here. However, it is important to keep in mind

that punitive damages be on the table in this cases for Kyle and all previous claims.

The plaintiffs will all argue that our actions in failing to provide proper protocol and

instruction depsite our knowledge of the risk and severity of concussions consitute

reckless behavior.

Rachel v. NCAA

This claim is not as developed as the previous claims because it is not clear whether

the plaintiff has suffered a particular harm. The facts indicate that she may have

received a concussion that has gone undetected. She could bring a negligence claim

if this is the case. However, we may be able to argue that she has released her ability

to bring a claim since she signed the covenant not sue against her school. However,

it will be a stretch to convince the court to also apply this to us since we are not a

listed party. It may be enough, however, to argue an assumption of risk since the

waiver made it clear tha all type of injuries could occur from soccer.

IIED claims:

we knew of concussions

Did nothing about them

Question #4 Final Word Count = 2629
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Vicarious liability holds an employer liable for the negligence of their employee--the

employer is not negligent on his own regard, but is responsible for the employee's

negligence. However, with negligent entrustment, the person entrusting a thing to

another is held liable for his own negligence in entrusting the thing.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 49

I would remove the scope of liability element from the prima facie case. The reason

why I chose this element is because of how similar it is to the duty element. This

similarity is exposed in Palsgraf, where Cardozo and Andrews seem to be arguing

about scope and duty interchangeably. I think the prima facie case would be less

complicated for the jury if the scope element was simply combined into the but for

test of causation. So, the plaintiff would have to establish a duty by arguing that the

harm and himself (as a plaintiff) were foreseeable, therefore, the Δ has a duty to act

reasonably. While trying to show that a duty was more likely than not, the Δ would

also have the oppurtunity to argue that even if he had a duty, it doesn't extend to the

π because of an unforeseeable/intervening cause.

Eleminating this element, however, would have some consequences. First, it would

call many important tort cases into question and challenege their sufficiency. For

instance, if their is not a destinct scope of liability element, the thousands of cases

that have been discussed regarding this element may not matter anymore. Second, it

might lead to more confusion when trying to argue for duty and causation. Scope,

in my mind, seems to be a hybrid of the two. Therefore, removing it may lead the

court/jury questioning how to properly find a duty and causation.Third, removing

this element will be met with wide push back from plaintiffs and defendants who

either lost or won a claim because of the scope element. Many people would think

that it is not fair to take away this element when it was the very thing that may have

kept them liable or not liable. Lastly, it could open the door up to abuse of

defendants rights to equal protection of the law and due process. The prima facie

case is designed to compensate the plaintiff, but to also protect the rights of the

accused.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 332

Kurt v. Mike

Kurt has multiple claims against Mike. First, Kurt could sue Mike for negligence in

hopes to recover damages for pain and suffering along with possible damages to

his iPad.

Duty

Mike has a duty to act reasonably in regards to foreseeable risks and foreseeable

plaintiffs. Here, Mike may have a duty to Kurt since he is well aware of Kurt's

seizures and that people suffering from seizures are ultra sensitive to flashing lights.

The facts show that Mike mentioned Kurt's seizures in a tweet that he sent to him.

Breach

Mike most likely breached his duty by sending the video to Kurt even though he

knew that Kurt suffered from seizures and that bright lights could trigger one. Using

the B<PL test, Kurt will argue that the probability and seriousness (possibly life-

threatening) of him having a seizure is far greater than the burden of Mike not

sending a tweet to him with those images. Mike may counter here in arguing that the

first amendment of the constitution protects his right to free speech, therefore, the

burden of him not expressing his views is not higher than the probability of a

seizure. However, this will likely fail since Mike wasn't expressing any concerns of

public interest. By sending the tweet, Mike was likely acting will malice since he

knew that the video of Pepe the frog could trigger a seizure.

Causation

The facts indicate that Kurt did suffer from a seizure, thankfully. However, he did

experience some mental and emotional distress from the situation. It is also evident

that Kurt dropped his iPad after realizing what the video was--which may have

resulted in damages. Kurt will argue that Mike was a but for cause of his distress

and that he would not have expereinced the emotional distress or damages to his

iPad had Mike not sent the video to him.

Scope

This claim will likley hit a speed bump under scope since Kurt opened the video

and watched it even though he likely knew that the video would be related to

seizures since the tweet referenced them. Mike will argue that Kurt was an

intervening cause of his own harm and that this should terminate his liability.

However, Kurt could counter this and argue that it was foreseeable that he would

open the video since the whole purpose of Mike sending the tweet was to get Kurt's

attention. Therefore, Mike would probably be liable for negligence since it was

foreseeable that Kurt would open the video and that it could cause harm to him.

Defamation

Kurt may also wish to bring a claim for defamation against Mike. Kurt will argue

that the tweet, which discussed his seizures, was defamatory and caused special

damages (his distress from seeing the video). However, I can't analyze this claim

further because it is not clear whether the tweet was sent privately to Kurt, of if

Mike tagged Kurt in the tweet for everyone to see.

IIED

Kurt can also sue for IIED. Here, Kurt would argue that Mike intended for the video

to cause emotional harm to Kurt since he knew that Kurt suffers form seizures.

Although this coduct will probably be considered to be outrageous to a jury, the

facts are not clear about the extent of Kurt's injuries. Whether his distress amounts

to "extreme or severe" emotional distress is not clear.

Kurt's Family (wife/kids) v. Mike

Kurt's family may wish to recover for emotional distress from Mike's negligence.

Duty

Emotional distress is a limited duty, so Kurt's family will have to argue that they

meet the bystander rule.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 598

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

Adrian will likely be able to bring a whole array of claims against the NCAA.

Negligence

The first, issue is whether Adrian has a negligence claim against the NCAA for

failure to proivde propery instruction and testing.

Duty

Adrian will argue that it foreseeable that failing to properly intruct both the player

and team on the proper way to handle concussions could foreseeably lead to more

harmful outcomes. We could argue that we have a limitted duty to warn or aid.

However, Adrian would be able to establish a duty since we have voluntarily

assumed the duty by taking player safety and conduct amongst ourselves.

Breach

Adrian will also argue that we have breached out duty by failing to provide any

instruction directly to him as a player. Since instructions and manuals are only given

to the coaches and head medical staff directly, Adrian will argue that we have

breached a duty to him by failing to properly warn him of the risks of concussions

by playing football. Despite the plentiful research and statistics that show just how

common concussions are, Adrian will argue that he still did not know about the

proper way to notice concussions or how to handle them. Adrian will also argue

that we breached a duty to him by refusing to adopt the return-to-play protocols.

However, we could counter his argument by stating that we have conducted

numerous studies and have made it explicitly clear that all member institutions must

follow our guidelines. Still, a breach is likely to be shown as more likely than not

since there is little evidence that we have actually enforced those rules or provided

any incentive/punishment to coaches/institutions that do breach the rules.

Causation

Adrian will argue a couple of things here. First, he may argue that we are a but for

cause of his symptoms from the repeated concussions. He will argue that he he

been properly instructed on how concussions occur and how to avoid them, he

would have played safer or refused to return to play the day after receiving a

concussion. He will also argue that our failure to provide protocols to EIU was a

but for cause since he would have never returned to play the next day if the team

had to walk him through the steps suggested by Vienna, Prague, and Zurich

conferences. He can also fall back on substantial factor test by arguing that even if

EIU had a part to play in his injuries, the NCAA was a substantial factor since they

are the body in charge of being the "safety" watch-dog of all NCAA athletes.

Scope

We may be able to argue here that EIU's actions in allowing for Adrian to return to

play the next day was an intervening cause in his symptoms since the NCAA has

funded numerous studies about how the average time it take for an athlete to

recover from a concussion is 5-7 days. However, Adrian would counter this by

arguing that even though we funded the study, we did not implement any part of the

study into our regulations. In fact, we continued to allow the protocol to be

governed by each school. Adrian will use this to establish that it was foreseeable

that if the return protocol was left for the school to decide, they would likely have

him return as soon as possible since he was their star Strong Safety.

Damages

We may be able to mitigate some damages here by arguing assumption of risk either

express or implied. Through express, we could argue that we are not liable since

Adrian had signed and read a packet about the risk of injuries in sports. However,

this will likely not count as express assumption since the packet doesn't address

concussions. Implied assumption of risk would not hold up either since Adrian

must both have knowledge and appreciation for the risk of injury. He may arguably

have neither one. We will likely be liable for medical expenses (past and future),

pain and suffering damages, and possibly loss of future wages since Adrian was a

star player and would have likely made it to the NFL.

Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Adrina could bring a suit against us for fraudulent misrepresentation by arguing that

be induced his reliance in believing that he was safe since our hadnbook and manual

stress over and over again that our goal as a committe overseeing collegiate athletes

is to provide a safe environment and to improve our safety methods. Adriane could

argue that we never had the intention of improving safety regulations since we have

failed to adopt so many suggested protocols and ignore numerous studies. He will

say that the misrepresentation induced him to believe that nothing bad would

happen to him and to play football anyway.

Derek Owens v. NCAA

Negligence

Similarly, Derek will be able to bring a negligence claim against us for failing to

properly instruct both him and the medical staff/couches of UCA.

Duty

Derek will argue that it was foreseeable that failing to properly instruct a student

athelete about how concussions are incurred can lead to foreseeable harm since

they will know be aware of when they may have a concussion. Therefore, his will

argue that we had a duty to properly warn and instruct both him and the medical

staff about the concussion protocols.

Breach

By using B<PL, he will likely be able to argue that the probability and seriousness

of a concussion is much much higher than the burden it would be to us to properly

instruct each athlete and medical staffer. Research suggests that concussions in

football are extremely common and amongst the most frequent head-injury in the

game. Research also suggests that concussions become easier to get after the first

one, and that they also can bring on more serious symptoms. Therefore, since the

probability and seriousness of concussions is so high, Derek will argue that we

breached our duty by failing to meet our burden of instruction and warning.

Causation

Derek will likely be able to establish that we are a but for cause of his injuries. Had

we properly instructed him, and made more strict protocols enforced agains the

university, Derek would have been tested for concussions earlier and would have

been put on notice that he had suffered one. However, Derek was never given a

baseline test, did not receive any instruction from us, and has received no financial

help as a result of him losing his scholarship from concussion symptoms. Derek

was apparently under the belief that concussion only happend when somebody

blacked out or was knocked out. This false beliefe, he will argue, should have been

corrected by us (NCAA). Had it been corrected Derek would argue that he would

have never continued to play.

Scope

Similar to Adrian, Derek will argue that it foreseeable that a school will try to cut

corners in order to either avoid medical costs or to get their players back out on the

field as quickly as possible. However, we may be able to argue that our liability

should be terminated by the grossly negligent and reckless behavior of the schools

medical staff. We can argue that it is not foreseeable that the team staff would not

provide any tests or treatment whatsoever. We could also argue that Derek was put

on notice about his concussion because the doctor had told his roommate that he

had a serious concussion and should be monitored.

Damages

Derek was a very bright individual (98th precentile on ACTs). After the

concusisons, Derek has suffered from memory loss, anxiety, depression, learning

issues, fatigue, and dizzinness. This had cost him his ability to perform both on the

football field and in the class room. Derek could have excelled in either field.

Therefore, will likely be liable for future loss of wages, along with pain and

suffering, and possibly even loss of enjoyment of life sice Derek has been deprived

of two things that he values and loves.

Fraudulent Mis.

Derek would possibly be able to bring a misrepresentation claim similar to Adrian.

He could once again argue that our actions in how we actually regulate universities

and players is completely different from how we claim that we do. Therefore, he

may be able to establish that he was induced into consenting to play football in

college, despite his success in the classroom, by our misrepresentation. He will

argue that we knowingly misrepresented our goals and regulations to encourage

"amateurism" in sports and that we had no intention of actually providing significant

regulation and instruction by our consistent rejection of the Prague, Vienna, and

Zurich conventions.

Angelica v. NCAA

Angelica can also bring a number of claims. However, her claim for negligence

agaisnt us may be weaker than Derek and Adrian since Angelica had experienced 2

concussions before beginning to play college soccer.

Negligence

Duty

Once again, since we have assumed the duty to make college sports as safe as

possible, we likely have a duty to warn and instruct Angelica about how to spot and

deal with concussions.

Breach

Angelica will argue that since we have not adopted a return-to-play protocol that is

enforced on all universities, she was forced to practice even though an online test

that revealed she still had concussion symptoms. She will state that this consitutes a

breach of duty by stating that it is unreasonable to allow universities to adopt and

regulate their own protocols because it is foreseeable that a staff not properly

instructed or aware of the concussion protocols would require a player to return

much sooner than she really should.

Causation

Angelica would argue that had we enforced our own protocol on all universities, her

medical trainer would have been able to tell the coach that she still had concussion

symptoms and would not be able to return practice. However, since we have not

adopted such protocols, Angelica would argue that we are a but for cause of her

concussion symptoms. She will argue that being forced to practice, despite

receiving a concussion several days before the practice, enhanced/made her

symptoms worse because she was still feeling bad.

Scope

With Angelica, we could argue that she should have be aware of concussions since

she already had two before college. She even specially requested a helmet for her to

wear in games and practices because she was aware that she was especially

susceptible to concussions after already receiving two. We could argue that this

counts as a intervening cause and that we should not be liable because it was

unforeseeable that Angelica would continue to practice even though she was not

feeling well and had prior knowledge about concussions. However, Angelica could

argue that it was foreseeable that she would practice because the NCAA has placed

any regulations for return to play on her coach or university. Therefore, she will

argue that it is foreseeable that the coach would require her to return to practice

after giving her 4 days off. Since NCAA did not provide a systematic progress

chart for the university to work with, Angelica will argue that it is foreseeable that

the coach would not be aware of the proper amount of time or manner in which a

student should be brought back to practice.

Damages

Damages here are similar to both Adrian and Derek. However, with this possible

claim, we may be able to either mitigate or remove damages all together. See

defenses.

Defenses

Here, we may be able to argue primary assumption of risk. We could state that

concussions are an obvious injury associated with sports and that Angelica should

not have a claim against us any more than a fan at a baseball game should have a

claim against the team for getting hit by a foul ball. We could argue that since

Angelica has suffered 2 concussions prior to playing in college, she has both

knowlegde and appreciation of the risk of injury. So, she has assumed the risk of

concussions by deciding to continue to play soccer. However, Angelica could fire

back by arguing that she assumed the risk of concussions, but not the risk that the

coach would make her practice despite her not feeling well which was do to a lack

of enforeceable regulations by the NCAA. If this fails, we may be able to assert the

comparative fault defense by arguing that even though her coach had demanded her

to practice, Angelica was still negligent in her own regard she she could have easily

refused to do so--and should have given her history with concussion.

Kyle v. NCAA

Kyle would also bring a negligence claim against us. The analysis here is similar to

the previous claims, except for a few distinctions.

Duty

Same as above.

Breach

Kyle's breach argument is mostly the same as the previous claim discussed.

However, Kyle's case deals particularly with the suggested "3 strike rule" that we

have turned down repeadtedly. Kyle will argue that refusing to adopt this

recommendation was a breach of duty since it is unreasonable to allow college

athletes to continue to play high contact sports like hockey after receiving 3

concussions or more.

Cause

Kyle will argue that had such a rule been enforced, he would have never continued

to play after he received his 3rd concussion and would not have received his 4th

concussion in practice. But, since no such rule exists, Kyle will assert that we are

the but for cause of his sever symptoms and out-of-pocket medical expences.

However, we could argue that we are not a but for cause since Kyle would have

likely had these symptoms and medical expenses even if the rule was enforced since

he had already suffered 3 concussions. This argument may not hold up, however,

since Kyle would argue that it was the 4th concussion that sent him over the edge.

Scope

In this case, Kyle's doctor told him that he coud likely die if he received another

concussion. Despite this, his medical trainer cleared him to play. Kyle would use

this evidence to establish that it is foreseeble that without such a rule, the medical

staff and coaches of universities will continue to require their athletes to perform

despite their conditions. However, we may be able to counter his usage of the

foresight test by arguing that it is not foreseeable that a hockey player will be

cleared to play/practice after receiving 3 prior concussion and showing particular

susceptibility to concussions (facts indicate that Kyle received his 4th concussion

after a soft hit to the head).

Damages

Damages would likely be the same here. However, it is important to keep in mind

that punitive damages be on the table in this cases for Kyle and all previous claims.

The plaintiffs will all argue that our actions in failing to provide proper protocol and

instruction depsite our knowledge of the risk and severity of concussions consitute

reckless behavior.

Rachel v. NCAA

This claim is not as developed as the previous claims because it is not clear whether

the plaintiff has suffered a particular harm. The facts indicate that she may have

received a concussion that has gone undetected. She could bring a negligence claim

if this is the case. However, we may be able to argue that she has released her ability

to bring a claim since she signed the covenant not sue against her school. However,

it will be a stretch to convince the court to also apply this to us since we are not a

listed party. It may be enough, however, to argue an assumption of risk since the

waiver made it clear tha all type of injuries could occur from soccer.

IIED claims:

we knew of concussions

Did nothing about them

Question #4 Final Word Count = 2629
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Vicarious liability holds an employer liable for the negligence of their employee--the

employer is not negligent on his own regard, but is responsible for the employee's

negligence. However, with negligent entrustment, the person entrusting a thing to

another is held liable for his own negligence in entrusting the thing.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 49

I would remove the scope of liability element from the prima facie case. The reason

why I chose this element is because of how similar it is to the duty element. This

similarity is exposed in Palsgraf, where Cardozo and Andrews seem to be arguing

about scope and duty interchangeably. I think the prima facie case would be less

complicated for the jury if the scope element was simply combined into the but for

test of causation. So, the plaintiff would have to establish a duty by arguing that the

harm and himself (as a plaintiff) were foreseeable, therefore, the Δ has a duty to act

reasonably. While trying to show that a duty was more likely than not, the Δ would

also have the oppurtunity to argue that even if he had a duty, it doesn't extend to the

π because of an unforeseeable/intervening cause.

Eleminating this element, however, would have some consequences. First, it would

call many important tort cases into question and challenege their sufficiency. For

instance, if their is not a destinct scope of liability element, the thousands of cases

that have been discussed regarding this element may not matter anymore. Second, it

might lead to more confusion when trying to argue for duty and causation. Scope,

in my mind, seems to be a hybrid of the two. Therefore, removing it may lead the

court/jury questioning how to properly find a duty and causation.Third, removing

this element will be met with wide push back from plaintiffs and defendants who

either lost or won a claim because of the scope element. Many people would think

that it is not fair to take away this element when it was the very thing that may have

kept them liable or not liable. Lastly, it could open the door up to abuse of

defendants rights to equal protection of the law and due process. The prima facie

case is designed to compensate the plaintiff, but to also protect the rights of the

accused.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 332

Kurt v. Mike

Kurt has multiple claims against Mike. First, Kurt could sue Mike for negligence in

hopes to recover damages for pain and suffering along with possible damages to

his iPad.

Duty

Mike has a duty to act reasonably in regards to foreseeable risks and foreseeable

plaintiffs. Here, Mike may have a duty to Kurt since he is well aware of Kurt's

seizures and that people suffering from seizures are ultra sensitive to flashing lights.

The facts show that Mike mentioned Kurt's seizures in a tweet that he sent to him.

Breach

Mike most likely breached his duty by sending the video to Kurt even though he

knew that Kurt suffered from seizures and that bright lights could trigger one. Using

the B<PL test, Kurt will argue that the probability and seriousness (possibly life-

threatening) of him having a seizure is far greater than the burden of Mike not

sending a tweet to him with those images. Mike may counter here in arguing that the

first amendment of the constitution protects his right to free speech, therefore, the

burden of him not expressing his views is not higher than the probability of a

seizure. However, this will likely fail since Mike wasn't expressing any concerns of

public interest. By sending the tweet, Mike was likely acting will malice since he

knew that the video of Pepe the frog could trigger a seizure.

Causation

The facts indicate that Kurt did suffer from a seizure, thankfully. However, he did

experience some mental and emotional distress from the situation. It is also evident

that Kurt dropped his iPad after realizing what the video was--which may have

resulted in damages. Kurt will argue that Mike was a but for cause of his distress

and that he would not have expereinced the emotional distress or damages to his

iPad had Mike not sent the video to him.

Scope

This claim will likley hit a speed bump under scope since Kurt opened the video

and watched it even though he likely knew that the video would be related to

seizures since the tweet referenced them. Mike will argue that Kurt was an

intervening cause of his own harm and that this should terminate his liability.

However, Kurt could counter this and argue that it was foreseeable that he would

open the video since the whole purpose of Mike sending the tweet was to get Kurt's

attention. Therefore, Mike would probably be liable for negligence since it was

foreseeable that Kurt would open the video and that it could cause harm to him.

Defamation

Kurt may also wish to bring a claim for defamation against Mike. Kurt will argue

that the tweet, which discussed his seizures, was defamatory and caused special

damages (his distress from seeing the video). However, I can't analyze this claim

further because it is not clear whether the tweet was sent privately to Kurt, of if

Mike tagged Kurt in the tweet for everyone to see.

IIED

Kurt can also sue for IIED. Here, Kurt would argue that Mike intended for the video

to cause emotional harm to Kurt since he knew that Kurt suffers form seizures.

Although this coduct will probably be considered to be outrageous to a jury, the

facts are not clear about the extent of Kurt's injuries. Whether his distress amounts

to "extreme or severe" emotional distress is not clear.

Kurt's Family (wife/kids) v. Mike

Kurt's family may wish to recover for emotional distress from Mike's negligence.

Duty

Emotional distress is a limited duty, so Kurt's family will have to argue that they

meet the bystander rule.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 598

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

Adrian will likely be able to bring a whole array of claims against the NCAA.

Negligence

The first, issue is whether Adrian has a negligence claim against the NCAA for

failure to proivde propery instruction and testing.

Duty

Adrian will argue that it foreseeable that failing to properly intruct both the player

and team on the proper way to handle concussions could foreseeably lead to more

harmful outcomes. We could argue that we have a limitted duty to warn or aid.

However, Adrian would be able to establish a duty since we have voluntarily

assumed the duty by taking player safety and conduct amongst ourselves.

Breach

Adrian will also argue that we have breached out duty by failing to provide any

instruction directly to him as a player. Since instructions and manuals are only given

to the coaches and head medical staff directly, Adrian will argue that we have

breached a duty to him by failing to properly warn him of the risks of concussions

by playing football. Despite the plentiful research and statistics that show just how

common concussions are, Adrian will argue that he still did not know about the

proper way to notice concussions or how to handle them. Adrian will also argue

that we breached a duty to him by refusing to adopt the return-to-play protocols.

However, we could counter his argument by stating that we have conducted

numerous studies and have made it explicitly clear that all member institutions must

follow our guidelines. Still, a breach is likely to be shown as more likely than not

since there is little evidence that we have actually enforced those rules or provided

any incentive/punishment to coaches/institutions that do breach the rules.

Causation

Adrian will argue a couple of things here. First, he may argue that we are a but for

cause of his symptoms from the repeated concussions. He will argue that he he

been properly instructed on how concussions occur and how to avoid them, he

would have played safer or refused to return to play the day after receiving a

concussion. He will also argue that our failure to provide protocols to EIU was a

but for cause since he would have never returned to play the next day if the team

had to walk him through the steps suggested by Vienna, Prague, and Zurich

conferences. He can also fall back on substantial factor test by arguing that even if

EIU had a part to play in his injuries, the NCAA was a substantial factor since they

are the body in charge of being the "safety" watch-dog of all NCAA athletes.

Scope

We may be able to argue here that EIU's actions in allowing for Adrian to return to

play the next day was an intervening cause in his symptoms since the NCAA has

funded numerous studies about how the average time it take for an athlete to

recover from a concussion is 5-7 days. However, Adrian would counter this by

arguing that even though we funded the study, we did not implement any part of the

study into our regulations. In fact, we continued to allow the protocol to be

governed by each school. Adrian will use this to establish that it was foreseeable

that if the return protocol was left for the school to decide, they would likely have

him return as soon as possible since he was their star Strong Safety.

Damages

We may be able to mitigate some damages here by arguing assumption of risk either

express or implied. Through express, we could argue that we are not liable since

Adrian had signed and read a packet about the risk of injuries in sports. However,

this will likely not count as express assumption since the packet doesn't address

concussions. Implied assumption of risk would not hold up either since Adrian

must both have knowledge and appreciation for the risk of injury. He may arguably

have neither one. We will likely be liable for medical expenses (past and future),

pain and suffering damages, and possibly loss of future wages since Adrian was a

star player and would have likely made it to the NFL.

Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Adrina could bring a suit against us for fraudulent misrepresentation by arguing that

be induced his reliance in believing that he was safe since our hadnbook and manual

stress over and over again that our goal as a committe overseeing collegiate athletes

is to provide a safe environment and to improve our safety methods. Adriane could

argue that we never had the intention of improving safety regulations since we have

failed to adopt so many suggested protocols and ignore numerous studies. He will

say that the misrepresentation induced him to believe that nothing bad would

happen to him and to play football anyway.

Derek Owens v. NCAA

Negligence

Similarly, Derek will be able to bring a negligence claim against us for failing to

properly instruct both him and the medical staff/couches of UCA.

Duty

Derek will argue that it was foreseeable that failing to properly instruct a student

athelete about how concussions are incurred can lead to foreseeable harm since

they will know be aware of when they may have a concussion. Therefore, his will

argue that we had a duty to properly warn and instruct both him and the medical

staff about the concussion protocols.

Breach

By using B<PL, he will likely be able to argue that the probability and seriousness

of a concussion is much much higher than the burden it would be to us to properly

instruct each athlete and medical staffer. Research suggests that concussions in

football are extremely common and amongst the most frequent head-injury in the

game. Research also suggests that concussions become easier to get after the first

one, and that they also can bring on more serious symptoms. Therefore, since the

probability and seriousness of concussions is so high, Derek will argue that we

breached our duty by failing to meet our burden of instruction and warning.

Causation

Derek will likely be able to establish that we are a but for cause of his injuries. Had

we properly instructed him, and made more strict protocols enforced agains the

university, Derek would have been tested for concussions earlier and would have

been put on notice that he had suffered one. However, Derek was never given a

baseline test, did not receive any instruction from us, and has received no financial

help as a result of him losing his scholarship from concussion symptoms. Derek

was apparently under the belief that concussion only happend when somebody

blacked out or was knocked out. This false beliefe, he will argue, should have been

corrected by us (NCAA). Had it been corrected Derek would argue that he would

have never continued to play.

Scope

Similar to Adrian, Derek will argue that it foreseeable that a school will try to cut

corners in order to either avoid medical costs or to get their players back out on the

field as quickly as possible. However, we may be able to argue that our liability

should be terminated by the grossly negligent and reckless behavior of the schools

medical staff. We can argue that it is not foreseeable that the team staff would not

provide any tests or treatment whatsoever. We could also argue that Derek was put

on notice about his concussion because the doctor had told his roommate that he

had a serious concussion and should be monitored.

Damages

Derek was a very bright individual (98th precentile on ACTs). After the

concusisons, Derek has suffered from memory loss, anxiety, depression, learning

issues, fatigue, and dizzinness. This had cost him his ability to perform both on the

football field and in the class room. Derek could have excelled in either field.

Therefore, will likely be liable for future loss of wages, along with pain and

suffering, and possibly even loss of enjoyment of life sice Derek has been deprived

of two things that he values and loves.

Fraudulent Mis.

Derek would possibly be able to bring a misrepresentation claim similar to Adrian.

He could once again argue that our actions in how we actually regulate universities

and players is completely different from how we claim that we do. Therefore, he

may be able to establish that he was induced into consenting to play football in

college, despite his success in the classroom, by our misrepresentation. He will

argue that we knowingly misrepresented our goals and regulations to encourage

"amateurism" in sports and that we had no intention of actually providing significant

regulation and instruction by our consistent rejection of the Prague, Vienna, and

Zurich conventions.

Angelica v. NCAA

Angelica can also bring a number of claims. However, her claim for negligence

agaisnt us may be weaker than Derek and Adrian since Angelica had experienced 2

concussions before beginning to play college soccer.

Negligence

Duty

Once again, since we have assumed the duty to make college sports as safe as

possible, we likely have a duty to warn and instruct Angelica about how to spot and

deal with concussions.

Breach

Angelica will argue that since we have not adopted a return-to-play protocol that is

enforced on all universities, she was forced to practice even though an online test

that revealed she still had concussion symptoms. She will state that this consitutes a

breach of duty by stating that it is unreasonable to allow universities to adopt and

regulate their own protocols because it is foreseeable that a staff not properly

instructed or aware of the concussion protocols would require a player to return

much sooner than she really should.

Causation

Angelica would argue that had we enforced our own protocol on all universities, her

medical trainer would have been able to tell the coach that she still had concussion

symptoms and would not be able to return practice. However, since we have not

adopted such protocols, Angelica would argue that we are a but for cause of her

concussion symptoms. She will argue that being forced to practice, despite

receiving a concussion several days before the practice, enhanced/made her

symptoms worse because she was still feeling bad.

Scope

With Angelica, we could argue that she should have be aware of concussions since

she already had two before college. She even specially requested a helmet for her to

wear in games and practices because she was aware that she was especially

susceptible to concussions after already receiving two. We could argue that this

counts as a intervening cause and that we should not be liable because it was

unforeseeable that Angelica would continue to practice even though she was not

feeling well and had prior knowledge about concussions. However, Angelica could

argue that it was foreseeable that she would practice because the NCAA has placed

any regulations for return to play on her coach or university. Therefore, she will

argue that it is foreseeable that the coach would require her to return to practice

after giving her 4 days off. Since NCAA did not provide a systematic progress

chart for the university to work with, Angelica will argue that it is foreseeable that

the coach would not be aware of the proper amount of time or manner in which a

student should be brought back to practice.

Damages

Damages here are similar to both Adrian and Derek. However, with this possible

claim, we may be able to either mitigate or remove damages all together. See

defenses.

Defenses

Here, we may be able to argue primary assumption of risk. We could state that

concussions are an obvious injury associated with sports and that Angelica should

not have a claim against us any more than a fan at a baseball game should have a

claim against the team for getting hit by a foul ball. We could argue that since

Angelica has suffered 2 concussions prior to playing in college, she has both

knowlegde and appreciation of the risk of injury. So, she has assumed the risk of

concussions by deciding to continue to play soccer. However, Angelica could fire

back by arguing that she assumed the risk of concussions, but not the risk that the

coach would make her practice despite her not feeling well which was do to a lack

of enforeceable regulations by the NCAA. If this fails, we may be able to assert the

comparative fault defense by arguing that even though her coach had demanded her

to practice, Angelica was still negligent in her own regard she she could have easily

refused to do so--and should have given her history with concussion.

Kyle v. NCAA

Kyle would also bring a negligence claim against us. The analysis here is similar to

the previous claims, except for a few distinctions.

Duty

Same as above.

Breach

Kyle's breach argument is mostly the same as the previous claim discussed.

However, Kyle's case deals particularly with the suggested "3 strike rule" that we

have turned down repeadtedly. Kyle will argue that refusing to adopt this

recommendation was a breach of duty since it is unreasonable to allow college

athletes to continue to play high contact sports like hockey after receiving 3

concussions or more.

Cause

Kyle will argue that had such a rule been enforced, he would have never continued

to play after he received his 3rd concussion and would not have received his 4th

concussion in practice. But, since no such rule exists, Kyle will assert that we are

the but for cause of his sever symptoms and out-of-pocket medical expences.

However, we could argue that we are not a but for cause since Kyle would have

likely had these symptoms and medical expenses even if the rule was enforced since

he had already suffered 3 concussions. This argument may not hold up, however,

since Kyle would argue that it was the 4th concussion that sent him over the edge.

Scope

In this case, Kyle's doctor told him that he coud likely die if he received another

concussion. Despite this, his medical trainer cleared him to play. Kyle would use

this evidence to establish that it is foreseeble that without such a rule, the medical

staff and coaches of universities will continue to require their athletes to perform

despite their conditions. However, we may be able to counter his usage of the

foresight test by arguing that it is not foreseeable that a hockey player will be

cleared to play/practice after receiving 3 prior concussion and showing particular

susceptibility to concussions (facts indicate that Kyle received his 4th concussion

after a soft hit to the head).

Damages

Damages would likely be the same here. However, it is important to keep in mind

that punitive damages be on the table in this cases for Kyle and all previous claims.

The plaintiffs will all argue that our actions in failing to provide proper protocol and

instruction depsite our knowledge of the risk and severity of concussions consitute

reckless behavior.

Rachel v. NCAA

This claim is not as developed as the previous claims because it is not clear whether

the plaintiff has suffered a particular harm. The facts indicate that she may have

received a concussion that has gone undetected. She could bring a negligence claim

if this is the case. However, we may be able to argue that she has released her ability

to bring a claim since she signed the covenant not sue against her school. However,

it will be a stretch to convince the court to also apply this to us since we are not a

listed party. It may be enough, however, to argue an assumption of risk since the

waiver made it clear tha all type of injuries could occur from soccer.

IIED claims:

we knew of concussions

Did nothing about them

Question #4 Final Word Count = 2629
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Vicarious liability holds an employer liable for the negligence of their employee--the

employer is not negligent on his own regard, but is responsible for the employee's

negligence. However, with negligent entrustment, the person entrusting a thing to

another is held liable for his own negligence in entrusting the thing.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 49

I would remove the scope of liability element from the prima facie case. The reason

why I chose this element is because of how similar it is to the duty element. This

similarity is exposed in Palsgraf, where Cardozo and Andrews seem to be arguing

about scope and duty interchangeably. I think the prima facie case would be less

complicated for the jury if the scope element was simply combined into the but for

test of causation. So, the plaintiff would have to establish a duty by arguing that the

harm and himself (as a plaintiff) were foreseeable, therefore, the Δ has a duty to act

reasonably. While trying to show that a duty was more likely than not, the Δ would

also have the oppurtunity to argue that even if he had a duty, it doesn't extend to the

π because of an unforeseeable/intervening cause.

Eleminating this element, however, would have some consequences. First, it would

call many important tort cases into question and challenege their sufficiency. For

instance, if their is not a destinct scope of liability element, the thousands of cases

that have been discussed regarding this element may not matter anymore. Second, it

might lead to more confusion when trying to argue for duty and causation. Scope,

in my mind, seems to be a hybrid of the two. Therefore, removing it may lead the

court/jury questioning how to properly find a duty and causation.Third, removing

this element will be met with wide push back from plaintiffs and defendants who

either lost or won a claim because of the scope element. Many people would think

that it is not fair to take away this element when it was the very thing that may have

kept them liable or not liable. Lastly, it could open the door up to abuse of

defendants rights to equal protection of the law and due process. The prima facie

case is designed to compensate the plaintiff, but to also protect the rights of the

accused.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 332

Kurt v. Mike

Kurt has multiple claims against Mike. First, Kurt could sue Mike for negligence in

hopes to recover damages for pain and suffering along with possible damages to

his iPad.

Duty

Mike has a duty to act reasonably in regards to foreseeable risks and foreseeable

plaintiffs. Here, Mike may have a duty to Kurt since he is well aware of Kurt's

seizures and that people suffering from seizures are ultra sensitive to flashing lights.

The facts show that Mike mentioned Kurt's seizures in a tweet that he sent to him.

Breach

Mike most likely breached his duty by sending the video to Kurt even though he

knew that Kurt suffered from seizures and that bright lights could trigger one. Using

the B<PL test, Kurt will argue that the probability and seriousness (possibly life-

threatening) of him having a seizure is far greater than the burden of Mike not

sending a tweet to him with those images. Mike may counter here in arguing that the

first amendment of the constitution protects his right to free speech, therefore, the

burden of him not expressing his views is not higher than the probability of a

seizure. However, this will likely fail since Mike wasn't expressing any concerns of

public interest. By sending the tweet, Mike was likely acting will malice since he

knew that the video of Pepe the frog could trigger a seizure.

Causation

The facts indicate that Kurt did suffer from a seizure, thankfully. However, he did

experience some mental and emotional distress from the situation. It is also evident

that Kurt dropped his iPad after realizing what the video was--which may have

resulted in damages. Kurt will argue that Mike was a but for cause of his distress

and that he would not have expereinced the emotional distress or damages to his

iPad had Mike not sent the video to him.

Scope

This claim will likley hit a speed bump under scope since Kurt opened the video

and watched it even though he likely knew that the video would be related to

seizures since the tweet referenced them. Mike will argue that Kurt was an

intervening cause of his own harm and that this should terminate his liability.

However, Kurt could counter this and argue that it was foreseeable that he would

open the video since the whole purpose of Mike sending the tweet was to get Kurt's

attention. Therefore, Mike would probably be liable for negligence since it was

foreseeable that Kurt would open the video and that it could cause harm to him.

Defamation

Kurt may also wish to bring a claim for defamation against Mike. Kurt will argue

that the tweet, which discussed his seizures, was defamatory and caused special

damages (his distress from seeing the video). However, I can't analyze this claim

further because it is not clear whether the tweet was sent privately to Kurt, of if

Mike tagged Kurt in the tweet for everyone to see.

IIED

Kurt can also sue for IIED. Here, Kurt would argue that Mike intended for the video

to cause emotional harm to Kurt since he knew that Kurt suffers form seizures.

Although this coduct will probably be considered to be outrageous to a jury, the

facts are not clear about the extent of Kurt's injuries. Whether his distress amounts

to "extreme or severe" emotional distress is not clear.

Kurt's Family (wife/kids) v. Mike

Kurt's family may wish to recover for emotional distress from Mike's negligence.

Duty

Emotional distress is a limited duty, so Kurt's family will have to argue that they

meet the bystander rule.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 598

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

Adrian will likely be able to bring a whole array of claims against the NCAA.

Negligence

The first, issue is whether Adrian has a negligence claim against the NCAA for

failure to proivde propery instruction and testing.

Duty

Adrian will argue that it foreseeable that failing to properly intruct both the player

and team on the proper way to handle concussions could foreseeably lead to more

harmful outcomes. We could argue that we have a limitted duty to warn or aid.

However, Adrian would be able to establish a duty since we have voluntarily

assumed the duty by taking player safety and conduct amongst ourselves.

Breach

Adrian will also argue that we have breached out duty by failing to provide any

instruction directly to him as a player. Since instructions and manuals are only given

to the coaches and head medical staff directly, Adrian will argue that we have

breached a duty to him by failing to properly warn him of the risks of concussions

by playing football. Despite the plentiful research and statistics that show just how

common concussions are, Adrian will argue that he still did not know about the

proper way to notice concussions or how to handle them. Adrian will also argue

that we breached a duty to him by refusing to adopt the return-to-play protocols.

However, we could counter his argument by stating that we have conducted

numerous studies and have made it explicitly clear that all member institutions must

follow our guidelines. Still, a breach is likely to be shown as more likely than not

since there is little evidence that we have actually enforced those rules or provided

any incentive/punishment to coaches/institutions that do breach the rules.

Causation

Adrian will argue a couple of things here. First, he may argue that we are a but for

cause of his symptoms from the repeated concussions. He will argue that he he

been properly instructed on how concussions occur and how to avoid them, he

would have played safer or refused to return to play the day after receiving a

concussion. He will also argue that our failure to provide protocols to EIU was a

but for cause since he would have never returned to play the next day if the team

had to walk him through the steps suggested by Vienna, Prague, and Zurich

conferences. He can also fall back on substantial factor test by arguing that even if

EIU had a part to play in his injuries, the NCAA was a substantial factor since they

are the body in charge of being the "safety" watch-dog of all NCAA athletes.

Scope

We may be able to argue here that EIU's actions in allowing for Adrian to return to

play the next day was an intervening cause in his symptoms since the NCAA has

funded numerous studies about how the average time it take for an athlete to

recover from a concussion is 5-7 days. However, Adrian would counter this by

arguing that even though we funded the study, we did not implement any part of the

study into our regulations. In fact, we continued to allow the protocol to be

governed by each school. Adrian will use this to establish that it was foreseeable

that if the return protocol was left for the school to decide, they would likely have

him return as soon as possible since he was their star Strong Safety.

Damages

We may be able to mitigate some damages here by arguing assumption of risk either

express or implied. Through express, we could argue that we are not liable since

Adrian had signed and read a packet about the risk of injuries in sports. However,

this will likely not count as express assumption since the packet doesn't address

concussions. Implied assumption of risk would not hold up either since Adrian

must both have knowledge and appreciation for the risk of injury. He may arguably

have neither one. We will likely be liable for medical expenses (past and future),

pain and suffering damages, and possibly loss of future wages since Adrian was a

star player and would have likely made it to the NFL.

Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Adrina could bring a suit against us for fraudulent misrepresentation by arguing that

be induced his reliance in believing that he was safe since our hadnbook and manual

stress over and over again that our goal as a committe overseeing collegiate athletes

is to provide a safe environment and to improve our safety methods. Adriane could

argue that we never had the intention of improving safety regulations since we have

failed to adopt so many suggested protocols and ignore numerous studies. He will

say that the misrepresentation induced him to believe that nothing bad would

happen to him and to play football anyway.

Derek Owens v. NCAA

Negligence

Similarly, Derek will be able to bring a negligence claim against us for failing to

properly instruct both him and the medical staff/couches of UCA.

Duty

Derek will argue that it was foreseeable that failing to properly instruct a student

athelete about how concussions are incurred can lead to foreseeable harm since

they will know be aware of when they may have a concussion. Therefore, his will

argue that we had a duty to properly warn and instruct both him and the medical

staff about the concussion protocols.

Breach

By using B<PL, he will likely be able to argue that the probability and seriousness

of a concussion is much much higher than the burden it would be to us to properly

instruct each athlete and medical staffer. Research suggests that concussions in

football are extremely common and amongst the most frequent head-injury in the

game. Research also suggests that concussions become easier to get after the first

one, and that they also can bring on more serious symptoms. Therefore, since the

probability and seriousness of concussions is so high, Derek will argue that we

breached our duty by failing to meet our burden of instruction and warning.

Causation

Derek will likely be able to establish that we are a but for cause of his injuries. Had

we properly instructed him, and made more strict protocols enforced agains the

university, Derek would have been tested for concussions earlier and would have

been put on notice that he had suffered one. However, Derek was never given a

baseline test, did not receive any instruction from us, and has received no financial

help as a result of him losing his scholarship from concussion symptoms. Derek

was apparently under the belief that concussion only happend when somebody

blacked out or was knocked out. This false beliefe, he will argue, should have been

corrected by us (NCAA). Had it been corrected Derek would argue that he would

have never continued to play.

Scope

Similar to Adrian, Derek will argue that it foreseeable that a school will try to cut

corners in order to either avoid medical costs or to get their players back out on the

field as quickly as possible. However, we may be able to argue that our liability

should be terminated by the grossly negligent and reckless behavior of the schools

medical staff. We can argue that it is not foreseeable that the team staff would not

provide any tests or treatment whatsoever. We could also argue that Derek was put

on notice about his concussion because the doctor had told his roommate that he

had a serious concussion and should be monitored.

Damages

Derek was a very bright individual (98th precentile on ACTs). After the

concusisons, Derek has suffered from memory loss, anxiety, depression, learning

issues, fatigue, and dizzinness. This had cost him his ability to perform both on the

football field and in the class room. Derek could have excelled in either field.

Therefore, will likely be liable for future loss of wages, along with pain and

suffering, and possibly even loss of enjoyment of life sice Derek has been deprived

of two things that he values and loves.

Fraudulent Mis.

Derek would possibly be able to bring a misrepresentation claim similar to Adrian.

He could once again argue that our actions in how we actually regulate universities

and players is completely different from how we claim that we do. Therefore, he

may be able to establish that he was induced into consenting to play football in

college, despite his success in the classroom, by our misrepresentation. He will

argue that we knowingly misrepresented our goals and regulations to encourage

"amateurism" in sports and that we had no intention of actually providing significant

regulation and instruction by our consistent rejection of the Prague, Vienna, and

Zurich conventions.

Angelica v. NCAA

Angelica can also bring a number of claims. However, her claim for negligence

agaisnt us may be weaker than Derek and Adrian since Angelica had experienced 2

concussions before beginning to play college soccer.

Negligence

Duty

Once again, since we have assumed the duty to make college sports as safe as

possible, we likely have a duty to warn and instruct Angelica about how to spot and

deal with concussions.

Breach

Angelica will argue that since we have not adopted a return-to-play protocol that is

enforced on all universities, she was forced to practice even though an online test

that revealed she still had concussion symptoms. She will state that this consitutes a

breach of duty by stating that it is unreasonable to allow universities to adopt and

regulate their own protocols because it is foreseeable that a staff not properly

instructed or aware of the concussion protocols would require a player to return

much sooner than she really should.

Causation

Angelica would argue that had we enforced our own protocol on all universities, her

medical trainer would have been able to tell the coach that she still had concussion

symptoms and would not be able to return practice. However, since we have not

adopted such protocols, Angelica would argue that we are a but for cause of her

concussion symptoms. She will argue that being forced to practice, despite

receiving a concussion several days before the practice, enhanced/made her

symptoms worse because she was still feeling bad.

Scope

With Angelica, we could argue that she should have be aware of concussions since

she already had two before college. She even specially requested a helmet for her to

wear in games and practices because she was aware that she was especially

susceptible to concussions after already receiving two. We could argue that this

counts as a intervening cause and that we should not be liable because it was

unforeseeable that Angelica would continue to practice even though she was not

feeling well and had prior knowledge about concussions. However, Angelica could

argue that it was foreseeable that she would practice because the NCAA has placed

any regulations for return to play on her coach or university. Therefore, she will

argue that it is foreseeable that the coach would require her to return to practice

after giving her 4 days off. Since NCAA did not provide a systematic progress

chart for the university to work with, Angelica will argue that it is foreseeable that

the coach would not be aware of the proper amount of time or manner in which a

student should be brought back to practice.

Damages

Damages here are similar to both Adrian and Derek. However, with this possible

claim, we may be able to either mitigate or remove damages all together. See

defenses.

Defenses

Here, we may be able to argue primary assumption of risk. We could state that

concussions are an obvious injury associated with sports and that Angelica should

not have a claim against us any more than a fan at a baseball game should have a

claim against the team for getting hit by a foul ball. We could argue that since

Angelica has suffered 2 concussions prior to playing in college, she has both

knowlegde and appreciation of the risk of injury. So, she has assumed the risk of

concussions by deciding to continue to play soccer. However, Angelica could fire

back by arguing that she assumed the risk of concussions, but not the risk that the

coach would make her practice despite her not feeling well which was do to a lack

of enforeceable regulations by the NCAA. If this fails, we may be able to assert the

comparative fault defense by arguing that even though her coach had demanded her

to practice, Angelica was still negligent in her own regard she she could have easily

refused to do so--and should have given her history with concussion.

Kyle v. NCAA

Kyle would also bring a negligence claim against us. The analysis here is similar to

the previous claims, except for a few distinctions.

Duty

Same as above.

Breach

Kyle's breach argument is mostly the same as the previous claim discussed.

However, Kyle's case deals particularly with the suggested "3 strike rule" that we

have turned down repeadtedly. Kyle will argue that refusing to adopt this

recommendation was a breach of duty since it is unreasonable to allow college

athletes to continue to play high contact sports like hockey after receiving 3

concussions or more.

Cause

Kyle will argue that had such a rule been enforced, he would have never continued

to play after he received his 3rd concussion and would not have received his 4th

concussion in practice. But, since no such rule exists, Kyle will assert that we are

the but for cause of his sever symptoms and out-of-pocket medical expences.

However, we could argue that we are not a but for cause since Kyle would have

likely had these symptoms and medical expenses even if the rule was enforced since

he had already suffered 3 concussions. This argument may not hold up, however,

since Kyle would argue that it was the 4th concussion that sent him over the edge.

Scope

In this case, Kyle's doctor told him that he coud likely die if he received another

concussion. Despite this, his medical trainer cleared him to play. Kyle would use

this evidence to establish that it is foreseeble that without such a rule, the medical

staff and coaches of universities will continue to require their athletes to perform

despite their conditions. However, we may be able to counter his usage of the

foresight test by arguing that it is not foreseeable that a hockey player will be

cleared to play/practice after receiving 3 prior concussion and showing particular

susceptibility to concussions (facts indicate that Kyle received his 4th concussion

after a soft hit to the head).

Damages

Damages would likely be the same here. However, it is important to keep in mind

that punitive damages be on the table in this cases for Kyle and all previous claims.

The plaintiffs will all argue that our actions in failing to provide proper protocol and

instruction depsite our knowledge of the risk and severity of concussions consitute

reckless behavior.

Rachel v. NCAA

This claim is not as developed as the previous claims because it is not clear whether

the plaintiff has suffered a particular harm. The facts indicate that she may have

received a concussion that has gone undetected. She could bring a negligence claim

if this is the case. However, we may be able to argue that she has released her ability

to bring a claim since she signed the covenant not sue against her school. However,

it will be a stretch to convince the court to also apply this to us since we are not a

listed party. It may be enough, however, to argue an assumption of risk since the

waiver made it clear tha all type of injuries could occur from soccer.

IIED claims:

we knew of concussions

Did nothing about them

Question #4 Final Word Count = 2629
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Vicarious liability holds an employer liable for the negligence of their employee--the

employer is not negligent on his own regard, but is responsible for the employee's

negligence. However, with negligent entrustment, the person entrusting a thing to

another is held liable for his own negligence in entrusting the thing.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 49

I would remove the scope of liability element from the prima facie case. The reason

why I chose this element is because of how similar it is to the duty element. This

similarity is exposed in Palsgraf, where Cardozo and Andrews seem to be arguing

about scope and duty interchangeably. I think the prima facie case would be less

complicated for the jury if the scope element was simply combined into the but for

test of causation. So, the plaintiff would have to establish a duty by arguing that the

harm and himself (as a plaintiff) were foreseeable, therefore, the Δ has a duty to act

reasonably. While trying to show that a duty was more likely than not, the Δ would

also have the oppurtunity to argue that even if he had a duty, it doesn't extend to the

π because of an unforeseeable/intervening cause.

Eleminating this element, however, would have some consequences. First, it would

call many important tort cases into question and challenege their sufficiency. For

instance, if their is not a destinct scope of liability element, the thousands of cases

that have been discussed regarding this element may not matter anymore. Second, it

might lead to more confusion when trying to argue for duty and causation. Scope,

in my mind, seems to be a hybrid of the two. Therefore, removing it may lead the

court/jury questioning how to properly find a duty and causation.Third, removing

this element will be met with wide push back from plaintiffs and defendants who

either lost or won a claim because of the scope element. Many people would think

that it is not fair to take away this element when it was the very thing that may have

kept them liable or not liable. Lastly, it could open the door up to abuse of

defendants rights to equal protection of the law and due process. The prima facie

case is designed to compensate the plaintiff, but to also protect the rights of the

accused.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 332

Kurt v. Mike

Kurt has multiple claims against Mike. First, Kurt could sue Mike for negligence in

hopes to recover damages for pain and suffering along with possible damages to

his iPad.

Duty

Mike has a duty to act reasonably in regards to foreseeable risks and foreseeable

plaintiffs. Here, Mike may have a duty to Kurt since he is well aware of Kurt's

seizures and that people suffering from seizures are ultra sensitive to flashing lights.

The facts show that Mike mentioned Kurt's seizures in a tweet that he sent to him.

Breach

Mike most likely breached his duty by sending the video to Kurt even though he

knew that Kurt suffered from seizures and that bright lights could trigger one. Using

the B<PL test, Kurt will argue that the probability and seriousness (possibly life-

threatening) of him having a seizure is far greater than the burden of Mike not

sending a tweet to him with those images. Mike may counter here in arguing that the

first amendment of the constitution protects his right to free speech, therefore, the

burden of him not expressing his views is not higher than the probability of a

seizure. However, this will likely fail since Mike wasn't expressing any concerns of

public interest. By sending the tweet, Mike was likely acting will malice since he

knew that the video of Pepe the frog could trigger a seizure.

Causation

The facts indicate that Kurt did suffer from a seizure, thankfully. However, he did

experience some mental and emotional distress from the situation. It is also evident

that Kurt dropped his iPad after realizing what the video was--which may have

resulted in damages. Kurt will argue that Mike was a but for cause of his distress

and that he would not have expereinced the emotional distress or damages to his

iPad had Mike not sent the video to him.

Scope

This claim will likley hit a speed bump under scope since Kurt opened the video

and watched it even though he likely knew that the video would be related to

seizures since the tweet referenced them. Mike will argue that Kurt was an

intervening cause of his own harm and that this should terminate his liability.

However, Kurt could counter this and argue that it was foreseeable that he would

open the video since the whole purpose of Mike sending the tweet was to get Kurt's

attention. Therefore, Mike would probably be liable for negligence since it was

foreseeable that Kurt would open the video and that it could cause harm to him.

Defamation

Kurt may also wish to bring a claim for defamation against Mike. Kurt will argue

that the tweet, which discussed his seizures, was defamatory and caused special

damages (his distress from seeing the video). However, I can't analyze this claim

further because it is not clear whether the tweet was sent privately to Kurt, of if

Mike tagged Kurt in the tweet for everyone to see.

IIED

Kurt can also sue for IIED. Here, Kurt would argue that Mike intended for the video

to cause emotional harm to Kurt since he knew that Kurt suffers form seizures.

Although this coduct will probably be considered to be outrageous to a jury, the

facts are not clear about the extent of Kurt's injuries. Whether his distress amounts

to "extreme or severe" emotional distress is not clear.

Kurt's Family (wife/kids) v. Mike

Kurt's family may wish to recover for emotional distress from Mike's negligence.

Duty

Emotional distress is a limited duty, so Kurt's family will have to argue that they

meet the bystander rule.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 598

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

Adrian will likely be able to bring a whole array of claims against the NCAA.

Negligence

The first, issue is whether Adrian has a negligence claim against the NCAA for

failure to proivde propery instruction and testing.

Duty

Adrian will argue that it foreseeable that failing to properly intruct both the player

and team on the proper way to handle concussions could foreseeably lead to more

harmful outcomes. We could argue that we have a limitted duty to warn or aid.

However, Adrian would be able to establish a duty since we have voluntarily

assumed the duty by taking player safety and conduct amongst ourselves.

Breach

Adrian will also argue that we have breached out duty by failing to provide any

instruction directly to him as a player. Since instructions and manuals are only given

to the coaches and head medical staff directly, Adrian will argue that we have

breached a duty to him by failing to properly warn him of the risks of concussions

by playing football. Despite the plentiful research and statistics that show just how

common concussions are, Adrian will argue that he still did not know about the

proper way to notice concussions or how to handle them. Adrian will also argue

that we breached a duty to him by refusing to adopt the return-to-play protocols.

However, we could counter his argument by stating that we have conducted

numerous studies and have made it explicitly clear that all member institutions must

follow our guidelines. Still, a breach is likely to be shown as more likely than not

since there is little evidence that we have actually enforced those rules or provided

any incentive/punishment to coaches/institutions that do breach the rules.

Causation

Adrian will argue a couple of things here. First, he may argue that we are a but for

cause of his symptoms from the repeated concussions. He will argue that he he

been properly instructed on how concussions occur and how to avoid them, he

would have played safer or refused to return to play the day after receiving a

concussion. He will also argue that our failure to provide protocols to EIU was a

but for cause since he would have never returned to play the next day if the team

had to walk him through the steps suggested by Vienna, Prague, and Zurich

conferences. He can also fall back on substantial factor test by arguing that even if

EIU had a part to play in his injuries, the NCAA was a substantial factor since they

are the body in charge of being the "safety" watch-dog of all NCAA athletes.

Scope

We may be able to argue here that EIU's actions in allowing for Adrian to return to

play the next day was an intervening cause in his symptoms since the NCAA has

funded numerous studies about how the average time it take for an athlete to

recover from a concussion is 5-7 days. However, Adrian would counter this by

arguing that even though we funded the study, we did not implement any part of the

study into our regulations. In fact, we continued to allow the protocol to be

governed by each school. Adrian will use this to establish that it was foreseeable

that if the return protocol was left for the school to decide, they would likely have

him return as soon as possible since he was their star Strong Safety.

Damages

We may be able to mitigate some damages here by arguing assumption of risk either

express or implied. Through express, we could argue that we are not liable since

Adrian had signed and read a packet about the risk of injuries in sports. However,

this will likely not count as express assumption since the packet doesn't address

concussions. Implied assumption of risk would not hold up either since Adrian

must both have knowledge and appreciation for the risk of injury. He may arguably

have neither one. We will likely be liable for medical expenses (past and future),

pain and suffering damages, and possibly loss of future wages since Adrian was a

star player and would have likely made it to the NFL.

Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Adrina could bring a suit against us for fraudulent misrepresentation by arguing that

be induced his reliance in believing that he was safe since our hadnbook and manual

stress over and over again that our goal as a committe overseeing collegiate athletes

is to provide a safe environment and to improve our safety methods. Adriane could

argue that we never had the intention of improving safety regulations since we have

failed to adopt so many suggested protocols and ignore numerous studies. He will

say that the misrepresentation induced him to believe that nothing bad would

happen to him and to play football anyway.

Derek Owens v. NCAA

Negligence

Similarly, Derek will be able to bring a negligence claim against us for failing to

properly instruct both him and the medical staff/couches of UCA.

Duty

Derek will argue that it was foreseeable that failing to properly instruct a student

athelete about how concussions are incurred can lead to foreseeable harm since

they will know be aware of when they may have a concussion. Therefore, his will

argue that we had a duty to properly warn and instruct both him and the medical

staff about the concussion protocols.

Breach

By using B<PL, he will likely be able to argue that the probability and seriousness

of a concussion is much much higher than the burden it would be to us to properly

instruct each athlete and medical staffer. Research suggests that concussions in

football are extremely common and amongst the most frequent head-injury in the

game. Research also suggests that concussions become easier to get after the first

one, and that they also can bring on more serious symptoms. Therefore, since the

probability and seriousness of concussions is so high, Derek will argue that we

breached our duty by failing to meet our burden of instruction and warning.

Causation

Derek will likely be able to establish that we are a but for cause of his injuries. Had

we properly instructed him, and made more strict protocols enforced agains the

university, Derek would have been tested for concussions earlier and would have

been put on notice that he had suffered one. However, Derek was never given a

baseline test, did not receive any instruction from us, and has received no financial

help as a result of him losing his scholarship from concussion symptoms. Derek

was apparently under the belief that concussion only happend when somebody

blacked out or was knocked out. This false beliefe, he will argue, should have been

corrected by us (NCAA). Had it been corrected Derek would argue that he would

have never continued to play.

Scope

Similar to Adrian, Derek will argue that it foreseeable that a school will try to cut

corners in order to either avoid medical costs or to get their players back out on the

field as quickly as possible. However, we may be able to argue that our liability

should be terminated by the grossly negligent and reckless behavior of the schools

medical staff. We can argue that it is not foreseeable that the team staff would not

provide any tests or treatment whatsoever. We could also argue that Derek was put

on notice about his concussion because the doctor had told his roommate that he

had a serious concussion and should be monitored.

Damages

Derek was a very bright individual (98th precentile on ACTs). After the

concusisons, Derek has suffered from memory loss, anxiety, depression, learning

issues, fatigue, and dizzinness. This had cost him his ability to perform both on the

football field and in the class room. Derek could have excelled in either field.

Therefore, will likely be liable for future loss of wages, along with pain and

suffering, and possibly even loss of enjoyment of life sice Derek has been deprived

of two things that he values and loves.

Fraudulent Mis.

Derek would possibly be able to bring a misrepresentation claim similar to Adrian.

He could once again argue that our actions in how we actually regulate universities

and players is completely different from how we claim that we do. Therefore, he

may be able to establish that he was induced into consenting to play football in

college, despite his success in the classroom, by our misrepresentation. He will

argue that we knowingly misrepresented our goals and regulations to encourage

"amateurism" in sports and that we had no intention of actually providing significant

regulation and instruction by our consistent rejection of the Prague, Vienna, and

Zurich conventions.

Angelica v. NCAA

Angelica can also bring a number of claims. However, her claim for negligence

agaisnt us may be weaker than Derek and Adrian since Angelica had experienced 2

concussions before beginning to play college soccer.

Negligence

Duty

Once again, since we have assumed the duty to make college sports as safe as

possible, we likely have a duty to warn and instruct Angelica about how to spot and

deal with concussions.

Breach

Angelica will argue that since we have not adopted a return-to-play protocol that is

enforced on all universities, she was forced to practice even though an online test

that revealed she still had concussion symptoms. She will state that this consitutes a

breach of duty by stating that it is unreasonable to allow universities to adopt and

regulate their own protocols because it is foreseeable that a staff not properly

instructed or aware of the concussion protocols would require a player to return

much sooner than she really should.

Causation

Angelica would argue that had we enforced our own protocol on all universities, her

medical trainer would have been able to tell the coach that she still had concussion

symptoms and would not be able to return practice. However, since we have not

adopted such protocols, Angelica would argue that we are a but for cause of her

concussion symptoms. She will argue that being forced to practice, despite

receiving a concussion several days before the practice, enhanced/made her

symptoms worse because she was still feeling bad.

Scope

With Angelica, we could argue that she should have be aware of concussions since

she already had two before college. She even specially requested a helmet for her to

wear in games and practices because she was aware that she was especially

susceptible to concussions after already receiving two. We could argue that this

counts as a intervening cause and that we should not be liable because it was

unforeseeable that Angelica would continue to practice even though she was not

feeling well and had prior knowledge about concussions. However, Angelica could

argue that it was foreseeable that she would practice because the NCAA has placed

any regulations for return to play on her coach or university. Therefore, she will

argue that it is foreseeable that the coach would require her to return to practice

after giving her 4 days off. Since NCAA did not provide a systematic progress

chart for the university to work with, Angelica will argue that it is foreseeable that

the coach would not be aware of the proper amount of time or manner in which a

student should be brought back to practice.

Damages

Damages here are similar to both Adrian and Derek. However, with this possible

claim, we may be able to either mitigate or remove damages all together. See

defenses.

Defenses

Here, we may be able to argue primary assumption of risk. We could state that

concussions are an obvious injury associated with sports and that Angelica should

not have a claim against us any more than a fan at a baseball game should have a

claim against the team for getting hit by a foul ball. We could argue that since

Angelica has suffered 2 concussions prior to playing in college, she has both

knowlegde and appreciation of the risk of injury. So, she has assumed the risk of

concussions by deciding to continue to play soccer. However, Angelica could fire

back by arguing that she assumed the risk of concussions, but not the risk that the

coach would make her practice despite her not feeling well which was do to a lack

of enforeceable regulations by the NCAA. If this fails, we may be able to assert the

comparative fault defense by arguing that even though her coach had demanded her

to practice, Angelica was still negligent in her own regard she she could have easily

refused to do so--and should have given her history with concussion.

Kyle v. NCAA

Kyle would also bring a negligence claim against us. The analysis here is similar to

the previous claims, except for a few distinctions.

Duty

Same as above.

Breach

Kyle's breach argument is mostly the same as the previous claim discussed.

However, Kyle's case deals particularly with the suggested "3 strike rule" that we

have turned down repeadtedly. Kyle will argue that refusing to adopt this

recommendation was a breach of duty since it is unreasonable to allow college

athletes to continue to play high contact sports like hockey after receiving 3

concussions or more.

Cause

Kyle will argue that had such a rule been enforced, he would have never continued

to play after he received his 3rd concussion and would not have received his 4th

concussion in practice. But, since no such rule exists, Kyle will assert that we are

the but for cause of his sever symptoms and out-of-pocket medical expences.

However, we could argue that we are not a but for cause since Kyle would have

likely had these symptoms and medical expenses even if the rule was enforced since

he had already suffered 3 concussions. This argument may not hold up, however,

since Kyle would argue that it was the 4th concussion that sent him over the edge.

Scope

In this case, Kyle's doctor told him that he coud likely die if he received another

concussion. Despite this, his medical trainer cleared him to play. Kyle would use

this evidence to establish that it is foreseeble that without such a rule, the medical

staff and coaches of universities will continue to require their athletes to perform

despite their conditions. However, we may be able to counter his usage of the

foresight test by arguing that it is not foreseeable that a hockey player will be

cleared to play/practice after receiving 3 prior concussion and showing particular

susceptibility to concussions (facts indicate that Kyle received his 4th concussion

after a soft hit to the head).

Damages

Damages would likely be the same here. However, it is important to keep in mind

that punitive damages be on the table in this cases for Kyle and all previous claims.

The plaintiffs will all argue that our actions in failing to provide proper protocol and

instruction depsite our knowledge of the risk and severity of concussions consitute

reckless behavior.

Rachel v. NCAA

This claim is not as developed as the previous claims because it is not clear whether

the plaintiff has suffered a particular harm. The facts indicate that she may have

received a concussion that has gone undetected. She could bring a negligence claim

if this is the case. However, we may be able to argue that she has released her ability

to bring a claim since she signed the covenant not sue against her school. However,

it will be a stretch to convince the court to also apply this to us since we are not a

listed party. It may be enough, however, to argue an assumption of risk since the

waiver made it clear tha all type of injuries could occur from soccer.

IIED claims:

we knew of concussions

Did nothing about them

Question #4 Final Word Count = 2629
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Vicarious liability holds an employer liable for the negligence of their employee--the

employer is not negligent on his own regard, but is responsible for the employee's

negligence. However, with negligent entrustment, the person entrusting a thing to

another is held liable for his own negligence in entrusting the thing.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 49

I would remove the scope of liability element from the prima facie case. The reason

why I chose this element is because of how similar it is to the duty element. This

similarity is exposed in Palsgraf, where Cardozo and Andrews seem to be arguing

about scope and duty interchangeably. I think the prima facie case would be less

complicated for the jury if the scope element was simply combined into the but for

test of causation. So, the plaintiff would have to establish a duty by arguing that the

harm and himself (as a plaintiff) were foreseeable, therefore, the Δ has a duty to act

reasonably. While trying to show that a duty was more likely than not, the Δ would

also have the oppurtunity to argue that even if he had a duty, it doesn't extend to the

π because of an unforeseeable/intervening cause.

Eleminating this element, however, would have some consequences. First, it would

call many important tort cases into question and challenege their sufficiency. For

instance, if their is not a destinct scope of liability element, the thousands of cases

that have been discussed regarding this element may not matter anymore. Second, it

might lead to more confusion when trying to argue for duty and causation. Scope,

in my mind, seems to be a hybrid of the two. Therefore, removing it may lead the

court/jury questioning how to properly find a duty and causation.Third, removing

this element will be met with wide push back from plaintiffs and defendants who

either lost or won a claim because of the scope element. Many people would think

that it is not fair to take away this element when it was the very thing that may have

kept them liable or not liable. Lastly, it could open the door up to abuse of

defendants rights to equal protection of the law and due process. The prima facie

case is designed to compensate the plaintiff, but to also protect the rights of the

accused.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 332

Kurt v. Mike

Kurt has multiple claims against Mike. First, Kurt could sue Mike for negligence in

hopes to recover damages for pain and suffering along with possible damages to

his iPad.

Duty

Mike has a duty to act reasonably in regards to foreseeable risks and foreseeable

plaintiffs. Here, Mike may have a duty to Kurt since he is well aware of Kurt's

seizures and that people suffering from seizures are ultra sensitive to flashing lights.

The facts show that Mike mentioned Kurt's seizures in a tweet that he sent to him.

Breach

Mike most likely breached his duty by sending the video to Kurt even though he

knew that Kurt suffered from seizures and that bright lights could trigger one. Using

the B<PL test, Kurt will argue that the probability and seriousness (possibly life-

threatening) of him having a seizure is far greater than the burden of Mike not

sending a tweet to him with those images. Mike may counter here in arguing that the

first amendment of the constitution protects his right to free speech, therefore, the

burden of him not expressing his views is not higher than the probability of a

seizure. However, this will likely fail since Mike wasn't expressing any concerns of

public interest. By sending the tweet, Mike was likely acting will malice since he

knew that the video of Pepe the frog could trigger a seizure.

Causation

The facts indicate that Kurt did suffer from a seizure, thankfully. However, he did

experience some mental and emotional distress from the situation. It is also evident

that Kurt dropped his iPad after realizing what the video was--which may have

resulted in damages. Kurt will argue that Mike was a but for cause of his distress

and that he would not have expereinced the emotional distress or damages to his

iPad had Mike not sent the video to him.

Scope

This claim will likley hit a speed bump under scope since Kurt opened the video

and watched it even though he likely knew that the video would be related to

seizures since the tweet referenced them. Mike will argue that Kurt was an

intervening cause of his own harm and that this should terminate his liability.

However, Kurt could counter this and argue that it was foreseeable that he would

open the video since the whole purpose of Mike sending the tweet was to get Kurt's

attention. Therefore, Mike would probably be liable for negligence since it was

foreseeable that Kurt would open the video and that it could cause harm to him.

Defamation

Kurt may also wish to bring a claim for defamation against Mike. Kurt will argue

that the tweet, which discussed his seizures, was defamatory and caused special

damages (his distress from seeing the video). However, I can't analyze this claim

further because it is not clear whether the tweet was sent privately to Kurt, of if

Mike tagged Kurt in the tweet for everyone to see.

IIED

Kurt can also sue for IIED. Here, Kurt would argue that Mike intended for the video

to cause emotional harm to Kurt since he knew that Kurt suffers form seizures.

Although this coduct will probably be considered to be outrageous to a jury, the

facts are not clear about the extent of Kurt's injuries. Whether his distress amounts

to "extreme or severe" emotional distress is not clear.

Kurt's Family (wife/kids) v. Mike

Kurt's family may wish to recover for emotional distress from Mike's negligence.

Duty

Emotional distress is a limited duty, so Kurt's family will have to argue that they

meet the bystander rule.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 598

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

Adrian will likely be able to bring a whole array of claims against the NCAA.

Negligence

The first, issue is whether Adrian has a negligence claim against the NCAA for

failure to proivde propery instruction and testing.

Duty

Adrian will argue that it foreseeable that failing to properly intruct both the player

and team on the proper way to handle concussions could foreseeably lead to more

harmful outcomes. We could argue that we have a limitted duty to warn or aid.

However, Adrian would be able to establish a duty since we have voluntarily

assumed the duty by taking player safety and conduct amongst ourselves.

Breach

Adrian will also argue that we have breached out duty by failing to provide any

instruction directly to him as a player. Since instructions and manuals are only given

to the coaches and head medical staff directly, Adrian will argue that we have

breached a duty to him by failing to properly warn him of the risks of concussions

by playing football. Despite the plentiful research and statistics that show just how

common concussions are, Adrian will argue that he still did not know about the

proper way to notice concussions or how to handle them. Adrian will also argue

that we breached a duty to him by refusing to adopt the return-to-play protocols.

However, we could counter his argument by stating that we have conducted

numerous studies and have made it explicitly clear that all member institutions must

follow our guidelines. Still, a breach is likely to be shown as more likely than not

since there is little evidence that we have actually enforced those rules or provided

any incentive/punishment to coaches/institutions that do breach the rules.

Causation

Adrian will argue a couple of things here. First, he may argue that we are a but for

cause of his symptoms from the repeated concussions. He will argue that he he

been properly instructed on how concussions occur and how to avoid them, he

would have played safer or refused to return to play the day after receiving a

concussion. He will also argue that our failure to provide protocols to EIU was a

but for cause since he would have never returned to play the next day if the team

had to walk him through the steps suggested by Vienna, Prague, and Zurich

conferences. He can also fall back on substantial factor test by arguing that even if

EIU had a part to play in his injuries, the NCAA was a substantial factor since they

are the body in charge of being the "safety" watch-dog of all NCAA athletes.

Scope

We may be able to argue here that EIU's actions in allowing for Adrian to return to

play the next day was an intervening cause in his symptoms since the NCAA has

funded numerous studies about how the average time it take for an athlete to

recover from a concussion is 5-7 days. However, Adrian would counter this by

arguing that even though we funded the study, we did not implement any part of the

study into our regulations. In fact, we continued to allow the protocol to be

governed by each school. Adrian will use this to establish that it was foreseeable

that if the return protocol was left for the school to decide, they would likely have

him return as soon as possible since he was their star Strong Safety.

Damages

We may be able to mitigate some damages here by arguing assumption of risk either

express or implied. Through express, we could argue that we are not liable since

Adrian had signed and read a packet about the risk of injuries in sports. However,

this will likely not count as express assumption since the packet doesn't address

concussions. Implied assumption of risk would not hold up either since Adrian

must both have knowledge and appreciation for the risk of injury. He may arguably

have neither one. We will likely be liable for medical expenses (past and future),

pain and suffering damages, and possibly loss of future wages since Adrian was a

star player and would have likely made it to the NFL.

Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Adrina could bring a suit against us for fraudulent misrepresentation by arguing that

be induced his reliance in believing that he was safe since our hadnbook and manual

stress over and over again that our goal as a committe overseeing collegiate athletes

is to provide a safe environment and to improve our safety methods. Adriane could

argue that we never had the intention of improving safety regulations since we have

failed to adopt so many suggested protocols and ignore numerous studies. He will

say that the misrepresentation induced him to believe that nothing bad would

happen to him and to play football anyway.

Derek Owens v. NCAA

Negligence

Similarly, Derek will be able to bring a negligence claim against us for failing to

properly instruct both him and the medical staff/couches of UCA.

Duty

Derek will argue that it was foreseeable that failing to properly instruct a student

athelete about how concussions are incurred can lead to foreseeable harm since

they will know be aware of when they may have a concussion. Therefore, his will

argue that we had a duty to properly warn and instruct both him and the medical

staff about the concussion protocols.

Breach

By using B<PL, he will likely be able to argue that the probability and seriousness

of a concussion is much much higher than the burden it would be to us to properly

instruct each athlete and medical staffer. Research suggests that concussions in

football are extremely common and amongst the most frequent head-injury in the

game. Research also suggests that concussions become easier to get after the first

one, and that they also can bring on more serious symptoms. Therefore, since the

probability and seriousness of concussions is so high, Derek will argue that we

breached our duty by failing to meet our burden of instruction and warning.

Causation

Derek will likely be able to establish that we are a but for cause of his injuries. Had

we properly instructed him, and made more strict protocols enforced agains the

university, Derek would have been tested for concussions earlier and would have

been put on notice that he had suffered one. However, Derek was never given a

baseline test, did not receive any instruction from us, and has received no financial

help as a result of him losing his scholarship from concussion symptoms. Derek

was apparently under the belief that concussion only happend when somebody

blacked out or was knocked out. This false beliefe, he will argue, should have been

corrected by us (NCAA). Had it been corrected Derek would argue that he would

have never continued to play.

Scope

Similar to Adrian, Derek will argue that it foreseeable that a school will try to cut

corners in order to either avoid medical costs or to get their players back out on the

field as quickly as possible. However, we may be able to argue that our liability

should be terminated by the grossly negligent and reckless behavior of the schools

medical staff. We can argue that it is not foreseeable that the team staff would not

provide any tests or treatment whatsoever. We could also argue that Derek was put

on notice about his concussion because the doctor had told his roommate that he

had a serious concussion and should be monitored.

Damages

Derek was a very bright individual (98th precentile on ACTs). After the

concusisons, Derek has suffered from memory loss, anxiety, depression, learning

issues, fatigue, and dizzinness. This had cost him his ability to perform both on the

football field and in the class room. Derek could have excelled in either field.

Therefore, will likely be liable for future loss of wages, along with pain and

suffering, and possibly even loss of enjoyment of life sice Derek has been deprived

of two things that he values and loves.

Fraudulent Mis.

Derek would possibly be able to bring a misrepresentation claim similar to Adrian.

He could once again argue that our actions in how we actually regulate universities

and players is completely different from how we claim that we do. Therefore, he

may be able to establish that he was induced into consenting to play football in

college, despite his success in the classroom, by our misrepresentation. He will

argue that we knowingly misrepresented our goals and regulations to encourage

"amateurism" in sports and that we had no intention of actually providing significant

regulation and instruction by our consistent rejection of the Prague, Vienna, and

Zurich conventions.

Angelica v. NCAA

Angelica can also bring a number of claims. However, her claim for negligence

agaisnt us may be weaker than Derek and Adrian since Angelica had experienced 2

concussions before beginning to play college soccer.

Negligence

Duty

Once again, since we have assumed the duty to make college sports as safe as

possible, we likely have a duty to warn and instruct Angelica about how to spot and

deal with concussions.

Breach

Angelica will argue that since we have not adopted a return-to-play protocol that is

enforced on all universities, she was forced to practice even though an online test

that revealed she still had concussion symptoms. She will state that this consitutes a

breach of duty by stating that it is unreasonable to allow universities to adopt and

regulate their own protocols because it is foreseeable that a staff not properly

instructed or aware of the concussion protocols would require a player to return

much sooner than she really should.

Causation

Angelica would argue that had we enforced our own protocol on all universities, her

medical trainer would have been able to tell the coach that she still had concussion

symptoms and would not be able to return practice. However, since we have not

adopted such protocols, Angelica would argue that we are a but for cause of her

concussion symptoms. She will argue that being forced to practice, despite

receiving a concussion several days before the practice, enhanced/made her

symptoms worse because she was still feeling bad.

Scope

With Angelica, we could argue that she should have be aware of concussions since

she already had two before college. She even specially requested a helmet for her to

wear in games and practices because she was aware that she was especially

susceptible to concussions after already receiving two. We could argue that this

counts as a intervening cause and that we should not be liable because it was

unforeseeable that Angelica would continue to practice even though she was not

feeling well and had prior knowledge about concussions. However, Angelica could

argue that it was foreseeable that she would practice because the NCAA has placed

any regulations for return to play on her coach or university. Therefore, she will

argue that it is foreseeable that the coach would require her to return to practice

after giving her 4 days off. Since NCAA did not provide a systematic progress

chart for the university to work with, Angelica will argue that it is foreseeable that

the coach would not be aware of the proper amount of time or manner in which a

student should be brought back to practice.

Damages

Damages here are similar to both Adrian and Derek. However, with this possible

claim, we may be able to either mitigate or remove damages all together. See

defenses.

Defenses

Here, we may be able to argue primary assumption of risk. We could state that

concussions are an obvious injury associated with sports and that Angelica should

not have a claim against us any more than a fan at a baseball game should have a

claim against the team for getting hit by a foul ball. We could argue that since

Angelica has suffered 2 concussions prior to playing in college, she has both

knowlegde and appreciation of the risk of injury. So, she has assumed the risk of

concussions by deciding to continue to play soccer. However, Angelica could fire

back by arguing that she assumed the risk of concussions, but not the risk that the

coach would make her practice despite her not feeling well which was do to a lack

of enforeceable regulations by the NCAA. If this fails, we may be able to assert the

comparative fault defense by arguing that even though her coach had demanded her

to practice, Angelica was still negligent in her own regard she she could have easily

refused to do so--and should have given her history with concussion.

Kyle v. NCAA

Kyle would also bring a negligence claim against us. The analysis here is similar to

the previous claims, except for a few distinctions.

Duty

Same as above.

Breach

Kyle's breach argument is mostly the same as the previous claim discussed.

However, Kyle's case deals particularly with the suggested "3 strike rule" that we

have turned down repeadtedly. Kyle will argue that refusing to adopt this

recommendation was a breach of duty since it is unreasonable to allow college

athletes to continue to play high contact sports like hockey after receiving 3

concussions or more.

Cause

Kyle will argue that had such a rule been enforced, he would have never continued

to play after he received his 3rd concussion and would not have received his 4th

concussion in practice. But, since no such rule exists, Kyle will assert that we are

the but for cause of his sever symptoms and out-of-pocket medical expences.

However, we could argue that we are not a but for cause since Kyle would have

likely had these symptoms and medical expenses even if the rule was enforced since

he had already suffered 3 concussions. This argument may not hold up, however,

since Kyle would argue that it was the 4th concussion that sent him over the edge.

Scope

In this case, Kyle's doctor told him that he coud likely die if he received another

concussion. Despite this, his medical trainer cleared him to play. Kyle would use

this evidence to establish that it is foreseeble that without such a rule, the medical

staff and coaches of universities will continue to require their athletes to perform

despite their conditions. However, we may be able to counter his usage of the

foresight test by arguing that it is not foreseeable that a hockey player will be

cleared to play/practice after receiving 3 prior concussion and showing particular

susceptibility to concussions (facts indicate that Kyle received his 4th concussion

after a soft hit to the head).

Damages

Damages would likely be the same here. However, it is important to keep in mind

that punitive damages be on the table in this cases for Kyle and all previous claims.

The plaintiffs will all argue that our actions in failing to provide proper protocol and

instruction depsite our knowledge of the risk and severity of concussions consitute

reckless behavior.

Rachel v. NCAA

This claim is not as developed as the previous claims because it is not clear whether

the plaintiff has suffered a particular harm. The facts indicate that she may have

received a concussion that has gone undetected. She could bring a negligence claim

if this is the case. However, we may be able to argue that she has released her ability

to bring a claim since she signed the covenant not sue against her school. However,

it will be a stretch to convince the court to also apply this to us since we are not a

listed party. It may be enough, however, to argue an assumption of risk since the

waiver made it clear tha all type of injuries could occur from soccer.

IIED claims:

we knew of concussions

Did nothing about them

Question #4 Final Word Count = 2629
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Vicarious liability holds an employer liable for the negligence of their employee--the

employer is not negligent on his own regard, but is responsible for the employee's

negligence. However, with negligent entrustment, the person entrusting a thing to

another is held liable for his own negligence in entrusting the thing.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 49

I would remove the scope of liability element from the prima facie case. The reason

why I chose this element is because of how similar it is to the duty element. This

similarity is exposed in Palsgraf, where Cardozo and Andrews seem to be arguing

about scope and duty interchangeably. I think the prima facie case would be less

complicated for the jury if the scope element was simply combined into the but for

test of causation. So, the plaintiff would have to establish a duty by arguing that the

harm and himself (as a plaintiff) were foreseeable, therefore, the Δ has a duty to act

reasonably. While trying to show that a duty was more likely than not, the Δ would

also have the oppurtunity to argue that even if he had a duty, it doesn't extend to the

π because of an unforeseeable/intervening cause.

Eleminating this element, however, would have some consequences. First, it would

call many important tort cases into question and challenege their sufficiency. For

instance, if their is not a destinct scope of liability element, the thousands of cases

that have been discussed regarding this element may not matter anymore. Second, it

might lead to more confusion when trying to argue for duty and causation. Scope,

in my mind, seems to be a hybrid of the two. Therefore, removing it may lead the

court/jury questioning how to properly find a duty and causation.Third, removing

this element will be met with wide push back from plaintiffs and defendants who

either lost or won a claim because of the scope element. Many people would think

that it is not fair to take away this element when it was the very thing that may have

kept them liable or not liable. Lastly, it could open the door up to abuse of

defendants rights to equal protection of the law and due process. The prima facie

case is designed to compensate the plaintiff, but to also protect the rights of the

accused.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 332

Kurt v. Mike

Kurt has multiple claims against Mike. First, Kurt could sue Mike for negligence in

hopes to recover damages for pain and suffering along with possible damages to

his iPad.

Duty

Mike has a duty to act reasonably in regards to foreseeable risks and foreseeable

plaintiffs. Here, Mike may have a duty to Kurt since he is well aware of Kurt's

seizures and that people suffering from seizures are ultra sensitive to flashing lights.

The facts show that Mike mentioned Kurt's seizures in a tweet that he sent to him.

Breach

Mike most likely breached his duty by sending the video to Kurt even though he

knew that Kurt suffered from seizures and that bright lights could trigger one. Using

the B<PL test, Kurt will argue that the probability and seriousness (possibly life-

threatening) of him having a seizure is far greater than the burden of Mike not

sending a tweet to him with those images. Mike may counter here in arguing that the

first amendment of the constitution protects his right to free speech, therefore, the

burden of him not expressing his views is not higher than the probability of a

seizure. However, this will likely fail since Mike wasn't expressing any concerns of

public interest. By sending the tweet, Mike was likely acting will malice since he

knew that the video of Pepe the frog could trigger a seizure.

Causation

The facts indicate that Kurt did suffer from a seizure, thankfully. However, he did

experience some mental and emotional distress from the situation. It is also evident

that Kurt dropped his iPad after realizing what the video was--which may have

resulted in damages. Kurt will argue that Mike was a but for cause of his distress

and that he would not have expereinced the emotional distress or damages to his

iPad had Mike not sent the video to him.

Scope

This claim will likley hit a speed bump under scope since Kurt opened the video

and watched it even though he likely knew that the video would be related to

seizures since the tweet referenced them. Mike will argue that Kurt was an

intervening cause of his own harm and that this should terminate his liability.

However, Kurt could counter this and argue that it was foreseeable that he would

open the video since the whole purpose of Mike sending the tweet was to get Kurt's

attention. Therefore, Mike would probably be liable for negligence since it was

foreseeable that Kurt would open the video and that it could cause harm to him.

Defamation

Kurt may also wish to bring a claim for defamation against Mike. Kurt will argue

that the tweet, which discussed his seizures, was defamatory and caused special

damages (his distress from seeing the video). However, I can't analyze this claim

further because it is not clear whether the tweet was sent privately to Kurt, of if

Mike tagged Kurt in the tweet for everyone to see.

IIED

Kurt can also sue for IIED. Here, Kurt would argue that Mike intended for the video

to cause emotional harm to Kurt since he knew that Kurt suffers form seizures.

Although this coduct will probably be considered to be outrageous to a jury, the

facts are not clear about the extent of Kurt's injuries. Whether his distress amounts

to "extreme or severe" emotional distress is not clear.

Kurt's Family (wife/kids) v. Mike

Kurt's family may wish to recover for emotional distress from Mike's negligence.

Duty

Emotional distress is a limited duty, so Kurt's family will have to argue that they

meet the bystander rule.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 598

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

Adrian will likely be able to bring a whole array of claims against the NCAA.

Negligence

The first, issue is whether Adrian has a negligence claim against the NCAA for

failure to proivde propery instruction and testing.

Duty

Adrian will argue that it foreseeable that failing to properly intruct both the player

and team on the proper way to handle concussions could foreseeably lead to more

harmful outcomes. We could argue that we have a limitted duty to warn or aid.

However, Adrian would be able to establish a duty since we have voluntarily

assumed the duty by taking player safety and conduct amongst ourselves.

Breach

Adrian will also argue that we have breached out duty by failing to provide any

instruction directly to him as a player. Since instructions and manuals are only given

to the coaches and head medical staff directly, Adrian will argue that we have

breached a duty to him by failing to properly warn him of the risks of concussions

by playing football. Despite the plentiful research and statistics that show just how

common concussions are, Adrian will argue that he still did not know about the

proper way to notice concussions or how to handle them. Adrian will also argue

that we breached a duty to him by refusing to adopt the return-to-play protocols.

However, we could counter his argument by stating that we have conducted

numerous studies and have made it explicitly clear that all member institutions must

follow our guidelines. Still, a breach is likely to be shown as more likely than not

since there is little evidence that we have actually enforced those rules or provided

any incentive/punishment to coaches/institutions that do breach the rules.

Causation

Adrian will argue a couple of things here. First, he may argue that we are a but for

cause of his symptoms from the repeated concussions. He will argue that he he

been properly instructed on how concussions occur and how to avoid them, he

would have played safer or refused to return to play the day after receiving a

concussion. He will also argue that our failure to provide protocols to EIU was a

but for cause since he would have never returned to play the next day if the team

had to walk him through the steps suggested by Vienna, Prague, and Zurich

conferences. He can also fall back on substantial factor test by arguing that even if

EIU had a part to play in his injuries, the NCAA was a substantial factor since they

are the body in charge of being the "safety" watch-dog of all NCAA athletes.

Scope

We may be able to argue here that EIU's actions in allowing for Adrian to return to

play the next day was an intervening cause in his symptoms since the NCAA has

funded numerous studies about how the average time it take for an athlete to

recover from a concussion is 5-7 days. However, Adrian would counter this by

arguing that even though we funded the study, we did not implement any part of the

study into our regulations. In fact, we continued to allow the protocol to be

governed by each school. Adrian will use this to establish that it was foreseeable

that if the return protocol was left for the school to decide, they would likely have

him return as soon as possible since he was their star Strong Safety.

Damages

We may be able to mitigate some damages here by arguing assumption of risk either

express or implied. Through express, we could argue that we are not liable since

Adrian had signed and read a packet about the risk of injuries in sports. However,

this will likely not count as express assumption since the packet doesn't address

concussions. Implied assumption of risk would not hold up either since Adrian

must both have knowledge and appreciation for the risk of injury. He may arguably

have neither one. We will likely be liable for medical expenses (past and future),

pain and suffering damages, and possibly loss of future wages since Adrian was a

star player and would have likely made it to the NFL.

Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Adrina could bring a suit against us for fraudulent misrepresentation by arguing that

be induced his reliance in believing that he was safe since our hadnbook and manual

stress over and over again that our goal as a committe overseeing collegiate athletes

is to provide a safe environment and to improve our safety methods. Adriane could

argue that we never had the intention of improving safety regulations since we have

failed to adopt so many suggested protocols and ignore numerous studies. He will

say that the misrepresentation induced him to believe that nothing bad would

happen to him and to play football anyway.

Derek Owens v. NCAA

Negligence

Similarly, Derek will be able to bring a negligence claim against us for failing to

properly instruct both him and the medical staff/couches of UCA.

Duty

Derek will argue that it was foreseeable that failing to properly instruct a student

athelete about how concussions are incurred can lead to foreseeable harm since

they will know be aware of when they may have a concussion. Therefore, his will

argue that we had a duty to properly warn and instruct both him and the medical

staff about the concussion protocols.

Breach

By using B<PL, he will likely be able to argue that the probability and seriousness

of a concussion is much much higher than the burden it would be to us to properly

instruct each athlete and medical staffer. Research suggests that concussions in

football are extremely common and amongst the most frequent head-injury in the

game. Research also suggests that concussions become easier to get after the first

one, and that they also can bring on more serious symptoms. Therefore, since the

probability and seriousness of concussions is so high, Derek will argue that we

breached our duty by failing to meet our burden of instruction and warning.

Causation

Derek will likely be able to establish that we are a but for cause of his injuries. Had

we properly instructed him, and made more strict protocols enforced agains the

university, Derek would have been tested for concussions earlier and would have

been put on notice that he had suffered one. However, Derek was never given a

baseline test, did not receive any instruction from us, and has received no financial

help as a result of him losing his scholarship from concussion symptoms. Derek

was apparently under the belief that concussion only happend when somebody

blacked out or was knocked out. This false beliefe, he will argue, should have been

corrected by us (NCAA). Had it been corrected Derek would argue that he would

have never continued to play.

Scope

Similar to Adrian, Derek will argue that it foreseeable that a school will try to cut

corners in order to either avoid medical costs or to get their players back out on the

field as quickly as possible. However, we may be able to argue that our liability

should be terminated by the grossly negligent and reckless behavior of the schools

medical staff. We can argue that it is not foreseeable that the team staff would not

provide any tests or treatment whatsoever. We could also argue that Derek was put

on notice about his concussion because the doctor had told his roommate that he

had a serious concussion and should be monitored.

Damages

Derek was a very bright individual (98th precentile on ACTs). After the

concusisons, Derek has suffered from memory loss, anxiety, depression, learning

issues, fatigue, and dizzinness. This had cost him his ability to perform both on the

football field and in the class room. Derek could have excelled in either field.

Therefore, will likely be liable for future loss of wages, along with pain and

suffering, and possibly even loss of enjoyment of life sice Derek has been deprived

of two things that he values and loves.

Fraudulent Mis.

Derek would possibly be able to bring a misrepresentation claim similar to Adrian.

He could once again argue that our actions in how we actually regulate universities

and players is completely different from how we claim that we do. Therefore, he

may be able to establish that he was induced into consenting to play football in

college, despite his success in the classroom, by our misrepresentation. He will

argue that we knowingly misrepresented our goals and regulations to encourage

"amateurism" in sports and that we had no intention of actually providing significant

regulation and instruction by our consistent rejection of the Prague, Vienna, and

Zurich conventions.

Angelica v. NCAA

Angelica can also bring a number of claims. However, her claim for negligence

agaisnt us may be weaker than Derek and Adrian since Angelica had experienced 2

concussions before beginning to play college soccer.

Negligence

Duty

Once again, since we have assumed the duty to make college sports as safe as

possible, we likely have a duty to warn and instruct Angelica about how to spot and

deal with concussions.

Breach

Angelica will argue that since we have not adopted a return-to-play protocol that is

enforced on all universities, she was forced to practice even though an online test

that revealed she still had concussion symptoms. She will state that this consitutes a

breach of duty by stating that it is unreasonable to allow universities to adopt and

regulate their own protocols because it is foreseeable that a staff not properly

instructed or aware of the concussion protocols would require a player to return

much sooner than she really should.

Causation

Angelica would argue that had we enforced our own protocol on all universities, her

medical trainer would have been able to tell the coach that she still had concussion

symptoms and would not be able to return practice. However, since we have not

adopted such protocols, Angelica would argue that we are a but for cause of her

concussion symptoms. She will argue that being forced to practice, despite

receiving a concussion several days before the practice, enhanced/made her

symptoms worse because she was still feeling bad.

Scope

With Angelica, we could argue that she should have be aware of concussions since

she already had two before college. She even specially requested a helmet for her to

wear in games and practices because she was aware that she was especially

susceptible to concussions after already receiving two. We could argue that this

counts as a intervening cause and that we should not be liable because it was

unforeseeable that Angelica would continue to practice even though she was not

feeling well and had prior knowledge about concussions. However, Angelica could

argue that it was foreseeable that she would practice because the NCAA has placed

any regulations for return to play on her coach or university. Therefore, she will

argue that it is foreseeable that the coach would require her to return to practice

after giving her 4 days off. Since NCAA did not provide a systematic progress

chart for the university to work with, Angelica will argue that it is foreseeable that

the coach would not be aware of the proper amount of time or manner in which a

student should be brought back to practice.

Damages

Damages here are similar to both Adrian and Derek. However, with this possible

claim, we may be able to either mitigate or remove damages all together. See

defenses.

Defenses

Here, we may be able to argue primary assumption of risk. We could state that

concussions are an obvious injury associated with sports and that Angelica should

not have a claim against us any more than a fan at a baseball game should have a

claim against the team for getting hit by a foul ball. We could argue that since

Angelica has suffered 2 concussions prior to playing in college, she has both

knowlegde and appreciation of the risk of injury. So, she has assumed the risk of

concussions by deciding to continue to play soccer. However, Angelica could fire

back by arguing that she assumed the risk of concussions, but not the risk that the

coach would make her practice despite her not feeling well which was do to a lack

of enforeceable regulations by the NCAA. If this fails, we may be able to assert the

comparative fault defense by arguing that even though her coach had demanded her

to practice, Angelica was still negligent in her own regard she she could have easily

refused to do so--and should have given her history with concussion.

Kyle v. NCAA

Kyle would also bring a negligence claim against us. The analysis here is similar to

the previous claims, except for a few distinctions.

Duty

Same as above.

Breach

Kyle's breach argument is mostly the same as the previous claim discussed.

However, Kyle's case deals particularly with the suggested "3 strike rule" that we

have turned down repeadtedly. Kyle will argue that refusing to adopt this

recommendation was a breach of duty since it is unreasonable to allow college

athletes to continue to play high contact sports like hockey after receiving 3

concussions or more.

Cause

Kyle will argue that had such a rule been enforced, he would have never continued

to play after he received his 3rd concussion and would not have received his 4th

concussion in practice. But, since no such rule exists, Kyle will assert that we are

the but for cause of his sever symptoms and out-of-pocket medical expences.

However, we could argue that we are not a but for cause since Kyle would have

likely had these symptoms and medical expenses even if the rule was enforced since

he had already suffered 3 concussions. This argument may not hold up, however,

since Kyle would argue that it was the 4th concussion that sent him over the edge.

Scope

In this case, Kyle's doctor told him that he coud likely die if he received another

concussion. Despite this, his medical trainer cleared him to play. Kyle would use

this evidence to establish that it is foreseeble that without such a rule, the medical

staff and coaches of universities will continue to require their athletes to perform

despite their conditions. However, we may be able to counter his usage of the

foresight test by arguing that it is not foreseeable that a hockey player will be

cleared to play/practice after receiving 3 prior concussion and showing particular

susceptibility to concussions (facts indicate that Kyle received his 4th concussion

after a soft hit to the head).

Damages

Damages would likely be the same here. However, it is important to keep in mind

that punitive damages be on the table in this cases for Kyle and all previous claims.

The plaintiffs will all argue that our actions in failing to provide proper protocol and

instruction depsite our knowledge of the risk and severity of concussions consitute

reckless behavior.

Rachel v. NCAA

This claim is not as developed as the previous claims because it is not clear whether

the plaintiff has suffered a particular harm. The facts indicate that she may have

received a concussion that has gone undetected. She could bring a negligence claim

if this is the case. However, we may be able to argue that she has released her ability

to bring a claim since she signed the covenant not sue against her school. However,

it will be a stretch to convince the court to also apply this to us since we are not a

listed party. It may be enough, however, to argue an assumption of risk since the

waiver made it clear tha all type of injuries could occur from soccer.

IIED claims:

we knew of concussions

Did nothing about them

Question #4 Final Word Count = 2629
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Vicarious liability holds an employer liable for the negligence of their employee--the

employer is not negligent on his own regard, but is responsible for the employee's

negligence. However, with negligent entrustment, the person entrusting a thing to

another is held liable for his own negligence in entrusting the thing.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 49

I would remove the scope of liability element from the prima facie case. The reason

why I chose this element is because of how similar it is to the duty element. This

similarity is exposed in Palsgraf, where Cardozo and Andrews seem to be arguing

about scope and duty interchangeably. I think the prima facie case would be less

complicated for the jury if the scope element was simply combined into the but for

test of causation. So, the plaintiff would have to establish a duty by arguing that the

harm and himself (as a plaintiff) were foreseeable, therefore, the Δ has a duty to act

reasonably. While trying to show that a duty was more likely than not, the Δ would

also have the oppurtunity to argue that even if he had a duty, it doesn't extend to the

π because of an unforeseeable/intervening cause.

Eleminating this element, however, would have some consequences. First, it would

call many important tort cases into question and challenege their sufficiency. For

instance, if their is not a destinct scope of liability element, the thousands of cases

that have been discussed regarding this element may not matter anymore. Second, it

might lead to more confusion when trying to argue for duty and causation. Scope,

in my mind, seems to be a hybrid of the two. Therefore, removing it may lead the

court/jury questioning how to properly find a duty and causation.Third, removing

this element will be met with wide push back from plaintiffs and defendants who

either lost or won a claim because of the scope element. Many people would think

that it is not fair to take away this element when it was the very thing that may have

kept them liable or not liable. Lastly, it could open the door up to abuse of

defendants rights to equal protection of the law and due process. The prima facie

case is designed to compensate the plaintiff, but to also protect the rights of the

accused.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 332

Kurt v. Mike

Kurt has multiple claims against Mike. First, Kurt could sue Mike for negligence in

hopes to recover damages for pain and suffering along with possible damages to

his iPad.

Duty

Mike has a duty to act reasonably in regards to foreseeable risks and foreseeable

plaintiffs. Here, Mike may have a duty to Kurt since he is well aware of Kurt's

seizures and that people suffering from seizures are ultra sensitive to flashing lights.

The facts show that Mike mentioned Kurt's seizures in a tweet that he sent to him.

Breach

Mike most likely breached his duty by sending the video to Kurt even though he

knew that Kurt suffered from seizures and that bright lights could trigger one. Using

the B<PL test, Kurt will argue that the probability and seriousness (possibly life-

threatening) of him having a seizure is far greater than the burden of Mike not

sending a tweet to him with those images. Mike may counter here in arguing that the

first amendment of the constitution protects his right to free speech, therefore, the

burden of him not expressing his views is not higher than the probability of a

seizure. However, this will likely fail since Mike wasn't expressing any concerns of

public interest. By sending the tweet, Mike was likely acting will malice since he

knew that the video of Pepe the frog could trigger a seizure.

Causation

The facts indicate that Kurt did suffer from a seizure, thankfully. However, he did

experience some mental and emotional distress from the situation. It is also evident

that Kurt dropped his iPad after realizing what the video was--which may have

resulted in damages. Kurt will argue that Mike was a but for cause of his distress

and that he would not have expereinced the emotional distress or damages to his

iPad had Mike not sent the video to him.

Scope

This claim will likley hit a speed bump under scope since Kurt opened the video

and watched it even though he likely knew that the video would be related to

seizures since the tweet referenced them. Mike will argue that Kurt was an

intervening cause of his own harm and that this should terminate his liability.

However, Kurt could counter this and argue that it was foreseeable that he would

open the video since the whole purpose of Mike sending the tweet was to get Kurt's

attention. Therefore, Mike would probably be liable for negligence since it was

foreseeable that Kurt would open the video and that it could cause harm to him.

Defamation

Kurt may also wish to bring a claim for defamation against Mike. Kurt will argue

that the tweet, which discussed his seizures, was defamatory and caused special

damages (his distress from seeing the video). However, I can't analyze this claim

further because it is not clear whether the tweet was sent privately to Kurt, of if

Mike tagged Kurt in the tweet for everyone to see.

IIED

Kurt can also sue for IIED. Here, Kurt would argue that Mike intended for the video

to cause emotional harm to Kurt since he knew that Kurt suffers form seizures.

Although this coduct will probably be considered to be outrageous to a jury, the

facts are not clear about the extent of Kurt's injuries. Whether his distress amounts

to "extreme or severe" emotional distress is not clear.

Kurt's Family (wife/kids) v. Mike

Kurt's family may wish to recover for emotional distress from Mike's negligence.

Duty

Emotional distress is a limited duty, so Kurt's family will have to argue that they

meet the bystander rule.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 598

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

Adrian will likely be able to bring a whole array of claims against the NCAA.

Negligence

The first, issue is whether Adrian has a negligence claim against the NCAA for

failure to proivde propery instruction and testing.

Duty

Adrian will argue that it foreseeable that failing to properly intruct both the player

and team on the proper way to handle concussions could foreseeably lead to more

harmful outcomes. We could argue that we have a limitted duty to warn or aid.

However, Adrian would be able to establish a duty since we have voluntarily

assumed the duty by taking player safety and conduct amongst ourselves.

Breach

Adrian will also argue that we have breached out duty by failing to provide any

instruction directly to him as a player. Since instructions and manuals are only given

to the coaches and head medical staff directly, Adrian will argue that we have

breached a duty to him by failing to properly warn him of the risks of concussions

by playing football. Despite the plentiful research and statistics that show just how

common concussions are, Adrian will argue that he still did not know about the

proper way to notice concussions or how to handle them. Adrian will also argue

that we breached a duty to him by refusing to adopt the return-to-play protocols.

However, we could counter his argument by stating that we have conducted

numerous studies and have made it explicitly clear that all member institutions must

follow our guidelines. Still, a breach is likely to be shown as more likely than not

since there is little evidence that we have actually enforced those rules or provided

any incentive/punishment to coaches/institutions that do breach the rules.

Causation

Adrian will argue a couple of things here. First, he may argue that we are a but for

cause of his symptoms from the repeated concussions. He will argue that he he

been properly instructed on how concussions occur and how to avoid them, he

would have played safer or refused to return to play the day after receiving a

concussion. He will also argue that our failure to provide protocols to EIU was a

but for cause since he would have never returned to play the next day if the team

had to walk him through the steps suggested by Vienna, Prague, and Zurich

conferences. He can also fall back on substantial factor test by arguing that even if

EIU had a part to play in his injuries, the NCAA was a substantial factor since they

are the body in charge of being the "safety" watch-dog of all NCAA athletes.

Scope

We may be able to argue here that EIU's actions in allowing for Adrian to return to

play the next day was an intervening cause in his symptoms since the NCAA has

funded numerous studies about how the average time it take for an athlete to

recover from a concussion is 5-7 days. However, Adrian would counter this by

arguing that even though we funded the study, we did not implement any part of the

study into our regulations. In fact, we continued to allow the protocol to be

governed by each school. Adrian will use this to establish that it was foreseeable

that if the return protocol was left for the school to decide, they would likely have

him return as soon as possible since he was their star Strong Safety.

Damages

We may be able to mitigate some damages here by arguing assumption of risk either

express or implied. Through express, we could argue that we are not liable since

Adrian had signed and read a packet about the risk of injuries in sports. However,

this will likely not count as express assumption since the packet doesn't address

concussions. Implied assumption of risk would not hold up either since Adrian

must both have knowledge and appreciation for the risk of injury. He may arguably

have neither one. We will likely be liable for medical expenses (past and future),

pain and suffering damages, and possibly loss of future wages since Adrian was a

star player and would have likely made it to the NFL.

Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Adrina could bring a suit against us for fraudulent misrepresentation by arguing that

be induced his reliance in believing that he was safe since our hadnbook and manual

stress over and over again that our goal as a committe overseeing collegiate athletes

is to provide a safe environment and to improve our safety methods. Adriane could

argue that we never had the intention of improving safety regulations since we have

failed to adopt so many suggested protocols and ignore numerous studies. He will

say that the misrepresentation induced him to believe that nothing bad would

happen to him and to play football anyway.

Derek Owens v. NCAA

Negligence

Similarly, Derek will be able to bring a negligence claim against us for failing to

properly instruct both him and the medical staff/couches of UCA.

Duty

Derek will argue that it was foreseeable that failing to properly instruct a student

athelete about how concussions are incurred can lead to foreseeable harm since

they will know be aware of when they may have a concussion. Therefore, his will

argue that we had a duty to properly warn and instruct both him and the medical

staff about the concussion protocols.

Breach

By using B<PL, he will likely be able to argue that the probability and seriousness

of a concussion is much much higher than the burden it would be to us to properly

instruct each athlete and medical staffer. Research suggests that concussions in

football are extremely common and amongst the most frequent head-injury in the

game. Research also suggests that concussions become easier to get after the first

one, and that they also can bring on more serious symptoms. Therefore, since the

probability and seriousness of concussions is so high, Derek will argue that we

breached our duty by failing to meet our burden of instruction and warning.

Causation

Derek will likely be able to establish that we are a but for cause of his injuries. Had

we properly instructed him, and made more strict protocols enforced agains the

university, Derek would have been tested for concussions earlier and would have

been put on notice that he had suffered one. However, Derek was never given a

baseline test, did not receive any instruction from us, and has received no financial

help as a result of him losing his scholarship from concussion symptoms. Derek

was apparently under the belief that concussion only happend when somebody

blacked out or was knocked out. This false beliefe, he will argue, should have been

corrected by us (NCAA). Had it been corrected Derek would argue that he would

have never continued to play.

Scope

Similar to Adrian, Derek will argue that it foreseeable that a school will try to cut

corners in order to either avoid medical costs or to get their players back out on the

field as quickly as possible. However, we may be able to argue that our liability

should be terminated by the grossly negligent and reckless behavior of the schools

medical staff. We can argue that it is not foreseeable that the team staff would not

provide any tests or treatment whatsoever. We could also argue that Derek was put

on notice about his concussion because the doctor had told his roommate that he

had a serious concussion and should be monitored.

Damages

Derek was a very bright individual (98th precentile on ACTs). After the

concusisons, Derek has suffered from memory loss, anxiety, depression, learning

issues, fatigue, and dizzinness. This had cost him his ability to perform both on the

football field and in the class room. Derek could have excelled in either field.

Therefore, will likely be liable for future loss of wages, along with pain and

suffering, and possibly even loss of enjoyment of life sice Derek has been deprived

of two things that he values and loves.

Fraudulent Mis.

Derek would possibly be able to bring a misrepresentation claim similar to Adrian.

He could once again argue that our actions in how we actually regulate universities

and players is completely different from how we claim that we do. Therefore, he

may be able to establish that he was induced into consenting to play football in

college, despite his success in the classroom, by our misrepresentation. He will

argue that we knowingly misrepresented our goals and regulations to encourage

"amateurism" in sports and that we had no intention of actually providing significant

regulation and instruction by our consistent rejection of the Prague, Vienna, and

Zurich conventions.

Angelica v. NCAA

Angelica can also bring a number of claims. However, her claim for negligence

agaisnt us may be weaker than Derek and Adrian since Angelica had experienced 2

concussions before beginning to play college soccer.

Negligence

Duty

Once again, since we have assumed the duty to make college sports as safe as

possible, we likely have a duty to warn and instruct Angelica about how to spot and

deal with concussions.

Breach

Angelica will argue that since we have not adopted a return-to-play protocol that is

enforced on all universities, she was forced to practice even though an online test

that revealed she still had concussion symptoms. She will state that this consitutes a

breach of duty by stating that it is unreasonable to allow universities to adopt and

regulate their own protocols because it is foreseeable that a staff not properly

instructed or aware of the concussion protocols would require a player to return

much sooner than she really should.

Causation

Angelica would argue that had we enforced our own protocol on all universities, her

medical trainer would have been able to tell the coach that she still had concussion

symptoms and would not be able to return practice. However, since we have not

adopted such protocols, Angelica would argue that we are a but for cause of her

concussion symptoms. She will argue that being forced to practice, despite

receiving a concussion several days before the practice, enhanced/made her

symptoms worse because she was still feeling bad.

Scope

With Angelica, we could argue that she should have be aware of concussions since

she already had two before college. She even specially requested a helmet for her to

wear in games and practices because she was aware that she was especially

susceptible to concussions after already receiving two. We could argue that this

counts as a intervening cause and that we should not be liable because it was

unforeseeable that Angelica would continue to practice even though she was not

feeling well and had prior knowledge about concussions. However, Angelica could

argue that it was foreseeable that she would practice because the NCAA has placed

any regulations for return to play on her coach or university. Therefore, she will

argue that it is foreseeable that the coach would require her to return to practice

after giving her 4 days off. Since NCAA did not provide a systematic progress

chart for the university to work with, Angelica will argue that it is foreseeable that

the coach would not be aware of the proper amount of time or manner in which a

student should be brought back to practice.

Damages

Damages here are similar to both Adrian and Derek. However, with this possible

claim, we may be able to either mitigate or remove damages all together. See

defenses.

Defenses

Here, we may be able to argue primary assumption of risk. We could state that

concussions are an obvious injury associated with sports and that Angelica should

not have a claim against us any more than a fan at a baseball game should have a

claim against the team for getting hit by a foul ball. We could argue that since

Angelica has suffered 2 concussions prior to playing in college, she has both

knowlegde and appreciation of the risk of injury. So, she has assumed the risk of

concussions by deciding to continue to play soccer. However, Angelica could fire

back by arguing that she assumed the risk of concussions, but not the risk that the

coach would make her practice despite her not feeling well which was do to a lack

of enforeceable regulations by the NCAA. If this fails, we may be able to assert the

comparative fault defense by arguing that even though her coach had demanded her

to practice, Angelica was still negligent in her own regard she she could have easily

refused to do so--and should have given her history with concussion.

Kyle v. NCAA

Kyle would also bring a negligence claim against us. The analysis here is similar to

the previous claims, except for a few distinctions.

Duty

Same as above.

Breach

Kyle's breach argument is mostly the same as the previous claim discussed.

However, Kyle's case deals particularly with the suggested "3 strike rule" that we

have turned down repeadtedly. Kyle will argue that refusing to adopt this

recommendation was a breach of duty since it is unreasonable to allow college

athletes to continue to play high contact sports like hockey after receiving 3

concussions or more.

Cause

Kyle will argue that had such a rule been enforced, he would have never continued

to play after he received his 3rd concussion and would not have received his 4th

concussion in practice. But, since no such rule exists, Kyle will assert that we are

the but for cause of his sever symptoms and out-of-pocket medical expences.

However, we could argue that we are not a but for cause since Kyle would have

likely had these symptoms and medical expenses even if the rule was enforced since

he had already suffered 3 concussions. This argument may not hold up, however,

since Kyle would argue that it was the 4th concussion that sent him over the edge.

Scope

In this case, Kyle's doctor told him that he coud likely die if he received another

concussion. Despite this, his medical trainer cleared him to play. Kyle would use

this evidence to establish that it is foreseeble that without such a rule, the medical

staff and coaches of universities will continue to require their athletes to perform

despite their conditions. However, we may be able to counter his usage of the

foresight test by arguing that it is not foreseeable that a hockey player will be

cleared to play/practice after receiving 3 prior concussion and showing particular

susceptibility to concussions (facts indicate that Kyle received his 4th concussion

after a soft hit to the head).

Damages

Damages would likely be the same here. However, it is important to keep in mind

that punitive damages be on the table in this cases for Kyle and all previous claims.

The plaintiffs will all argue that our actions in failing to provide proper protocol and

instruction depsite our knowledge of the risk and severity of concussions consitute

reckless behavior.

Rachel v. NCAA

This claim is not as developed as the previous claims because it is not clear whether

the plaintiff has suffered a particular harm. The facts indicate that she may have

received a concussion that has gone undetected. She could bring a negligence claim

if this is the case. However, we may be able to argue that she has released her ability

to bring a claim since she signed the covenant not sue against her school. However,

it will be a stretch to convince the court to also apply this to us since we are not a

listed party. It may be enough, however, to argue an assumption of risk since the

waiver made it clear tha all type of injuries could occur from soccer.

IIED claims:

we knew of concussions

Did nothing about them

Question #4 Final Word Count = 2629
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Vicarious liability holds an employer liable for the negligence of their employee--the

employer is not negligent on his own regard, but is responsible for the employee's

negligence. However, with negligent entrustment, the person entrusting a thing to

another is held liable for his own negligence in entrusting the thing.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 49

I would remove the scope of liability element from the prima facie case. The reason

why I chose this element is because of how similar it is to the duty element. This

similarity is exposed in Palsgraf, where Cardozo and Andrews seem to be arguing

about scope and duty interchangeably. I think the prima facie case would be less

complicated for the jury if the scope element was simply combined into the but for

test of causation. So, the plaintiff would have to establish a duty by arguing that the

harm and himself (as a plaintiff) were foreseeable, therefore, the Δ has a duty to act

reasonably. While trying to show that a duty was more likely than not, the Δ would

also have the oppurtunity to argue that even if he had a duty, it doesn't extend to the

π because of an unforeseeable/intervening cause.

Eleminating this element, however, would have some consequences. First, it would

call many important tort cases into question and challenege their sufficiency. For

instance, if their is not a destinct scope of liability element, the thousands of cases

that have been discussed regarding this element may not matter anymore. Second, it

might lead to more confusion when trying to argue for duty and causation. Scope,

in my mind, seems to be a hybrid of the two. Therefore, removing it may lead the

court/jury questioning how to properly find a duty and causation.Third, removing

this element will be met with wide push back from plaintiffs and defendants who

either lost or won a claim because of the scope element. Many people would think

that it is not fair to take away this element when it was the very thing that may have

kept them liable or not liable. Lastly, it could open the door up to abuse of

defendants rights to equal protection of the law and due process. The prima facie

case is designed to compensate the plaintiff, but to also protect the rights of the

accused.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 332

Kurt v. Mike

Kurt has multiple claims against Mike. First, Kurt could sue Mike for negligence in

hopes to recover damages for pain and suffering along with possible damages to

his iPad.

Duty

Mike has a duty to act reasonably in regards to foreseeable risks and foreseeable

plaintiffs. Here, Mike may have a duty to Kurt since he is well aware of Kurt's

seizures and that people suffering from seizures are ultra sensitive to flashing lights.

The facts show that Mike mentioned Kurt's seizures in a tweet that he sent to him.

Breach

Mike most likely breached his duty by sending the video to Kurt even though he

knew that Kurt suffered from seizures and that bright lights could trigger one. Using

the B<PL test, Kurt will argue that the probability and seriousness (possibly life-

threatening) of him having a seizure is far greater than the burden of Mike not

sending a tweet to him with those images. Mike may counter here in arguing that the

first amendment of the constitution protects his right to free speech, therefore, the

burden of him not expressing his views is not higher than the probability of a

seizure. However, this will likely fail since Mike wasn't expressing any concerns of

public interest. By sending the tweet, Mike was likely acting will malice since he

knew that the video of Pepe the frog could trigger a seizure.

Causation

The facts indicate that Kurt did suffer from a seizure, thankfully. However, he did

experience some mental and emotional distress from the situation. It is also evident

that Kurt dropped his iPad after realizing what the video was--which may have

resulted in damages. Kurt will argue that Mike was a but for cause of his distress

and that he would not have expereinced the emotional distress or damages to his

iPad had Mike not sent the video to him.

Scope

This claim will likley hit a speed bump under scope since Kurt opened the video

and watched it even though he likely knew that the video would be related to

seizures since the tweet referenced them. Mike will argue that Kurt was an

intervening cause of his own harm and that this should terminate his liability.

However, Kurt could counter this and argue that it was foreseeable that he would

open the video since the whole purpose of Mike sending the tweet was to get Kurt's

attention. Therefore, Mike would probably be liable for negligence since it was

foreseeable that Kurt would open the video and that it could cause harm to him.

Defamation

Kurt may also wish to bring a claim for defamation against Mike. Kurt will argue

that the tweet, which discussed his seizures, was defamatory and caused special

damages (his distress from seeing the video). However, I can't analyze this claim

further because it is not clear whether the tweet was sent privately to Kurt, of if

Mike tagged Kurt in the tweet for everyone to see.

IIED

Kurt can also sue for IIED. Here, Kurt would argue that Mike intended for the video

to cause emotional harm to Kurt since he knew that Kurt suffers form seizures.

Although this coduct will probably be considered to be outrageous to a jury, the

facts are not clear about the extent of Kurt's injuries. Whether his distress amounts

to "extreme or severe" emotional distress is not clear.

Kurt's Family (wife/kids) v. Mike

Kurt's family may wish to recover for emotional distress from Mike's negligence.

Duty

Emotional distress is a limited duty, so Kurt's family will have to argue that they

meet the bystander rule.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 598

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

Adrian will likely be able to bring a whole array of claims against the NCAA.

Negligence

The first, issue is whether Adrian has a negligence claim against the NCAA for

failure to proivde propery instruction and testing.

Duty

Adrian will argue that it foreseeable that failing to properly intruct both the player

and team on the proper way to handle concussions could foreseeably lead to more

harmful outcomes. We could argue that we have a limitted duty to warn or aid.

However, Adrian would be able to establish a duty since we have voluntarily

assumed the duty by taking player safety and conduct amongst ourselves.

Breach

Adrian will also argue that we have breached out duty by failing to provide any

instruction directly to him as a player. Since instructions and manuals are only given

to the coaches and head medical staff directly, Adrian will argue that we have

breached a duty to him by failing to properly warn him of the risks of concussions

by playing football. Despite the plentiful research and statistics that show just how

common concussions are, Adrian will argue that he still did not know about the

proper way to notice concussions or how to handle them. Adrian will also argue

that we breached a duty to him by refusing to adopt the return-to-play protocols.

However, we could counter his argument by stating that we have conducted

numerous studies and have made it explicitly clear that all member institutions must

follow our guidelines. Still, a breach is likely to be shown as more likely than not

since there is little evidence that we have actually enforced those rules or provided

any incentive/punishment to coaches/institutions that do breach the rules.

Causation

Adrian will argue a couple of things here. First, he may argue that we are a but for

cause of his symptoms from the repeated concussions. He will argue that he he

been properly instructed on how concussions occur and how to avoid them, he

would have played safer or refused to return to play the day after receiving a

concussion. He will also argue that our failure to provide protocols to EIU was a

but for cause since he would have never returned to play the next day if the team

had to walk him through the steps suggested by Vienna, Prague, and Zurich

conferences. He can also fall back on substantial factor test by arguing that even if

EIU had a part to play in his injuries, the NCAA was a substantial factor since they

are the body in charge of being the "safety" watch-dog of all NCAA athletes.

Scope

We may be able to argue here that EIU's actions in allowing for Adrian to return to

play the next day was an intervening cause in his symptoms since the NCAA has

funded numerous studies about how the average time it take for an athlete to

recover from a concussion is 5-7 days. However, Adrian would counter this by

arguing that even though we funded the study, we did not implement any part of the

study into our regulations. In fact, we continued to allow the protocol to be

governed by each school. Adrian will use this to establish that it was foreseeable

that if the return protocol was left for the school to decide, they would likely have

him return as soon as possible since he was their star Strong Safety.

Damages

We may be able to mitigate some damages here by arguing assumption of risk either

express or implied. Through express, we could argue that we are not liable since

Adrian had signed and read a packet about the risk of injuries in sports. However,

this will likely not count as express assumption since the packet doesn't address

concussions. Implied assumption of risk would not hold up either since Adrian

must both have knowledge and appreciation for the risk of injury. He may arguably

have neither one. We will likely be liable for medical expenses (past and future),

pain and suffering damages, and possibly loss of future wages since Adrian was a

star player and would have likely made it to the NFL.

Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Adrina could bring a suit against us for fraudulent misrepresentation by arguing that

be induced his reliance in believing that he was safe since our hadnbook and manual

stress over and over again that our goal as a committe overseeing collegiate athletes

is to provide a safe environment and to improve our safety methods. Adriane could

argue that we never had the intention of improving safety regulations since we have

failed to adopt so many suggested protocols and ignore numerous studies. He will

say that the misrepresentation induced him to believe that nothing bad would

happen to him and to play football anyway.

Derek Owens v. NCAA

Negligence

Similarly, Derek will be able to bring a negligence claim against us for failing to

properly instruct both him and the medical staff/couches of UCA.

Duty

Derek will argue that it was foreseeable that failing to properly instruct a student

athelete about how concussions are incurred can lead to foreseeable harm since

they will know be aware of when they may have a concussion. Therefore, his will

argue that we had a duty to properly warn and instruct both him and the medical

staff about the concussion protocols.

Breach

By using B<PL, he will likely be able to argue that the probability and seriousness

of a concussion is much much higher than the burden it would be to us to properly

instruct each athlete and medical staffer. Research suggests that concussions in

football are extremely common and amongst the most frequent head-injury in the

game. Research also suggests that concussions become easier to get after the first

one, and that they also can bring on more serious symptoms. Therefore, since the

probability and seriousness of concussions is so high, Derek will argue that we

breached our duty by failing to meet our burden of instruction and warning.

Causation

Derek will likely be able to establish that we are a but for cause of his injuries. Had

we properly instructed him, and made more strict protocols enforced agains the

university, Derek would have been tested for concussions earlier and would have

been put on notice that he had suffered one. However, Derek was never given a

baseline test, did not receive any instruction from us, and has received no financial

help as a result of him losing his scholarship from concussion symptoms. Derek

was apparently under the belief that concussion only happend when somebody

blacked out or was knocked out. This false beliefe, he will argue, should have been

corrected by us (NCAA). Had it been corrected Derek would argue that he would

have never continued to play.

Scope

Similar to Adrian, Derek will argue that it foreseeable that a school will try to cut

corners in order to either avoid medical costs or to get their players back out on the

field as quickly as possible. However, we may be able to argue that our liability

should be terminated by the grossly negligent and reckless behavior of the schools

medical staff. We can argue that it is not foreseeable that the team staff would not

provide any tests or treatment whatsoever. We could also argue that Derek was put

on notice about his concussion because the doctor had told his roommate that he

had a serious concussion and should be monitored.

Damages

Derek was a very bright individual (98th precentile on ACTs). After the

concusisons, Derek has suffered from memory loss, anxiety, depression, learning

issues, fatigue, and dizzinness. This had cost him his ability to perform both on the

football field and in the class room. Derek could have excelled in either field.

Therefore, will likely be liable for future loss of wages, along with pain and

suffering, and possibly even loss of enjoyment of life sice Derek has been deprived

of two things that he values and loves.

Fraudulent Mis.

Derek would possibly be able to bring a misrepresentation claim similar to Adrian.

He could once again argue that our actions in how we actually regulate universities

and players is completely different from how we claim that we do. Therefore, he

may be able to establish that he was induced into consenting to play football in

college, despite his success in the classroom, by our misrepresentation. He will

argue that we knowingly misrepresented our goals and regulations to encourage

"amateurism" in sports and that we had no intention of actually providing significant

regulation and instruction by our consistent rejection of the Prague, Vienna, and

Zurich conventions.

Angelica v. NCAA

Angelica can also bring a number of claims. However, her claim for negligence

agaisnt us may be weaker than Derek and Adrian since Angelica had experienced 2

concussions before beginning to play college soccer.

Negligence

Duty

Once again, since we have assumed the duty to make college sports as safe as

possible, we likely have a duty to warn and instruct Angelica about how to spot and

deal with concussions.

Breach

Angelica will argue that since we have not adopted a return-to-play protocol that is

enforced on all universities, she was forced to practice even though an online test

that revealed she still had concussion symptoms. She will state that this consitutes a

breach of duty by stating that it is unreasonable to allow universities to adopt and

regulate their own protocols because it is foreseeable that a staff not properly

instructed or aware of the concussion protocols would require a player to return

much sooner than she really should.

Causation

Angelica would argue that had we enforced our own protocol on all universities, her

medical trainer would have been able to tell the coach that she still had concussion

symptoms and would not be able to return practice. However, since we have not

adopted such protocols, Angelica would argue that we are a but for cause of her

concussion symptoms. She will argue that being forced to practice, despite

receiving a concussion several days before the practice, enhanced/made her

symptoms worse because she was still feeling bad.

Scope

With Angelica, we could argue that she should have be aware of concussions since

she already had two before college. She even specially requested a helmet for her to

wear in games and practices because she was aware that she was especially

susceptible to concussions after already receiving two. We could argue that this

counts as a intervening cause and that we should not be liable because it was

unforeseeable that Angelica would continue to practice even though she was not

feeling well and had prior knowledge about concussions. However, Angelica could

argue that it was foreseeable that she would practice because the NCAA has placed

any regulations for return to play on her coach or university. Therefore, she will

argue that it is foreseeable that the coach would require her to return to practice

after giving her 4 days off. Since NCAA did not provide a systematic progress

chart for the university to work with, Angelica will argue that it is foreseeable that

the coach would not be aware of the proper amount of time or manner in which a

student should be brought back to practice.

Damages

Damages here are similar to both Adrian and Derek. However, with this possible

claim, we may be able to either mitigate or remove damages all together. See

defenses.

Defenses

Here, we may be able to argue primary assumption of risk. We could state that

concussions are an obvious injury associated with sports and that Angelica should

not have a claim against us any more than a fan at a baseball game should have a

claim against the team for getting hit by a foul ball. We could argue that since

Angelica has suffered 2 concussions prior to playing in college, she has both

knowlegde and appreciation of the risk of injury. So, she has assumed the risk of

concussions by deciding to continue to play soccer. However, Angelica could fire

back by arguing that she assumed the risk of concussions, but not the risk that the

coach would make her practice despite her not feeling well which was do to a lack

of enforeceable regulations by the NCAA. If this fails, we may be able to assert the

comparative fault defense by arguing that even though her coach had demanded her

to practice, Angelica was still negligent in her own regard she she could have easily

refused to do so--and should have given her history with concussion.

Kyle v. NCAA

Kyle would also bring a negligence claim against us. The analysis here is similar to

the previous claims, except for a few distinctions.

Duty

Same as above.

Breach

Kyle's breach argument is mostly the same as the previous claim discussed.

However, Kyle's case deals particularly with the suggested "3 strike rule" that we

have turned down repeadtedly. Kyle will argue that refusing to adopt this

recommendation was a breach of duty since it is unreasonable to allow college

athletes to continue to play high contact sports like hockey after receiving 3

concussions or more.

Cause

Kyle will argue that had such a rule been enforced, he would have never continued

to play after he received his 3rd concussion and would not have received his 4th

concussion in practice. But, since no such rule exists, Kyle will assert that we are

the but for cause of his sever symptoms and out-of-pocket medical expences.

However, we could argue that we are not a but for cause since Kyle would have

likely had these symptoms and medical expenses even if the rule was enforced since

he had already suffered 3 concussions. This argument may not hold up, however,

since Kyle would argue that it was the 4th concussion that sent him over the edge.

Scope

In this case, Kyle's doctor told him that he coud likely die if he received another

concussion. Despite this, his medical trainer cleared him to play. Kyle would use

this evidence to establish that it is foreseeble that without such a rule, the medical

staff and coaches of universities will continue to require their athletes to perform

despite their conditions. However, we may be able to counter his usage of the

foresight test by arguing that it is not foreseeable that a hockey player will be

cleared to play/practice after receiving 3 prior concussion and showing particular

susceptibility to concussions (facts indicate that Kyle received his 4th concussion

after a soft hit to the head).

Damages

Damages would likely be the same here. However, it is important to keep in mind

that punitive damages be on the table in this cases for Kyle and all previous claims.

The plaintiffs will all argue that our actions in failing to provide proper protocol and

instruction depsite our knowledge of the risk and severity of concussions consitute

reckless behavior.

Rachel v. NCAA

This claim is not as developed as the previous claims because it is not clear whether

the plaintiff has suffered a particular harm. The facts indicate that she may have

received a concussion that has gone undetected. She could bring a negligence claim

if this is the case. However, we may be able to argue that she has released her ability

to bring a claim since she signed the covenant not sue against her school. However,

it will be a stretch to convince the court to also apply this to us since we are not a

listed party. It may be enough, however, to argue an assumption of risk since the

waiver made it clear tha all type of injuries could occur from soccer.

IIED claims:

we knew of concussions

Did nothing about them

Question #4 Final Word Count = 2629
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Vicarious liability holds an employer liable for the negligence of their employee--the

employer is not negligent on his own regard, but is responsible for the employee's

negligence. However, with negligent entrustment, the person entrusting a thing to

another is held liable for his own negligence in entrusting the thing.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 49

I would remove the scope of liability element from the prima facie case. The reason

why I chose this element is because of how similar it is to the duty element. This

similarity is exposed in Palsgraf, where Cardozo and Andrews seem to be arguing

about scope and duty interchangeably. I think the prima facie case would be less

complicated for the jury if the scope element was simply combined into the but for

test of causation. So, the plaintiff would have to establish a duty by arguing that the

harm and himself (as a plaintiff) were foreseeable, therefore, the Δ has a duty to act

reasonably. While trying to show that a duty was more likely than not, the Δ would

also have the oppurtunity to argue that even if he had a duty, it doesn't extend to the

π because of an unforeseeable/intervening cause.

Eleminating this element, however, would have some consequences. First, it would

call many important tort cases into question and challenege their sufficiency. For

instance, if their is not a destinct scope of liability element, the thousands of cases

that have been discussed regarding this element may not matter anymore. Second, it

might lead to more confusion when trying to argue for duty and causation. Scope,

in my mind, seems to be a hybrid of the two. Therefore, removing it may lead the

court/jury questioning how to properly find a duty and causation.Third, removing

this element will be met with wide push back from plaintiffs and defendants who

either lost or won a claim because of the scope element. Many people would think

that it is not fair to take away this element when it was the very thing that may have

kept them liable or not liable. Lastly, it could open the door up to abuse of

defendants rights to equal protection of the law and due process. The prima facie

case is designed to compensate the plaintiff, but to also protect the rights of the

accused.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 332

Kurt v. Mike

Kurt has multiple claims against Mike. First, Kurt could sue Mike for negligence in

hopes to recover damages for pain and suffering along with possible damages to

his iPad.

Duty

Mike has a duty to act reasonably in regards to foreseeable risks and foreseeable

plaintiffs. Here, Mike may have a duty to Kurt since he is well aware of Kurt's

seizures and that people suffering from seizures are ultra sensitive to flashing lights.

The facts show that Mike mentioned Kurt's seizures in a tweet that he sent to him.

Breach

Mike most likely breached his duty by sending the video to Kurt even though he

knew that Kurt suffered from seizures and that bright lights could trigger one. Using

the B<PL test, Kurt will argue that the probability and seriousness (possibly life-

threatening) of him having a seizure is far greater than the burden of Mike not

sending a tweet to him with those images. Mike may counter here in arguing that the

first amendment of the constitution protects his right to free speech, therefore, the

burden of him not expressing his views is not higher than the probability of a

seizure. However, this will likely fail since Mike wasn't expressing any concerns of

public interest. By sending the tweet, Mike was likely acting will malice since he

knew that the video of Pepe the frog could trigger a seizure.

Causation

The facts indicate that Kurt did suffer from a seizure, thankfully. However, he did

experience some mental and emotional distress from the situation. It is also evident

that Kurt dropped his iPad after realizing what the video was--which may have

resulted in damages. Kurt will argue that Mike was a but for cause of his distress

and that he would not have expereinced the emotional distress or damages to his

iPad had Mike not sent the video to him.

Scope

This claim will likley hit a speed bump under scope since Kurt opened the video

and watched it even though he likely knew that the video would be related to

seizures since the tweet referenced them. Mike will argue that Kurt was an

intervening cause of his own harm and that this should terminate his liability.

However, Kurt could counter this and argue that it was foreseeable that he would

open the video since the whole purpose of Mike sending the tweet was to get Kurt's

attention. Therefore, Mike would probably be liable for negligence since it was

foreseeable that Kurt would open the video and that it could cause harm to him.

Defamation

Kurt may also wish to bring a claim for defamation against Mike. Kurt will argue

that the tweet, which discussed his seizures, was defamatory and caused special

damages (his distress from seeing the video). However, I can't analyze this claim

further because it is not clear whether the tweet was sent privately to Kurt, of if

Mike tagged Kurt in the tweet for everyone to see.

IIED

Kurt can also sue for IIED. Here, Kurt would argue that Mike intended for the video

to cause emotional harm to Kurt since he knew that Kurt suffers form seizures.

Although this coduct will probably be considered to be outrageous to a jury, the

facts are not clear about the extent of Kurt's injuries. Whether his distress amounts

to "extreme or severe" emotional distress is not clear.

Kurt's Family (wife/kids) v. Mike

Kurt's family may wish to recover for emotional distress from Mike's negligence.

Duty

Emotional distress is a limited duty, so Kurt's family will have to argue that they

meet the bystander rule.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 598

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

Adrian will likely be able to bring a whole array of claims against the NCAA.

Negligence

The first, issue is whether Adrian has a negligence claim against the NCAA for

failure to proivde propery instruction and testing.

Duty

Adrian will argue that it foreseeable that failing to properly intruct both the player

and team on the proper way to handle concussions could foreseeably lead to more

harmful outcomes. We could argue that we have a limitted duty to warn or aid.

However, Adrian would be able to establish a duty since we have voluntarily

assumed the duty by taking player safety and conduct amongst ourselves.

Breach

Adrian will also argue that we have breached out duty by failing to provide any

instruction directly to him as a player. Since instructions and manuals are only given

to the coaches and head medical staff directly, Adrian will argue that we have

breached a duty to him by failing to properly warn him of the risks of concussions

by playing football. Despite the plentiful research and statistics that show just how

common concussions are, Adrian will argue that he still did not know about the

proper way to notice concussions or how to handle them. Adrian will also argue

that we breached a duty to him by refusing to adopt the return-to-play protocols.

However, we could counter his argument by stating that we have conducted

numerous studies and have made it explicitly clear that all member institutions must

follow our guidelines. Still, a breach is likely to be shown as more likely than not

since there is little evidence that we have actually enforced those rules or provided

any incentive/punishment to coaches/institutions that do breach the rules.

Causation

Adrian will argue a couple of things here. First, he may argue that we are a but for

cause of his symptoms from the repeated concussions. He will argue that he he

been properly instructed on how concussions occur and how to avoid them, he

would have played safer or refused to return to play the day after receiving a

concussion. He will also argue that our failure to provide protocols to EIU was a

but for cause since he would have never returned to play the next day if the team

had to walk him through the steps suggested by Vienna, Prague, and Zurich

conferences. He can also fall back on substantial factor test by arguing that even if

EIU had a part to play in his injuries, the NCAA was a substantial factor since they

are the body in charge of being the "safety" watch-dog of all NCAA athletes.

Scope

We may be able to argue here that EIU's actions in allowing for Adrian to return to

play the next day was an intervening cause in his symptoms since the NCAA has

funded numerous studies about how the average time it take for an athlete to

recover from a concussion is 5-7 days. However, Adrian would counter this by

arguing that even though we funded the study, we did not implement any part of the

study into our regulations. In fact, we continued to allow the protocol to be

governed by each school. Adrian will use this to establish that it was foreseeable

that if the return protocol was left for the school to decide, they would likely have

him return as soon as possible since he was their star Strong Safety.

Damages

We may be able to mitigate some damages here by arguing assumption of risk either

express or implied. Through express, we could argue that we are not liable since

Adrian had signed and read a packet about the risk of injuries in sports. However,

this will likely not count as express assumption since the packet doesn't address

concussions. Implied assumption of risk would not hold up either since Adrian

must both have knowledge and appreciation for the risk of injury. He may arguably

have neither one. We will likely be liable for medical expenses (past and future),

pain and suffering damages, and possibly loss of future wages since Adrian was a

star player and would have likely made it to the NFL.

Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Adrina could bring a suit against us for fraudulent misrepresentation by arguing that

be induced his reliance in believing that he was safe since our hadnbook and manual

stress over and over again that our goal as a committe overseeing collegiate athletes

is to provide a safe environment and to improve our safety methods. Adriane could

argue that we never had the intention of improving safety regulations since we have

failed to adopt so many suggested protocols and ignore numerous studies. He will

say that the misrepresentation induced him to believe that nothing bad would

happen to him and to play football anyway.

Derek Owens v. NCAA

Negligence

Similarly, Derek will be able to bring a negligence claim against us for failing to

properly instruct both him and the medical staff/couches of UCA.

Duty

Derek will argue that it was foreseeable that failing to properly instruct a student

athelete about how concussions are incurred can lead to foreseeable harm since

they will know be aware of when they may have a concussion. Therefore, his will

argue that we had a duty to properly warn and instruct both him and the medical

staff about the concussion protocols.

Breach

By using B<PL, he will likely be able to argue that the probability and seriousness

of a concussion is much much higher than the burden it would be to us to properly

instruct each athlete and medical staffer. Research suggests that concussions in

football are extremely common and amongst the most frequent head-injury in the

game. Research also suggests that concussions become easier to get after the first

one, and that they also can bring on more serious symptoms. Therefore, since the

probability and seriousness of concussions is so high, Derek will argue that we

breached our duty by failing to meet our burden of instruction and warning.

Causation

Derek will likely be able to establish that we are a but for cause of his injuries. Had

we properly instructed him, and made more strict protocols enforced agains the

university, Derek would have been tested for concussions earlier and would have

been put on notice that he had suffered one. However, Derek was never given a

baseline test, did not receive any instruction from us, and has received no financial

help as a result of him losing his scholarship from concussion symptoms. Derek

was apparently under the belief that concussion only happend when somebody

blacked out or was knocked out. This false beliefe, he will argue, should have been

corrected by us (NCAA). Had it been corrected Derek would argue that he would

have never continued to play.

Scope

Similar to Adrian, Derek will argue that it foreseeable that a school will try to cut

corners in order to either avoid medical costs or to get their players back out on the

field as quickly as possible. However, we may be able to argue that our liability

should be terminated by the grossly negligent and reckless behavior of the schools

medical staff. We can argue that it is not foreseeable that the team staff would not

provide any tests or treatment whatsoever. We could also argue that Derek was put

on notice about his concussion because the doctor had told his roommate that he

had a serious concussion and should be monitored.

Damages

Derek was a very bright individual (98th precentile on ACTs). After the

concusisons, Derek has suffered from memory loss, anxiety, depression, learning

issues, fatigue, and dizzinness. This had cost him his ability to perform both on the

football field and in the class room. Derek could have excelled in either field.

Therefore, will likely be liable for future loss of wages, along with pain and

suffering, and possibly even loss of enjoyment of life sice Derek has been deprived

of two things that he values and loves.

Fraudulent Mis.

Derek would possibly be able to bring a misrepresentation claim similar to Adrian.

He could once again argue that our actions in how we actually regulate universities

and players is completely different from how we claim that we do. Therefore, he

may be able to establish that he was induced into consenting to play football in

college, despite his success in the classroom, by our misrepresentation. He will

argue that we knowingly misrepresented our goals and regulations to encourage

"amateurism" in sports and that we had no intention of actually providing significant

regulation and instruction by our consistent rejection of the Prague, Vienna, and

Zurich conventions.

Angelica v. NCAA

Angelica can also bring a number of claims. However, her claim for negligence

agaisnt us may be weaker than Derek and Adrian since Angelica had experienced 2

concussions before beginning to play college soccer.

Negligence

Duty

Once again, since we have assumed the duty to make college sports as safe as

possible, we likely have a duty to warn and instruct Angelica about how to spot and

deal with concussions.

Breach

Angelica will argue that since we have not adopted a return-to-play protocol that is

enforced on all universities, she was forced to practice even though an online test

that revealed she still had concussion symptoms. She will state that this consitutes a

breach of duty by stating that it is unreasonable to allow universities to adopt and

regulate their own protocols because it is foreseeable that a staff not properly

instructed or aware of the concussion protocols would require a player to return

much sooner than she really should.

Causation

Angelica would argue that had we enforced our own protocol on all universities, her

medical trainer would have been able to tell the coach that she still had concussion

symptoms and would not be able to return practice. However, since we have not

adopted such protocols, Angelica would argue that we are a but for cause of her

concussion symptoms. She will argue that being forced to practice, despite

receiving a concussion several days before the practice, enhanced/made her

symptoms worse because she was still feeling bad.

Scope

With Angelica, we could argue that she should have be aware of concussions since

she already had two before college. She even specially requested a helmet for her to

wear in games and practices because she was aware that she was especially

susceptible to concussions after already receiving two. We could argue that this

counts as a intervening cause and that we should not be liable because it was

unforeseeable that Angelica would continue to practice even though she was not

feeling well and had prior knowledge about concussions. However, Angelica could

argue that it was foreseeable that she would practice because the NCAA has placed

any regulations for return to play on her coach or university. Therefore, she will

argue that it is foreseeable that the coach would require her to return to practice

after giving her 4 days off. Since NCAA did not provide a systematic progress

chart for the university to work with, Angelica will argue that it is foreseeable that

the coach would not be aware of the proper amount of time or manner in which a

student should be brought back to practice.

Damages

Damages here are similar to both Adrian and Derek. However, with this possible

claim, we may be able to either mitigate or remove damages all together. See

defenses.

Defenses

Here, we may be able to argue primary assumption of risk. We could state that

concussions are an obvious injury associated with sports and that Angelica should

not have a claim against us any more than a fan at a baseball game should have a

claim against the team for getting hit by a foul ball. We could argue that since

Angelica has suffered 2 concussions prior to playing in college, she has both

knowlegde and appreciation of the risk of injury. So, she has assumed the risk of

concussions by deciding to continue to play soccer. However, Angelica could fire

back by arguing that she assumed the risk of concussions, but not the risk that the

coach would make her practice despite her not feeling well which was do to a lack

of enforeceable regulations by the NCAA. If this fails, we may be able to assert the

comparative fault defense by arguing that even though her coach had demanded her

to practice, Angelica was still negligent in her own regard she she could have easily

refused to do so--and should have given her history with concussion.

Kyle v. NCAA

Kyle would also bring a negligence claim against us. The analysis here is similar to

the previous claims, except for a few distinctions.

Duty

Same as above.

Breach

Kyle's breach argument is mostly the same as the previous claim discussed.

However, Kyle's case deals particularly with the suggested "3 strike rule" that we

have turned down repeadtedly. Kyle will argue that refusing to adopt this

recommendation was a breach of duty since it is unreasonable to allow college

athletes to continue to play high contact sports like hockey after receiving 3

concussions or more.

Cause

Kyle will argue that had such a rule been enforced, he would have never continued

to play after he received his 3rd concussion and would not have received his 4th

concussion in practice. But, since no such rule exists, Kyle will assert that we are

the but for cause of his sever symptoms and out-of-pocket medical expences.

However, we could argue that we are not a but for cause since Kyle would have

likely had these symptoms and medical expenses even if the rule was enforced since

he had already suffered 3 concussions. This argument may not hold up, however,

since Kyle would argue that it was the 4th concussion that sent him over the edge.

Scope

In this case, Kyle's doctor told him that he coud likely die if he received another

concussion. Despite this, his medical trainer cleared him to play. Kyle would use

this evidence to establish that it is foreseeble that without such a rule, the medical

staff and coaches of universities will continue to require their athletes to perform

despite their conditions. However, we may be able to counter his usage of the

foresight test by arguing that it is not foreseeable that a hockey player will be

cleared to play/practice after receiving 3 prior concussion and showing particular

susceptibility to concussions (facts indicate that Kyle received his 4th concussion

after a soft hit to the head).

Damages

Damages would likely be the same here. However, it is important to keep in mind

that punitive damages be on the table in this cases for Kyle and all previous claims.

The plaintiffs will all argue that our actions in failing to provide proper protocol and

instruction depsite our knowledge of the risk and severity of concussions consitute

reckless behavior.

Rachel v. NCAA

This claim is not as developed as the previous claims because it is not clear whether

the plaintiff has suffered a particular harm. The facts indicate that she may have

received a concussion that has gone undetected. She could bring a negligence claim

if this is the case. However, we may be able to argue that she has released her ability

to bring a claim since she signed the covenant not sue against her school. However,

it will be a stretch to convince the court to also apply this to us since we are not a

listed party. It may be enough, however, to argue an assumption of risk since the

waiver made it clear tha all type of injuries could occur from soccer.

IIED claims:

we knew of concussions

Did nothing about them

Question #4 Final Word Count = 2629
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Vicarious liability holds an employer liable for the negligence of their employee--the

employer is not negligent on his own regard, but is responsible for the employee's

negligence. However, with negligent entrustment, the person entrusting a thing to

another is held liable for his own negligence in entrusting the thing.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 49

I would remove the scope of liability element from the prima facie case. The reason

why I chose this element is because of how similar it is to the duty element. This

similarity is exposed in Palsgraf, where Cardozo and Andrews seem to be arguing

about scope and duty interchangeably. I think the prima facie case would be less

complicated for the jury if the scope element was simply combined into the but for

test of causation. So, the plaintiff would have to establish a duty by arguing that the

harm and himself (as a plaintiff) were foreseeable, therefore, the Δ has a duty to act

reasonably. While trying to show that a duty was more likely than not, the Δ would

also have the oppurtunity to argue that even if he had a duty, it doesn't extend to the

π because of an unforeseeable/intervening cause.

Eleminating this element, however, would have some consequences. First, it would

call many important tort cases into question and challenege their sufficiency. For

instance, if their is not a destinct scope of liability element, the thousands of cases

that have been discussed regarding this element may not matter anymore. Second, it

might lead to more confusion when trying to argue for duty and causation. Scope,

in my mind, seems to be a hybrid of the two. Therefore, removing it may lead the

court/jury questioning how to properly find a duty and causation.Third, removing

this element will be met with wide push back from plaintiffs and defendants who

either lost or won a claim because of the scope element. Many people would think

that it is not fair to take away this element when it was the very thing that may have

kept them liable or not liable. Lastly, it could open the door up to abuse of

defendants rights to equal protection of the law and due process. The prima facie

case is designed to compensate the plaintiff, but to also protect the rights of the

accused.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 332

Kurt v. Mike

Kurt has multiple claims against Mike. First, Kurt could sue Mike for negligence in

hopes to recover damages for pain and suffering along with possible damages to

his iPad.

Duty

Mike has a duty to act reasonably in regards to foreseeable risks and foreseeable

plaintiffs. Here, Mike may have a duty to Kurt since he is well aware of Kurt's

seizures and that people suffering from seizures are ultra sensitive to flashing lights.

The facts show that Mike mentioned Kurt's seizures in a tweet that he sent to him.

Breach

Mike most likely breached his duty by sending the video to Kurt even though he

knew that Kurt suffered from seizures and that bright lights could trigger one. Using

the B<PL test, Kurt will argue that the probability and seriousness (possibly life-

threatening) of him having a seizure is far greater than the burden of Mike not

sending a tweet to him with those images. Mike may counter here in arguing that the

first amendment of the constitution protects his right to free speech, therefore, the

burden of him not expressing his views is not higher than the probability of a

seizure. However, this will likely fail since Mike wasn't expressing any concerns of

public interest. By sending the tweet, Mike was likely acting will malice since he

knew that the video of Pepe the frog could trigger a seizure.

Causation

The facts indicate that Kurt did suffer from a seizure, thankfully. However, he did

experience some mental and emotional distress from the situation. It is also evident

that Kurt dropped his iPad after realizing what the video was--which may have

resulted in damages. Kurt will argue that Mike was a but for cause of his distress

and that he would not have expereinced the emotional distress or damages to his

iPad had Mike not sent the video to him.

Scope

This claim will likley hit a speed bump under scope since Kurt opened the video

and watched it even though he likely knew that the video would be related to

seizures since the tweet referenced them. Mike will argue that Kurt was an

intervening cause of his own harm and that this should terminate his liability.

However, Kurt could counter this and argue that it was foreseeable that he would

open the video since the whole purpose of Mike sending the tweet was to get Kurt's

attention. Therefore, Mike would probably be liable for negligence since it was

foreseeable that Kurt would open the video and that it could cause harm to him.

Defamation

Kurt may also wish to bring a claim for defamation against Mike. Kurt will argue

that the tweet, which discussed his seizures, was defamatory and caused special

damages (his distress from seeing the video). However, I can't analyze this claim

further because it is not clear whether the tweet was sent privately to Kurt, of if

Mike tagged Kurt in the tweet for everyone to see.

IIED

Kurt can also sue for IIED. Here, Kurt would argue that Mike intended for the video

to cause emotional harm to Kurt since he knew that Kurt suffers form seizures.

Although this coduct will probably be considered to be outrageous to a jury, the

facts are not clear about the extent of Kurt's injuries. Whether his distress amounts

to "extreme or severe" emotional distress is not clear.

Kurt's Family (wife/kids) v. Mike

Kurt's family may wish to recover for emotional distress from Mike's negligence.

Duty

Emotional distress is a limited duty, so Kurt's family will have to argue that they

meet the bystander rule.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 598

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

Adrian will likely be able to bring a whole array of claims against the NCAA.

Negligence

The first, issue is whether Adrian has a negligence claim against the NCAA for

failure to proivde propery instruction and testing.

Duty

Adrian will argue that it foreseeable that failing to properly intruct both the player

and team on the proper way to handle concussions could foreseeably lead to more

harmful outcomes. We could argue that we have a limitted duty to warn or aid.

However, Adrian would be able to establish a duty since we have voluntarily

assumed the duty by taking player safety and conduct amongst ourselves.

Breach

Adrian will also argue that we have breached out duty by failing to provide any

instruction directly to him as a player. Since instructions and manuals are only given

to the coaches and head medical staff directly, Adrian will argue that we have

breached a duty to him by failing to properly warn him of the risks of concussions

by playing football. Despite the plentiful research and statistics that show just how

common concussions are, Adrian will argue that he still did not know about the

proper way to notice concussions or how to handle them. Adrian will also argue

that we breached a duty to him by refusing to adopt the return-to-play protocols.

However, we could counter his argument by stating that we have conducted

numerous studies and have made it explicitly clear that all member institutions must

follow our guidelines. Still, a breach is likely to be shown as more likely than not

since there is little evidence that we have actually enforced those rules or provided

any incentive/punishment to coaches/institutions that do breach the rules.

Causation

Adrian will argue a couple of things here. First, he may argue that we are a but for

cause of his symptoms from the repeated concussions. He will argue that he he

been properly instructed on how concussions occur and how to avoid them, he

would have played safer or refused to return to play the day after receiving a

concussion. He will also argue that our failure to provide protocols to EIU was a

but for cause since he would have never returned to play the next day if the team

had to walk him through the steps suggested by Vienna, Prague, and Zurich

conferences. He can also fall back on substantial factor test by arguing that even if

EIU had a part to play in his injuries, the NCAA was a substantial factor since they

are the body in charge of being the "safety" watch-dog of all NCAA athletes.

Scope

We may be able to argue here that EIU's actions in allowing for Adrian to return to

play the next day was an intervening cause in his symptoms since the NCAA has

funded numerous studies about how the average time it take for an athlete to

recover from a concussion is 5-7 days. However, Adrian would counter this by

arguing that even though we funded the study, we did not implement any part of the

study into our regulations. In fact, we continued to allow the protocol to be

governed by each school. Adrian will use this to establish that it was foreseeable

that if the return protocol was left for the school to decide, they would likely have

him return as soon as possible since he was their star Strong Safety.

Damages

We may be able to mitigate some damages here by arguing assumption of risk either

express or implied. Through express, we could argue that we are not liable since

Adrian had signed and read a packet about the risk of injuries in sports. However,

this will likely not count as express assumption since the packet doesn't address

concussions. Implied assumption of risk would not hold up either since Adrian

must both have knowledge and appreciation for the risk of injury. He may arguably

have neither one. We will likely be liable for medical expenses (past and future),

pain and suffering damages, and possibly loss of future wages since Adrian was a

star player and would have likely made it to the NFL.

Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Adrina could bring a suit against us for fraudulent misrepresentation by arguing that

be induced his reliance in believing that he was safe since our hadnbook and manual

stress over and over again that our goal as a committe overseeing collegiate athletes

is to provide a safe environment and to improve our safety methods. Adriane could

argue that we never had the intention of improving safety regulations since we have

failed to adopt so many suggested protocols and ignore numerous studies. He will

say that the misrepresentation induced him to believe that nothing bad would

happen to him and to play football anyway.

Derek Owens v. NCAA

Negligence

Similarly, Derek will be able to bring a negligence claim against us for failing to

properly instruct both him and the medical staff/couches of UCA.

Duty

Derek will argue that it was foreseeable that failing to properly instruct a student

athelete about how concussions are incurred can lead to foreseeable harm since

they will know be aware of when they may have a concussion. Therefore, his will

argue that we had a duty to properly warn and instruct both him and the medical

staff about the concussion protocols.

Breach

By using B<PL, he will likely be able to argue that the probability and seriousness

of a concussion is much much higher than the burden it would be to us to properly

instruct each athlete and medical staffer. Research suggests that concussions in

football are extremely common and amongst the most frequent head-injury in the

game. Research also suggests that concussions become easier to get after the first

one, and that they also can bring on more serious symptoms. Therefore, since the

probability and seriousness of concussions is so high, Derek will argue that we

breached our duty by failing to meet our burden of instruction and warning.

Causation

Derek will likely be able to establish that we are a but for cause of his injuries. Had

we properly instructed him, and made more strict protocols enforced agains the

university, Derek would have been tested for concussions earlier and would have

been put on notice that he had suffered one. However, Derek was never given a

baseline test, did not receive any instruction from us, and has received no financial

help as a result of him losing his scholarship from concussion symptoms. Derek

was apparently under the belief that concussion only happend when somebody

blacked out or was knocked out. This false beliefe, he will argue, should have been

corrected by us (NCAA). Had it been corrected Derek would argue that he would

have never continued to play.

Scope

Similar to Adrian, Derek will argue that it foreseeable that a school will try to cut

corners in order to either avoid medical costs or to get their players back out on the

field as quickly as possible. However, we may be able to argue that our liability

should be terminated by the grossly negligent and reckless behavior of the schools

medical staff. We can argue that it is not foreseeable that the team staff would not

provide any tests or treatment whatsoever. We could also argue that Derek was put

on notice about his concussion because the doctor had told his roommate that he

had a serious concussion and should be monitored.

Damages

Derek was a very bright individual (98th precentile on ACTs). After the

concusisons, Derek has suffered from memory loss, anxiety, depression, learning

issues, fatigue, and dizzinness. This had cost him his ability to perform both on the

football field and in the class room. Derek could have excelled in either field.

Therefore, will likely be liable for future loss of wages, along with pain and

suffering, and possibly even loss of enjoyment of life sice Derek has been deprived

of two things that he values and loves.

Fraudulent Mis.

Derek would possibly be able to bring a misrepresentation claim similar to Adrian.

He could once again argue that our actions in how we actually regulate universities

and players is completely different from how we claim that we do. Therefore, he

may be able to establish that he was induced into consenting to play football in

college, despite his success in the classroom, by our misrepresentation. He will

argue that we knowingly misrepresented our goals and regulations to encourage

"amateurism" in sports and that we had no intention of actually providing significant

regulation and instruction by our consistent rejection of the Prague, Vienna, and

Zurich conventions.

Angelica v. NCAA

Angelica can also bring a number of claims. However, her claim for negligence

agaisnt us may be weaker than Derek and Adrian since Angelica had experienced 2

concussions before beginning to play college soccer.

Negligence

Duty

Once again, since we have assumed the duty to make college sports as safe as

possible, we likely have a duty to warn and instruct Angelica about how to spot and

deal with concussions.

Breach

Angelica will argue that since we have not adopted a return-to-play protocol that is

enforced on all universities, she was forced to practice even though an online test

that revealed she still had concussion symptoms. She will state that this consitutes a

breach of duty by stating that it is unreasonable to allow universities to adopt and

regulate their own protocols because it is foreseeable that a staff not properly

instructed or aware of the concussion protocols would require a player to return

much sooner than she really should.

Causation

Angelica would argue that had we enforced our own protocol on all universities, her

medical trainer would have been able to tell the coach that she still had concussion

symptoms and would not be able to return practice. However, since we have not

adopted such protocols, Angelica would argue that we are a but for cause of her

concussion symptoms. She will argue that being forced to practice, despite

receiving a concussion several days before the practice, enhanced/made her

symptoms worse because she was still feeling bad.

Scope

With Angelica, we could argue that she should have be aware of concussions since

she already had two before college. She even specially requested a helmet for her to

wear in games and practices because she was aware that she was especially

susceptible to concussions after already receiving two. We could argue that this

counts as a intervening cause and that we should not be liable because it was

unforeseeable that Angelica would continue to practice even though she was not

feeling well and had prior knowledge about concussions. However, Angelica could

argue that it was foreseeable that she would practice because the NCAA has placed

any regulations for return to play on her coach or university. Therefore, she will

argue that it is foreseeable that the coach would require her to return to practice

after giving her 4 days off. Since NCAA did not provide a systematic progress

chart for the university to work with, Angelica will argue that it is foreseeable that

the coach would not be aware of the proper amount of time or manner in which a

student should be brought back to practice.

Damages

Damages here are similar to both Adrian and Derek. However, with this possible

claim, we may be able to either mitigate or remove damages all together. See

defenses.

Defenses

Here, we may be able to argue primary assumption of risk. We could state that

concussions are an obvious injury associated with sports and that Angelica should

not have a claim against us any more than a fan at a baseball game should have a

claim against the team for getting hit by a foul ball. We could argue that since

Angelica has suffered 2 concussions prior to playing in college, she has both

knowlegde and appreciation of the risk of injury. So, she has assumed the risk of

concussions by deciding to continue to play soccer. However, Angelica could fire

back by arguing that she assumed the risk of concussions, but not the risk that the

coach would make her practice despite her not feeling well which was do to a lack

of enforeceable regulations by the NCAA. If this fails, we may be able to assert the

comparative fault defense by arguing that even though her coach had demanded her

to practice, Angelica was still negligent in her own regard she she could have easily

refused to do so--and should have given her history with concussion.

Kyle v. NCAA

Kyle would also bring a negligence claim against us. The analysis here is similar to

the previous claims, except for a few distinctions.

Duty

Same as above.

Breach

Kyle's breach argument is mostly the same as the previous claim discussed.

However, Kyle's case deals particularly with the suggested "3 strike rule" that we

have turned down repeadtedly. Kyle will argue that refusing to adopt this

recommendation was a breach of duty since it is unreasonable to allow college

athletes to continue to play high contact sports like hockey after receiving 3

concussions or more.

Cause

Kyle will argue that had such a rule been enforced, he would have never continued

to play after he received his 3rd concussion and would not have received his 4th

concussion in practice. But, since no such rule exists, Kyle will assert that we are

the but for cause of his sever symptoms and out-of-pocket medical expences.

However, we could argue that we are not a but for cause since Kyle would have

likely had these symptoms and medical expenses even if the rule was enforced since

he had already suffered 3 concussions. This argument may not hold up, however,

since Kyle would argue that it was the 4th concussion that sent him over the edge.

Scope

In this case, Kyle's doctor told him that he coud likely die if he received another

concussion. Despite this, his medical trainer cleared him to play. Kyle would use

this evidence to establish that it is foreseeble that without such a rule, the medical

staff and coaches of universities will continue to require their athletes to perform

despite their conditions. However, we may be able to counter his usage of the

foresight test by arguing that it is not foreseeable that a hockey player will be

cleared to play/practice after receiving 3 prior concussion and showing particular

susceptibility to concussions (facts indicate that Kyle received his 4th concussion

after a soft hit to the head).

Damages

Damages would likely be the same here. However, it is important to keep in mind

that punitive damages be on the table in this cases for Kyle and all previous claims.

The plaintiffs will all argue that our actions in failing to provide proper protocol and

instruction depsite our knowledge of the risk and severity of concussions consitute

reckless behavior.

Rachel v. NCAA

This claim is not as developed as the previous claims because it is not clear whether

the plaintiff has suffered a particular harm. The facts indicate that she may have

received a concussion that has gone undetected. She could bring a negligence claim

if this is the case. However, we may be able to argue that she has released her ability

to bring a claim since she signed the covenant not sue against her school. However,

it will be a stretch to convince the court to also apply this to us since we are not a

listed party. It may be enough, however, to argue an assumption of risk since the

waiver made it clear tha all type of injuries could occur from soccer.

IIED claims:

we knew of concussions

Did nothing about them

Question #4 Final Word Count = 2629
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Vicarious liability holds an employer liable for the negligence of their employee--the

employer is not negligent on his own regard, but is responsible for the employee's

negligence. However, with negligent entrustment, the person entrusting a thing to

another is held liable for his own negligence in entrusting the thing.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 49

I would remove the scope of liability element from the prima facie case. The reason

why I chose this element is because of how similar it is to the duty element. This

similarity is exposed in Palsgraf, where Cardozo and Andrews seem to be arguing

about scope and duty interchangeably. I think the prima facie case would be less

complicated for the jury if the scope element was simply combined into the but for

test of causation. So, the plaintiff would have to establish a duty by arguing that the

harm and himself (as a plaintiff) were foreseeable, therefore, the Δ has a duty to act

reasonably. While trying to show that a duty was more likely than not, the Δ would

also have the oppurtunity to argue that even if he had a duty, it doesn't extend to the

π because of an unforeseeable/intervening cause.

Eleminating this element, however, would have some consequences. First, it would

call many important tort cases into question and challenege their sufficiency. For

instance, if their is not a destinct scope of liability element, the thousands of cases

that have been discussed regarding this element may not matter anymore. Second, it

might lead to more confusion when trying to argue for duty and causation. Scope,

in my mind, seems to be a hybrid of the two. Therefore, removing it may lead the

court/jury questioning how to properly find a duty and causation.Third, removing

this element will be met with wide push back from plaintiffs and defendants who

either lost or won a claim because of the scope element. Many people would think

that it is not fair to take away this element when it was the very thing that may have

kept them liable or not liable. Lastly, it could open the door up to abuse of

defendants rights to equal protection of the law and due process. The prima facie

case is designed to compensate the plaintiff, but to also protect the rights of the

accused.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 332

Kurt v. Mike

Kurt has multiple claims against Mike. First, Kurt could sue Mike for negligence in

hopes to recover damages for pain and suffering along with possible damages to

his iPad.

Duty

Mike has a duty to act reasonably in regards to foreseeable risks and foreseeable

plaintiffs. Here, Mike may have a duty to Kurt since he is well aware of Kurt's

seizures and that people suffering from seizures are ultra sensitive to flashing lights.

The facts show that Mike mentioned Kurt's seizures in a tweet that he sent to him.

Breach

Mike most likely breached his duty by sending the video to Kurt even though he

knew that Kurt suffered from seizures and that bright lights could trigger one. Using

the B<PL test, Kurt will argue that the probability and seriousness (possibly life-

threatening) of him having a seizure is far greater than the burden of Mike not

sending a tweet to him with those images. Mike may counter here in arguing that the

first amendment of the constitution protects his right to free speech, therefore, the

burden of him not expressing his views is not higher than the probability of a

seizure. However, this will likely fail since Mike wasn't expressing any concerns of

public interest. By sending the tweet, Mike was likely acting will malice since he

knew that the video of Pepe the frog could trigger a seizure.

Causation

The facts indicate that Kurt did suffer from a seizure, thankfully. However, he did

experience some mental and emotional distress from the situation. It is also evident

that Kurt dropped his iPad after realizing what the video was--which may have

resulted in damages. Kurt will argue that Mike was a but for cause of his distress

and that he would not have expereinced the emotional distress or damages to his

iPad had Mike not sent the video to him.

Scope

This claim will likley hit a speed bump under scope since Kurt opened the video

and watched it even though he likely knew that the video would be related to

seizures since the tweet referenced them. Mike will argue that Kurt was an

intervening cause of his own harm and that this should terminate his liability.

However, Kurt could counter this and argue that it was foreseeable that he would

open the video since the whole purpose of Mike sending the tweet was to get Kurt's

attention. Therefore, Mike would probably be liable for negligence since it was

foreseeable that Kurt would open the video and that it could cause harm to him.

Defamation

Kurt may also wish to bring a claim for defamation against Mike. Kurt will argue

that the tweet, which discussed his seizures, was defamatory and caused special

damages (his distress from seeing the video). However, I can't analyze this claim

further because it is not clear whether the tweet was sent privately to Kurt, of if

Mike tagged Kurt in the tweet for everyone to see.

IIED

Kurt can also sue for IIED. Here, Kurt would argue that Mike intended for the video

to cause emotional harm to Kurt since he knew that Kurt suffers form seizures.

Although this coduct will probably be considered to be outrageous to a jury, the

facts are not clear about the extent of Kurt's injuries. Whether his distress amounts

to "extreme or severe" emotional distress is not clear.

Kurt's Family (wife/kids) v. Mike

Kurt's family may wish to recover for emotional distress from Mike's negligence.

Duty

Emotional distress is a limited duty, so Kurt's family will have to argue that they

meet the bystander rule.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 598

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

Adrian will likely be able to bring a whole array of claims against the NCAA.

Negligence

The first, issue is whether Adrian has a negligence claim against the NCAA for

failure to proivde propery instruction and testing.

Duty

Adrian will argue that it foreseeable that failing to properly intruct both the player

and team on the proper way to handle concussions could foreseeably lead to more

harmful outcomes. We could argue that we have a limitted duty to warn or aid.

However, Adrian would be able to establish a duty since we have voluntarily

assumed the duty by taking player safety and conduct amongst ourselves.

Breach

Adrian will also argue that we have breached out duty by failing to provide any

instruction directly to him as a player. Since instructions and manuals are only given

to the coaches and head medical staff directly, Adrian will argue that we have

breached a duty to him by failing to properly warn him of the risks of concussions

by playing football. Despite the plentiful research and statistics that show just how

common concussions are, Adrian will argue that he still did not know about the

proper way to notice concussions or how to handle them. Adrian will also argue

that we breached a duty to him by refusing to adopt the return-to-play protocols.

However, we could counter his argument by stating that we have conducted

numerous studies and have made it explicitly clear that all member institutions must

follow our guidelines. Still, a breach is likely to be shown as more likely than not

since there is little evidence that we have actually enforced those rules or provided

any incentive/punishment to coaches/institutions that do breach the rules.

Causation

Adrian will argue a couple of things here. First, he may argue that we are a but for

cause of his symptoms from the repeated concussions. He will argue that he he

been properly instructed on how concussions occur and how to avoid them, he

would have played safer or refused to return to play the day after receiving a

concussion. He will also argue that our failure to provide protocols to EIU was a

but for cause since he would have never returned to play the next day if the team

had to walk him through the steps suggested by Vienna, Prague, and Zurich

conferences. He can also fall back on substantial factor test by arguing that even if

EIU had a part to play in his injuries, the NCAA was a substantial factor since they

are the body in charge of being the "safety" watch-dog of all NCAA athletes.

Scope

We may be able to argue here that EIU's actions in allowing for Adrian to return to

play the next day was an intervening cause in his symptoms since the NCAA has

funded numerous studies about how the average time it take for an athlete to

recover from a concussion is 5-7 days. However, Adrian would counter this by

arguing that even though we funded the study, we did not implement any part of the

study into our regulations. In fact, we continued to allow the protocol to be

governed by each school. Adrian will use this to establish that it was foreseeable

that if the return protocol was left for the school to decide, they would likely have

him return as soon as possible since he was their star Strong Safety.

Damages

We may be able to mitigate some damages here by arguing assumption of risk either

express or implied. Through express, we could argue that we are not liable since

Adrian had signed and read a packet about the risk of injuries in sports. However,

this will likely not count as express assumption since the packet doesn't address

concussions. Implied assumption of risk would not hold up either since Adrian

must both have knowledge and appreciation for the risk of injury. He may arguably

have neither one. We will likely be liable for medical expenses (past and future),

pain and suffering damages, and possibly loss of future wages since Adrian was a

star player and would have likely made it to the NFL.

Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Adrina could bring a suit against us for fraudulent misrepresentation by arguing that

be induced his reliance in believing that he was safe since our hadnbook and manual

stress over and over again that our goal as a committe overseeing collegiate athletes

is to provide a safe environment and to improve our safety methods. Adriane could

argue that we never had the intention of improving safety regulations since we have

failed to adopt so many suggested protocols and ignore numerous studies. He will

say that the misrepresentation induced him to believe that nothing bad would

happen to him and to play football anyway.

Derek Owens v. NCAA

Negligence

Similarly, Derek will be able to bring a negligence claim against us for failing to

properly instruct both him and the medical staff/couches of UCA.

Duty

Derek will argue that it was foreseeable that failing to properly instruct a student

athelete about how concussions are incurred can lead to foreseeable harm since

they will know be aware of when they may have a concussion. Therefore, his will

argue that we had a duty to properly warn and instruct both him and the medical

staff about the concussion protocols.

Breach

By using B<PL, he will likely be able to argue that the probability and seriousness

of a concussion is much much higher than the burden it would be to us to properly

instruct each athlete and medical staffer. Research suggests that concussions in

football are extremely common and amongst the most frequent head-injury in the

game. Research also suggests that concussions become easier to get after the first

one, and that they also can bring on more serious symptoms. Therefore, since the

probability and seriousness of concussions is so high, Derek will argue that we

breached our duty by failing to meet our burden of instruction and warning.

Causation

Derek will likely be able to establish that we are a but for cause of his injuries. Had

we properly instructed him, and made more strict protocols enforced agains the

university, Derek would have been tested for concussions earlier and would have

been put on notice that he had suffered one. However, Derek was never given a

baseline test, did not receive any instruction from us, and has received no financial

help as a result of him losing his scholarship from concussion symptoms. Derek

was apparently under the belief that concussion only happend when somebody

blacked out or was knocked out. This false beliefe, he will argue, should have been

corrected by us (NCAA). Had it been corrected Derek would argue that he would

have never continued to play.

Scope

Similar to Adrian, Derek will argue that it foreseeable that a school will try to cut

corners in order to either avoid medical costs or to get their players back out on the

field as quickly as possible. However, we may be able to argue that our liability

should be terminated by the grossly negligent and reckless behavior of the schools

medical staff. We can argue that it is not foreseeable that the team staff would not

provide any tests or treatment whatsoever. We could also argue that Derek was put

on notice about his concussion because the doctor had told his roommate that he

had a serious concussion and should be monitored.

Damages

Derek was a very bright individual (98th precentile on ACTs). After the

concusisons, Derek has suffered from memory loss, anxiety, depression, learning

issues, fatigue, and dizzinness. This had cost him his ability to perform both on the

football field and in the class room. Derek could have excelled in either field.

Therefore, will likely be liable for future loss of wages, along with pain and

suffering, and possibly even loss of enjoyment of life sice Derek has been deprived

of two things that he values and loves.

Fraudulent Mis.

Derek would possibly be able to bring a misrepresentation claim similar to Adrian.

He could once again argue that our actions in how we actually regulate universities

and players is completely different from how we claim that we do. Therefore, he

may be able to establish that he was induced into consenting to play football in

college, despite his success in the classroom, by our misrepresentation. He will

argue that we knowingly misrepresented our goals and regulations to encourage

"amateurism" in sports and that we had no intention of actually providing significant

regulation and instruction by our consistent rejection of the Prague, Vienna, and

Zurich conventions.

Angelica v. NCAA

Angelica can also bring a number of claims. However, her claim for negligence

agaisnt us may be weaker than Derek and Adrian since Angelica had experienced 2

concussions before beginning to play college soccer.

Negligence

Duty

Once again, since we have assumed the duty to make college sports as safe as

possible, we likely have a duty to warn and instruct Angelica about how to spot and

deal with concussions.

Breach

Angelica will argue that since we have not adopted a return-to-play protocol that is

enforced on all universities, she was forced to practice even though an online test

that revealed she still had concussion symptoms. She will state that this consitutes a

breach of duty by stating that it is unreasonable to allow universities to adopt and

regulate their own protocols because it is foreseeable that a staff not properly

instructed or aware of the concussion protocols would require a player to return

much sooner than she really should.

Causation

Angelica would argue that had we enforced our own protocol on all universities, her

medical trainer would have been able to tell the coach that she still had concussion

symptoms and would not be able to return practice. However, since we have not

adopted such protocols, Angelica would argue that we are a but for cause of her

concussion symptoms. She will argue that being forced to practice, despite

receiving a concussion several days before the practice, enhanced/made her

symptoms worse because she was still feeling bad.

Scope

With Angelica, we could argue that she should have be aware of concussions since

she already had two before college. She even specially requested a helmet for her to

wear in games and practices because she was aware that she was especially

susceptible to concussions after already receiving two. We could argue that this

counts as a intervening cause and that we should not be liable because it was

unforeseeable that Angelica would continue to practice even though she was not

feeling well and had prior knowledge about concussions. However, Angelica could

argue that it was foreseeable that she would practice because the NCAA has placed

any regulations for return to play on her coach or university. Therefore, she will

argue that it is foreseeable that the coach would require her to return to practice

after giving her 4 days off. Since NCAA did not provide a systematic progress

chart for the university to work with, Angelica will argue that it is foreseeable that

the coach would not be aware of the proper amount of time or manner in which a

student should be brought back to practice.

Damages

Damages here are similar to both Adrian and Derek. However, with this possible

claim, we may be able to either mitigate or remove damages all together. See

defenses.

Defenses

Here, we may be able to argue primary assumption of risk. We could state that

concussions are an obvious injury associated with sports and that Angelica should

not have a claim against us any more than a fan at a baseball game should have a

claim against the team for getting hit by a foul ball. We could argue that since

Angelica has suffered 2 concussions prior to playing in college, she has both

knowlegde and appreciation of the risk of injury. So, she has assumed the risk of

concussions by deciding to continue to play soccer. However, Angelica could fire

back by arguing that she assumed the risk of concussions, but not the risk that the

coach would make her practice despite her not feeling well which was do to a lack

of enforeceable regulations by the NCAA. If this fails, we may be able to assert the

comparative fault defense by arguing that even though her coach had demanded her

to practice, Angelica was still negligent in her own regard she she could have easily

refused to do so--and should have given her history with concussion.

Kyle v. NCAA

Kyle would also bring a negligence claim against us. The analysis here is similar to

the previous claims, except for a few distinctions.

Duty

Same as above.

Breach

Kyle's breach argument is mostly the same as the previous claim discussed.

However, Kyle's case deals particularly with the suggested "3 strike rule" that we

have turned down repeadtedly. Kyle will argue that refusing to adopt this

recommendation was a breach of duty since it is unreasonable to allow college

athletes to continue to play high contact sports like hockey after receiving 3

concussions or more.

Cause

Kyle will argue that had such a rule been enforced, he would have never continued

to play after he received his 3rd concussion and would not have received his 4th

concussion in practice. But, since no such rule exists, Kyle will assert that we are

the but for cause of his sever symptoms and out-of-pocket medical expences.

However, we could argue that we are not a but for cause since Kyle would have

likely had these symptoms and medical expenses even if the rule was enforced since

he had already suffered 3 concussions. This argument may not hold up, however,

since Kyle would argue that it was the 4th concussion that sent him over the edge.

Scope

In this case, Kyle's doctor told him that he coud likely die if he received another

concussion. Despite this, his medical trainer cleared him to play. Kyle would use

this evidence to establish that it is foreseeble that without such a rule, the medical

staff and coaches of universities will continue to require their athletes to perform

despite their conditions. However, we may be able to counter his usage of the

foresight test by arguing that it is not foreseeable that a hockey player will be

cleared to play/practice after receiving 3 prior concussion and showing particular

susceptibility to concussions (facts indicate that Kyle received his 4th concussion

after a soft hit to the head).

Damages

Damages would likely be the same here. However, it is important to keep in mind

that punitive damages be on the table in this cases for Kyle and all previous claims.

The plaintiffs will all argue that our actions in failing to provide proper protocol and

instruction depsite our knowledge of the risk and severity of concussions consitute

reckless behavior.

Rachel v. NCAA

This claim is not as developed as the previous claims because it is not clear whether

the plaintiff has suffered a particular harm. The facts indicate that she may have

received a concussion that has gone undetected. She could bring a negligence claim

if this is the case. However, we may be able to argue that she has released her ability

to bring a claim since she signed the covenant not sue against her school. However,

it will be a stretch to convince the court to also apply this to us since we are not a

listed party. It may be enough, however, to argue an assumption of risk since the

waiver made it clear tha all type of injuries could occur from soccer.

IIED claims:

we knew of concussions

Did nothing about them
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Vicarious liability holds an employer liable for the negligence of their employee--the

employer is not negligent on his own regard, but is responsible for the employee's

negligence. However, with negligent entrustment, the person entrusting a thing to

another is held liable for his own negligence in entrusting the thing.

Question #1 Final Word Count = 49

I would remove the scope of liability element from the prima facie case. The reason

why I chose this element is because of how similar it is to the duty element. This

similarity is exposed in Palsgraf, where Cardozo and Andrews seem to be arguing

about scope and duty interchangeably. I think the prima facie case would be less

complicated for the jury if the scope element was simply combined into the but for

test of causation. So, the plaintiff would have to establish a duty by arguing that the

harm and himself (as a plaintiff) were foreseeable, therefore, the Δ has a duty to act

reasonably. While trying to show that a duty was more likely than not, the Δ would

also have the oppurtunity to argue that even if he had a duty, it doesn't extend to the

π because of an unforeseeable/intervening cause.

Eleminating this element, however, would have some consequences. First, it would

call many important tort cases into question and challenege their sufficiency. For

instance, if their is not a destinct scope of liability element, the thousands of cases

that have been discussed regarding this element may not matter anymore. Second, it

might lead to more confusion when trying to argue for duty and causation. Scope,

in my mind, seems to be a hybrid of the two. Therefore, removing it may lead the

court/jury questioning how to properly find a duty and causation.Third, removing

this element will be met with wide push back from plaintiffs and defendants who

either lost or won a claim because of the scope element. Many people would think

that it is not fair to take away this element when it was the very thing that may have

kept them liable or not liable. Lastly, it could open the door up to abuse of

defendants rights to equal protection of the law and due process. The prima facie

case is designed to compensate the plaintiff, but to also protect the rights of the

accused.

Question #2 Final Word Count = 332

Kurt v. Mike

Kurt has multiple claims against Mike. First, Kurt could sue Mike for negligence in

hopes to recover damages for pain and suffering along with possible damages to

his iPad.

Duty

Mike has a duty to act reasonably in regards to foreseeable risks and foreseeable

plaintiffs. Here, Mike may have a duty to Kurt since he is well aware of Kurt's

seizures and that people suffering from seizures are ultra sensitive to flashing lights.

The facts show that Mike mentioned Kurt's seizures in a tweet that he sent to him.

Breach

Mike most likely breached his duty by sending the video to Kurt even though he

knew that Kurt suffered from seizures and that bright lights could trigger one. Using

the B<PL test, Kurt will argue that the probability and seriousness (possibly life-

threatening) of him having a seizure is far greater than the burden of Mike not

sending a tweet to him with those images. Mike may counter here in arguing that the

first amendment of the constitution protects his right to free speech, therefore, the

burden of him not expressing his views is not higher than the probability of a

seizure. However, this will likely fail since Mike wasn't expressing any concerns of

public interest. By sending the tweet, Mike was likely acting will malice since he

knew that the video of Pepe the frog could trigger a seizure.

Causation

The facts indicate that Kurt did suffer from a seizure, thankfully. However, he did

experience some mental and emotional distress from the situation. It is also evident

that Kurt dropped his iPad after realizing what the video was--which may have

resulted in damages. Kurt will argue that Mike was a but for cause of his distress

and that he would not have expereinced the emotional distress or damages to his

iPad had Mike not sent the video to him.

Scope

This claim will likley hit a speed bump under scope since Kurt opened the video

and watched it even though he likely knew that the video would be related to

seizures since the tweet referenced them. Mike will argue that Kurt was an

intervening cause of his own harm and that this should terminate his liability.

However, Kurt could counter this and argue that it was foreseeable that he would

open the video since the whole purpose of Mike sending the tweet was to get Kurt's

attention. Therefore, Mike would probably be liable for negligence since it was

foreseeable that Kurt would open the video and that it could cause harm to him.

Defamation

Kurt may also wish to bring a claim for defamation against Mike. Kurt will argue

that the tweet, which discussed his seizures, was defamatory and caused special

damages (his distress from seeing the video). However, I can't analyze this claim

further because it is not clear whether the tweet was sent privately to Kurt, of if

Mike tagged Kurt in the tweet for everyone to see.

IIED

Kurt can also sue for IIED. Here, Kurt would argue that Mike intended for the video

to cause emotional harm to Kurt since he knew that Kurt suffers form seizures.

Although this coduct will probably be considered to be outrageous to a jury, the

facts are not clear about the extent of Kurt's injuries. Whether his distress amounts

to "extreme or severe" emotional distress is not clear.

Kurt's Family (wife/kids) v. Mike

Kurt's family may wish to recover for emotional distress from Mike's negligence.

Duty

Emotional distress is a limited duty, so Kurt's family will have to argue that they

meet the bystander rule.

Question #3 Final Word Count = 598

Adrian Arrington v. NCAA

Adrian will likely be able to bring a whole array of claims against the NCAA.

Negligence

The first, issue is whether Adrian has a negligence claim against the NCAA for

failure to proivde propery instruction and testing.

Duty

Adrian will argue that it foreseeable that failing to properly intruct both the player

and team on the proper way to handle concussions could foreseeably lead to more

harmful outcomes. We could argue that we have a limitted duty to warn or aid.

However, Adrian would be able to establish a duty since we have voluntarily

assumed the duty by taking player safety and conduct amongst ourselves.

Breach

Adrian will also argue that we have breached out duty by failing to provide any

instruction directly to him as a player. Since instructions and manuals are only given

to the coaches and head medical staff directly, Adrian will argue that we have

breached a duty to him by failing to properly warn him of the risks of concussions

by playing football. Despite the plentiful research and statistics that show just how

common concussions are, Adrian will argue that he still did not know about the

proper way to notice concussions or how to handle them. Adrian will also argue

that we breached a duty to him by refusing to adopt the return-to-play protocols.

However, we could counter his argument by stating that we have conducted

numerous studies and have made it explicitly clear that all member institutions must

follow our guidelines. Still, a breach is likely to be shown as more likely than not

since there is little evidence that we have actually enforced those rules or provided

any incentive/punishment to coaches/institutions that do breach the rules.

Causation

Adrian will argue a couple of things here. First, he may argue that we are a but for

cause of his symptoms from the repeated concussions. He will argue that he he

been properly instructed on how concussions occur and how to avoid them, he

would have played safer or refused to return to play the day after receiving a

concussion. He will also argue that our failure to provide protocols to EIU was a

but for cause since he would have never returned to play the next day if the team

had to walk him through the steps suggested by Vienna, Prague, and Zurich

conferences. He can also fall back on substantial factor test by arguing that even if

EIU had a part to play in his injuries, the NCAA was a substantial factor since they

are the body in charge of being the "safety" watch-dog of all NCAA athletes.

Scope

We may be able to argue here that EIU's actions in allowing for Adrian to return to

play the next day was an intervening cause in his symptoms since the NCAA has

funded numerous studies about how the average time it take for an athlete to

recover from a concussion is 5-7 days. However, Adrian would counter this by

arguing that even though we funded the study, we did not implement any part of the

study into our regulations. In fact, we continued to allow the protocol to be

governed by each school. Adrian will use this to establish that it was foreseeable

that if the return protocol was left for the school to decide, they would likely have

him return as soon as possible since he was their star Strong Safety.

Damages

We may be able to mitigate some damages here by arguing assumption of risk either

express or implied. Through express, we could argue that we are not liable since

Adrian had signed and read a packet about the risk of injuries in sports. However,

this will likely not count as express assumption since the packet doesn't address

concussions. Implied assumption of risk would not hold up either since Adrian

must both have knowledge and appreciation for the risk of injury. He may arguably

have neither one. We will likely be liable for medical expenses (past and future),

pain and suffering damages, and possibly loss of future wages since Adrian was a

star player and would have likely made it to the NFL.

Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Adrina could bring a suit against us for fraudulent misrepresentation by arguing that

be induced his reliance in believing that he was safe since our hadnbook and manual

stress over and over again that our goal as a committe overseeing collegiate athletes

is to provide a safe environment and to improve our safety methods. Adriane could

argue that we never had the intention of improving safety regulations since we have

failed to adopt so many suggested protocols and ignore numerous studies. He will

say that the misrepresentation induced him to believe that nothing bad would

happen to him and to play football anyway.

Derek Owens v. NCAA

Negligence

Similarly, Derek will be able to bring a negligence claim against us for failing to

properly instruct both him and the medical staff/couches of UCA.

Duty

Derek will argue that it was foreseeable that failing to properly instruct a student

athelete about how concussions are incurred can lead to foreseeable harm since

they will know be aware of when they may have a concussion. Therefore, his will

argue that we had a duty to properly warn and instruct both him and the medical

staff about the concussion protocols.

Breach

By using B<PL, he will likely be able to argue that the probability and seriousness

of a concussion is much much higher than the burden it would be to us to properly

instruct each athlete and medical staffer. Research suggests that concussions in

football are extremely common and amongst the most frequent head-injury in the

game. Research also suggests that concussions become easier to get after the first

one, and that they also can bring on more serious symptoms. Therefore, since the

probability and seriousness of concussions is so high, Derek will argue that we

breached our duty by failing to meet our burden of instruction and warning.

Causation

Derek will likely be able to establish that we are a but for cause of his injuries. Had

we properly instructed him, and made more strict protocols enforced agains the

university, Derek would have been tested for concussions earlier and would have

been put on notice that he had suffered one. However, Derek was never given a

baseline test, did not receive any instruction from us, and has received no financial

help as a result of him losing his scholarship from concussion symptoms. Derek

was apparently under the belief that concussion only happend when somebody

blacked out or was knocked out. This false beliefe, he will argue, should have been

corrected by us (NCAA). Had it been corrected Derek would argue that he would

have never continued to play.

Scope

Similar to Adrian, Derek will argue that it foreseeable that a school will try to cut

corners in order to either avoid medical costs or to get their players back out on the

field as quickly as possible. However, we may be able to argue that our liability

should be terminated by the grossly negligent and reckless behavior of the schools

medical staff. We can argue that it is not foreseeable that the team staff would not

provide any tests or treatment whatsoever. We could also argue that Derek was put

on notice about his concussion because the doctor had told his roommate that he

had a serious concussion and should be monitored.

Damages

Derek was a very bright individual (98th precentile on ACTs). After the

concusisons, Derek has suffered from memory loss, anxiety, depression, learning

issues, fatigue, and dizzinness. This had cost him his ability to perform both on the

football field and in the class room. Derek could have excelled in either field.

Therefore, will likely be liable for future loss of wages, along with pain and

suffering, and possibly even loss of enjoyment of life sice Derek has been deprived

of two things that he values and loves.

Fraudulent Mis.

Derek would possibly be able to bring a misrepresentation claim similar to Adrian.

He could once again argue that our actions in how we actually regulate universities

and players is completely different from how we claim that we do. Therefore, he

may be able to establish that he was induced into consenting to play football in

college, despite his success in the classroom, by our misrepresentation. He will

argue that we knowingly misrepresented our goals and regulations to encourage

"amateurism" in sports and that we had no intention of actually providing significant

regulation and instruction by our consistent rejection of the Prague, Vienna, and

Zurich conventions.

Angelica v. NCAA

Angelica can also bring a number of claims. However, her claim for negligence

agaisnt us may be weaker than Derek and Adrian since Angelica had experienced 2

concussions before beginning to play college soccer.

Negligence

Duty

Once again, since we have assumed the duty to make college sports as safe as

possible, we likely have a duty to warn and instruct Angelica about how to spot and

deal with concussions.

Breach

Angelica will argue that since we have not adopted a return-to-play protocol that is

enforced on all universities, she was forced to practice even though an online test

that revealed she still had concussion symptoms. She will state that this consitutes a

breach of duty by stating that it is unreasonable to allow universities to adopt and

regulate their own protocols because it is foreseeable that a staff not properly

instructed or aware of the concussion protocols would require a player to return

much sooner than she really should.

Causation

Angelica would argue that had we enforced our own protocol on all universities, her

medical trainer would have been able to tell the coach that she still had concussion

symptoms and would not be able to return practice. However, since we have not

adopted such protocols, Angelica would argue that we are a but for cause of her

concussion symptoms. She will argue that being forced to practice, despite

receiving a concussion several days before the practice, enhanced/made her

symptoms worse because she was still feeling bad.

Scope

With Angelica, we could argue that she should have be aware of concussions since

she already had two before college. She even specially requested a helmet for her to

wear in games and practices because she was aware that she was especially

susceptible to concussions after already receiving two. We could argue that this

counts as a intervening cause and that we should not be liable because it was

unforeseeable that Angelica would continue to practice even though she was not

feeling well and had prior knowledge about concussions. However, Angelica could

argue that it was foreseeable that she would practice because the NCAA has placed

any regulations for return to play on her coach or university. Therefore, she will

argue that it is foreseeable that the coach would require her to return to practice

after giving her 4 days off. Since NCAA did not provide a systematic progress

chart for the university to work with, Angelica will argue that it is foreseeable that

the coach would not be aware of the proper amount of time or manner in which a

student should be brought back to practice.

Damages

Damages here are similar to both Adrian and Derek. However, with this possible

claim, we may be able to either mitigate or remove damages all together. See

defenses.

Defenses

Here, we may be able to argue primary assumption of risk. We could state that

concussions are an obvious injury associated with sports and that Angelica should

not have a claim against us any more than a fan at a baseball game should have a

claim against the team for getting hit by a foul ball. We could argue that since

Angelica has suffered 2 concussions prior to playing in college, she has both

knowlegde and appreciation of the risk of injury. So, she has assumed the risk of

concussions by deciding to continue to play soccer. However, Angelica could fire

back by arguing that she assumed the risk of concussions, but not the risk that the

coach would make her practice despite her not feeling well which was do to a lack

of enforeceable regulations by the NCAA. If this fails, we may be able to assert the

comparative fault defense by arguing that even though her coach had demanded her

to practice, Angelica was still negligent in her own regard she she could have easily

refused to do so--and should have given her history with concussion.

Kyle v. NCAA

Kyle would also bring a negligence claim against us. The analysis here is similar to

the previous claims, except for a few distinctions.

Duty

Same as above.

Breach

Kyle's breach argument is mostly the same as the previous claim discussed.

However, Kyle's case deals particularly with the suggested "3 strike rule" that we

have turned down repeadtedly. Kyle will argue that refusing to adopt this

recommendation was a breach of duty since it is unreasonable to allow college

athletes to continue to play high contact sports like hockey after receiving 3

concussions or more.

Cause

Kyle will argue that had such a rule been enforced, he would have never continued

to play after he received his 3rd concussion and would not have received his 4th

concussion in practice. But, since no such rule exists, Kyle will assert that we are

the but for cause of his sever symptoms and out-of-pocket medical expences.

However, we could argue that we are not a but for cause since Kyle would have

likely had these symptoms and medical expenses even if the rule was enforced since

he had already suffered 3 concussions. This argument may not hold up, however,

since Kyle would argue that it was the 4th concussion that sent him over the edge.

Scope

In this case, Kyle's doctor told him that he coud likely die if he received another

concussion. Despite this, his medical trainer cleared him to play. Kyle would use

this evidence to establish that it is foreseeble that without such a rule, the medical

staff and coaches of universities will continue to require their athletes to perform

despite their conditions. However, we may be able to counter his usage of the

foresight test by arguing that it is not foreseeable that a hockey player will be

cleared to play/practice after receiving 3 prior concussion and showing particular

susceptibility to concussions (facts indicate that Kyle received his 4th concussion

after a soft hit to the head).

Damages

Damages would likely be the same here. However, it is important to keep in mind

that punitive damages be on the table in this cases for Kyle and all previous claims.

The plaintiffs will all argue that our actions in failing to provide proper protocol and

instruction depsite our knowledge of the risk and severity of concussions consitute

reckless behavior.

Rachel v. NCAA

This claim is not as developed as the previous claims because it is not clear whether

the plaintiff has suffered a particular harm. The facts indicate that she may have

received a concussion that has gone undetected. She could bring a negligence claim

if this is the case. However, we may be able to argue that she has released her ability

to bring a claim since she signed the covenant not sue against her school. However,

it will be a stretch to convince the court to also apply this to us since we are not a

listed party. It may be enough, however, to argue an assumption of risk since the

waiver made it clear tha all type of injuries could occur from soccer.

IIED claims:

we knew of concussions

Did nothing about them
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